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ABSTRACT  
Complexity and uncertainty have impacted wind power systems and their applica-
tions. Commercial wind power asset exhibits complex system behaviour due to 
stochastic loading characteristics of its installation context. However, different 
stakeholders’ practices in whole life cycle processes try to treat multi-disciplinary 
complexity issues. Moreover, wind power system failures, stoppages, faults, sup-
port delays and human/organizational errors provide a clear proof of increasing 
the needs for dependability. Therefore, dependability is considered as an aggregate 
theory for RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety & Supportabil-
ity) in order to cope with complex systems (i.e. physical systems and their asset 
management systems) and their behaviour phenomenon. Consequently, to address 
wind power practical problem as one of the modern complex and interdependent 
systems, it is worth to enhance both the way of how we look at dependability and 
the method of inquiry. Technical system complexity, system interdependency and 
system learn-ability are the main challenges within system dependability field. 
Therefore, this research work is done to integrate both terotechnology and systems 
engineering methodologies to enhance systems dependability theory and practices. 
In particular, it focuses on three main aspects within systems dependability engi-
neering: challenges, practitioners’ concepts and system-level methodologies.  
 
The research methodology of this thesis has utilised the mixed research approach 
of qualitative and quantitative methods to extract the empirical findings that are 
required to validate the dependability theory developments. Qualitative survey is 
used to identify the challenges of dependability theory within wind power applica-
tions. Grounded theory is used to define the practical understanding of wind 
power stakeholders concerning to dependability and asset management concepts. 
Case study is implemented to validate the systems dependability engineering, as 
cross edge theory of dependability and systems engineering. Moreover, the phe-
nomenography method is used to capture the individual experiences and under-
standing of purposefully selected stakeholders, due to different site-specific cir-
cumstances for each wind farm.   
 
In general, the thesis contributes to the body of knowledge of five fields: depend-
ability, terotechnology, asset management, systems engineering and wind energy. 
In particular, the focus of thesis contributes with retrospective review to be as ref-
erence line for system dependability theory. Simultaneously, on basis of empirical 
findings, it contributes to be a pivot point for further enhancements from both the 
academic contributions and industrial developments. 
 
Key Words: System Dependability, Systems Engineering, Terotechnology, 
Complex System, Asset Management, Wind Power System 
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Problem Definition & Research 
Choices  
This chapter presents the research background from both academic and indus-
trial points of view, the research problem of interest together with related re-
search questions, research activities objectives and research delimitations.  
 

Problem background and context of the study 
By human standards, the supply of renewable energy on earth is vast and 
needs to enable the renewable energy to compete economically with fossil fu-
els. Renewable energy is cheaper, and its costs may be expected to fall even 
further when mass production of new technical systems begins. One of the 
most significant economic benefits of renewable energy is that it reduces the 
exposure of our economies to the fuel price. Wind energy is by far the fastest 
growing renewable energy resource and its industries have drastically reduced 
the costs by means of new technologies (Bianchi et al. 2007). Wind energy 
systems are beginning to provide sustainable electricity that may be consid-
ered as an alternative to conventional power generation (Smil, 2005). Human 
beings learnt early on how to capture the power of the wind in sails, wind 
mills or wind wheels for bringing up water. Modern technology for converting 
wind energy into electricity uses lessons from aircraft sector, but has also 
sought new unconventional solutions (Lundberg, 1996). In 1979, the modern 
wind power industry began with the serial production of wind turbines by the 
Danish manufacturers Kuriant, Vestas, Nordtank and Bonus (Hau, 2006). By 
the early 1990s, the wind energy domain was and still exposed to a rapid tech-
nological development and industrial applications (Smil, 2005). Many options 
and conceptual solutions (Zaaijer (2004), Breton and Moe (2008)) were gener-
ated with different preferable characteristics in terms of optimal operations 
(Holttinen, 2007), effective maintenance practices (Alsyouf and El-Thalji, 
2008), and life cycle issues (Walford, 2006).However, the systems must 
achieve a long-term cost effective performance and fulfil their operations well 
before initial expectations are met.  
 
Nowadays, a number of national energy programs have conceived their solu-
tions by using an extensive wind power system. In Europe, a new target of 150 
GW (Giga Watt Hour) was agreed on by EWEA (European wind energy asso-
ciation) for 2020, of which 50 GWh will be offshore. Nationally, Sweden’s 
wind power planning target was proposed to be 30 TWh by 2020, according to 
the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA 2007 ). The target increased, from 10 TWh 
(Tera Watt Hour) by 2015 to 30 TWh by 2020, which requires 9000-11000 
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turbines to be installed in addition to the currently installed turbines (EWEA, 
2009a).  
 
Clearly, establishing a wind power system with such a large target over a rela-
tively short time is not sufficient for many critical reasons. First, the expected 
yearly production does not meet the actual production due to wind variability, 
wind availability, and production losses (Krokoszinski (2003), Ronsten 
(2009)). Ribrant & Bertling, (2007) show quantitatively that the typical tur-
bine in Sweden has a failure 0.402 times per year and the mean downtime for 
each failure is 130 h a year. For instance, Tavner et al. (2006) show on the ba-
sis of the WindStats database that the mean time between failure (MTBF) for a 
Danish wind turbine gearbox is around 218,871 h, while for a German one it is 
87,174 h. Kuhn et al. (1999) show that the availability may fall down to 53%-
89% when wind turbines are installed offshore and weather conditions get 
worse. Therefore, the availability of wind turbines is extremely important. The 
second issue concerns the reliability, which depends highly on the environ-
mental conditions in which the equipment is to be operated, such as variable 
and stochastic loads, temperature, humidity, dust, maintenance facilities, 
maintenance and operation personnel training, etc. These and other factors 
lead to unreliable systems and unexpected system behaviours and component 
failures. Butterfield (2009), for instance, described the challenge of gearboxes 
as follows: “Gearbox life in the current fleet can be as low as four years, 
which is far short of the 20-year life expected by designers; therefore the reli-
ability shall be taken into consideration first and cost second”. Moreover, wind 
energy databases and statistics like WindStats1, VTT2 and Elforsk3 show chal-
lenging figures (failure rates and downtimes) of several sub-systems that pro-
vide proof of system unreliability. The third issue, maintainability, is another 
critical issue and challenge. Ribrant and Bertling (2007) found that the most 
critical components or systems are the drive train, the gearbox in particular, 
which takes 250-290 hours to repair. That represents on average 20 % of the 
downtimes of the whole wind turbine. The fourth issue is maintenance support 
challenge. The wind farm site has a major impact on the accessibility (EREC, 
2004), moreover, the state of the art of wind energy in a cold climate (Lasskso, 
et al., 2003) highlights that cold climate issues and local conditions (Lasskso 
et al.,.2005) constrain operation and maintenance practices due to the difficul-
ties to get access to the site especially in the severest part of the winter. How 
(2007) in his PhD thesis presents relevant figures about the accessibility for 
offshore sites and maintenance categories. The fifth issue is operation and ma-
intenance costs. On the basis of experiences and data collection in Germany, 

––––––––– 
1 http://www.windstats.com/ 
2 http://www.vtt.fi/proj/windenergystatistics/?lang=en 
3 http://www.vindstat.nu/ 
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Spain, Denmark and the UK, the EWEA (2009b) estimated operation and 
maintenance costs to be around 1.2-1.5 Euro cents (c€) per kWh of wind 
power produced over the total life time of a turbine. However, there are differ-
ent numeric ways to represent the operation and maintenance cost, for instance 
by comparing it to total levelized cost, investment cost, etc. Altogether, the 
operation and maintenance cost (O&M) might easily have an average share of 
approximately 20%-25% of the total levelized cost per kWh produced 
(Morthorst and Chandler 2004) compared with 10-15% onshore (Marsh, 
2007). Walford (2006) has figured out that “the cumulative costs for operation 
and maintenance may represent as much as 65%-90% of the turbine’s invest-
ment cost”. However, Ademakers et al. (2008) reviewed the estimation models 
of operation and maintenance cost and highlighted a number of difficulties and 
uncertainties (Obdam et al., 2007) that have an impact on the extracted results. 
In addition, due to the unplanned repairs and/or restoration as well as support, 
the system’s availability reduces and that lead to a higher LCC.  
 
In fact, according to wind power sector circumstances and statistics, it is not 
enough to describe the situation based on individually considered reliability, 
maintainability and/or maintenance support. A better understanding could be 
derived from a dependability definition as a collective term for these three 
quality characteristics of the system of interest. The three previously men-
tioned reasons highlight the concept of dependability and obviously point to 
the influencing factors that have been described in IEC 60300-1 (2003-06) as 
follows: “Dependability describes the availability performance and its influ-
encing factors: reliability performance, maintainability performance and main-
tenance support performance”. There is little interesting field work done con-
cerning the matter of dependability. However, there is a great deal of work 
separately considering availability (Kozine et al. (2000)), reliability (Veers et 
al.,  1993; Walford, 2006; Tavner et al., 2006; Echavarria et al , 2007; Ribrant 
and Bertling, 2007;  Guo et al., 2009; Foley and Ggutowski,  2009)  , accessi-
bility (How, 2007), and maintenance optimization (Garcia et al., 2006; An-
drawus, 2008). However, it still not enough compared to other applications 
and is not embraced by the collective aspects of the dependability concept. 
Diaz et al. (2006) described that “the systematic dependability studies nowa-
days were used on almost all energy technologies” like nuclear plants, oil and 
gas platforms, and recently in renewable energy applications. Thus, such a dy-
namic and complex situation expresses the wind power system as a system of 
challenges needed to be studied systematically in order to design dependable 
systems and manage their asset cost and profit effectively. The previous five 
discussion points mainly point towards the dependability engineering and 
management field. 
 
Frankly, wind power generation systems provide a clear proof that merging 
engineering disciplines is one of the problematic circumstances. In fact, there 
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are more. First, rapid design & development towards larger sizes make the 
system more complicated in terms of physical interfaces, especially with new 
advanced technologies, for instance the high technological development that 
has occurred in the industrial standards of the wind turbine gearbox in com-
parison with international standards (ISO/IEC 81400-4, 2005). Second, new 
wind farm clusters and topologies bring other physical and operational inter-
faces with their external systems. Third, wind farm installations in new harsh 
environments bring a couple of complicated challenges (Markard and Peter-
sen, 2009; Breton and Moe, 2008; Zhixin et al, 2007; Tammelin, 2002),   due 
to site and seasonal interfaces. Fourth, the shifts of other business domains 
(the hydropower, oil and gas, marine, component manufacturing and other in-
dustries.) with their experience and knowledge are a clear stakeholder in-
volvement challenge (Zaaijer, 2004) within the wind energy domain. Finally, 
wind power systems will be recognized as a circular supply chain system, the 
forward direction representing the support logistics from the supplier to the 
customer (the operating company) together with service support, while the re-
verse way represents how the failed systems and those in need of repair were 
supplied to their original suppliers through a chain of operations. 
 
Even though the dependability needs are clear and the industrial applications 
are rapidly searching for designing a dependable wind power system, the fail-
ure statistics and operation and maintenance costs are increasing, and simulta-
neously the wind turbine size is becoming larger and installation sites are be-
ing located in a harsher environment than the normal onshore one. This makes 
the development using system-level thinking seem as a development process 
seen through a diverging lens. It means that there are strong interests and prac-
tical developments for dependability in multiple engineering disciplines such 
as the aerodynamic, mechanical, electrical, control, structural, marine sectors. 
However, when it comes to the system integration level, it diverges to be 
fragmented into dependability rather than being integrated. Furthermore, it is 
clear that the domain highlights two problem-solving orientations: the product 
focus to cope with the complexity of physical wind power systems, and the 
process focus to cope with the complexity of wind power asset management. 
 

Problem domain & research problems of interest 
On the basis of the above illustrated circumstances, it becomes clear that the 
wind power system is one of the systems which are functionally, physically 
and operationally complicated4 and dynamic. Akersten and Klefsjö (2003) ex-

––––––––– 
4 Complex versus complicated: “complexity of systems enhances their quality and survival capacity, 

while complicated industrial systems have hitherto yielded the opposite result”, Lundberg (1996); 
“time to turn; towards a sustainable society”  
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pressed that “implementation of a dependability and safety management sys-
tem will focus on the totality”. This means that the situation requires imple-
menting systems-level dependability or a system view within the whole life 
cycle instead of the functional implementation of one or even a few method-
ologies without constructing the relations to gathering and building traceable 
relationships to their defined values, in agreement with Hellsten and Klefsjö 
(2000). The most comprehensive view of dependability management is de-
scribed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and its techni-
cal committee 56 (Akersten and Klefsjö, 2003). Technical committee 56 has 
identified specific issues for development within the next generation of de-
pendability standards, as summarized by Miller et al (1998): (a) the require-
ments of the managing dependability of complex systems due to the rapid 
technology evolution, diverse industry applications, and the globalization of 
markets; (b) the assurance of the dependability of commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) products when integrated into systems operations; (c) the adequacy of 
the existing dependability methodologies and tools for the assessment of new 
technology; (d) the need for a cost-effective approach in demonstrating the 
dependability performance of new technology products and systems; (e) the 
development of generic industry dependability performance metrics to assure 
the proper interpretation of the customer-perceived value of dependability. 
These issues have been defined clearly according to how the research should 
continue to achieve the research targets and seek new academic and industrial 
contributions. However, the last twelve years of academic and industrial re-
search and development have dealt with a set of challenges under the key 
word ‘technical dependability’, where around a hundred and fifty papers have 
been found regarding the related topic, specifically within the Electronic Li-
brary Information Navigator (Elin) as being the primary search engine used 
for this research work. Briefly, the comprehensive review shows that most re-
search contributions are centred on computer system disciplines.  
 
Therefore, the main and sub-research questions expected to provide answers 
for last five points within wind power domain. Shifting the body of domain-
centric knowledge into other industrial domains needs to be based on correctly 
understanding domain problems and their context and on these being the key 
success factor in all product development projects (Karlsson, 2005). In addi-
tion, the process development and productivity measurement process are af-
fected by modern system characteristics and business management changes. 
Parida and Kumar (2009) highlighted a number of factors that needed to be 
considered for measuring the maintenance productivity performance of mod-
ern systems as follows: (a) the value created by the maintenance; (b) revising 
allocations of resources; (c) health and environmental factors; (d) knowledge 
management; (e) new trends in operation and maintenance strategy; (e) 
changes in organizational structure. 
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Therefore, it is worth defining the basic system complexity and interdepen-
dency issues within the wind power domain in order to enable the dependabil-
ity body of knowledge to interact effectively to rescue the domain challenges. 
The following issues express the main complexity and interdependency of the 
wind power domain and the need for dependability, and especially the system 
view of dependability: (1) It is recognized that large-scale R&D activities 
should be connected together in a meaningful manner visualizing “the whole 
with the connecting sub-systems treated separately”; (2) It is known that wind 
power systems are made up of interconnected systems which need to be inte-
grated for cost-effective purposes on both sides; technically and operationally, 
with inherent complexity and criticality; (3) It has become evident that even 
the best wind energy engineering solutions need operational solutions to re-
duce obvious risks associated with operational decisions and intervention 
tasks; (4) Wind power systems have started to become larger and more com-
plicated, with a greater variety of applications due to site and seasonal condi-
tions. Wang and Pham (2006) highlight that “[a]s modern systems grow in 
complexity, so do reliability and maintenance challenges”. There were also 
growing concerns that wind energy stakeholders reach excellence in neither 
how to design such complicated systems, nor how they might have behaved 
and operated in practice. It means that there is a need to formulate and mani-
fest the optimum solution to the whole problem, that is, the best solution 
achievable in the situations, constraints and circumstances; and (5) It is known 
through historical work on complex systems that whole systems which are 
correctly synthesized exhibit properties, capabilities and characteristics pro-
viding more than the sum of the parts in terms of production capability, per-
formance and effectiveness. It means that we still need to characterize the 
whole problem. 
 
Therefore, coping with systems-level dependability and its complexity re-
quires using a well-known approach. Two thinking approaches need to be 
combined into a dependability theory: the first approach is systems engineer-
ing and the second is terotechnology.  
 
First, systems engineering is one of the interdisciplinary approaches that en-
able the realization of successful systems. Figure 1-1 (part C) illustrates the 
main systems engineering process and its phases as a Vee diagram. The basic 
purpose of systems engineering (Hitchins, 2007) is to provide the trade-off 
analyses and integration between system elements to achieve the best overall 
product/service. Buede (2000) clarified what is called ‘best overall’ as “a cost-
effective, life-cycle balanced product based upon the needs of the stake-
holders”. Systems engineering deals with dependability as one of the key met-
rics and measures of system operational effectiveness (Verma et al., 2003). 
However, the idea of systems engineering in ‘reliability’, ‘maintainability’ 
(Blanchard et al., 1995), ‘supportability’ and ‘economic feasibility’ contexts is 
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not a new one. Blanchard and Fabrycky (1990) discussed that in detail from a 
concurrent engineering point of view. Moreover, Blanchard (2008) showed the 
importance of relationships between the selected reliability and maintainabil-
ity tools. This gives a clear proof of the importance of going further and search 
in system-level relationships of dependability as a collective term for a num-
ber of quality characteristics (reliability, maintainability and maintenance sup-
port) in more detail by means of systems engineering and from practitioner’s 
perspective. 
 
Second, the terotechnology approach was evolved by the British Council of 
Maintenance Associations in 1970-1975 on the basis of a study of engineering 
maintenance carried out in the British manufacturing industry and defined as 
“a combination of management, financial, engineering and other practices ap-
plied to physical assets in pursuit of economic life cycle costs” ( Kelly and 
Eastburn, 1982). The practice of terotechnology is concerned with the specifi-
cation and design for reliability and maintainability of plant, machinery equip-
ment, building and structure with their installation, commissioning, mainte-
nance modification and replacement and with feedback of information, per-
formance and cost”. In fact5, terotechnology needs to be updated with a set of 
supportive improvements in terms of new enabling methodologies and infor-
mation systems and in the context of new advanced technologies and business 
complexes, as illustrated by Sherwin (2000), in order to take terotechnology as 
a capable methodology to capture the full range of  feedbacks within whole 
life cycle processes (as expressed in the terotechnology diagram in Figure 1.1 
(part B) going from the operating phase to the designer, where design consid-
erations are made in order to design successive generations of products). 
Figure 1.1 (part B) shows how terotechnology refers all feedbacks to the de-
signer, where the systems engineer’s role is missing or under-considered. 
 
It is generally agreed within most systems engineering standards and models, 
as compared by Sheard and Lake (1998), that the systems engineering process 
consists of four interrelated process steps, including requirements analysis, 
functional analysis, and synthesis, all tied to system analysis and control. 
 
The last step includes processes of performance and trade studies, interface 
studies, risk management, configuration management and data management. 

––––––––– 
5 Nowadays, in most recent maintenance engineering and management literatures (Marquez (2007), 

Kobbacy and Murthy (2008), Ben-Daya et al. (2009), Manzini et al. (2010)) terotechnology is ex-
cluded, because of the high theoretically and empirically based developments in the asset manage-
ment field and other critical research areas in maintenance science, thus the terotechnology concept 
has become less known. 
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Figure 1.1 Research focus: Terotechnology and system engineering 

 
Systems engineering implementation could be followed by one of the three 
development strategies: (1) once-through, where the complete system is de-
veloped in one pass through the Vee model, as illustrated in Figure1-1; (2) in-
cremental, the system being developed in a series of well-defined increments; 
(3) evolutionary, the system being developed through gaining experience with 
the initial system and defining the next iteration to fix problems and extend 
capabilities. The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) 
highlighted that using the second and third strategies is more practical and 
useful, and thus it is well known (Haskins, 2010) as the incremental and itera-
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tive development. This type of system development needs a valid approach to 
gain experience of the operation and maintenance process of the system life 
cycle. Figure 1-1 provides a snapshot description of the total research focus as 
the connection between double Vee cycles of system development. The Vee 
diagram depicts the ‘top-down’ development approach and the ‘bottom-up’ 
implementation approach, including three perspectives: those of users, sys-
tems engineers and stakeholders.  
 
The importance of bridging both approaches into a dependability field is high-
lighted by examining the feedback as the relationship between two cycles of 
system development and by examining the relationship between the phases of 
each system life cycle and the commitment versus the incursion of costs. 
Thus, all customer and stakeholder needs and life-cycle feedbacks are required 
to be transformed into classified sets of requirements to form the basis of a 
functional architecture and to be allocated by physical architecture. The main 
connection to building methodological interoperability among dependability, 
terotechnology and systems engineering is the system-level and detailed de-
sign process. Therefore, two approaches need to be used: (a) systems engineer-
ing to transform mission and operational requirements into system architec-
ture, performance parameters and detailed design, and (b) terotechnology to 
collect feedbacks for whole life-cycle processes. 
 

Purpose and research questions  
It emerges from the previous problem background and domain that there is a 
critical need to use both terotechnology and systems engineering approaches 
to provide a consistent model for the design of system dependability. The 
principal research question covers the main purpose of this thesis, as follows: 
 
How do terotechnology and systems engineering approaches integrate to en-
hance design process for cost-dependability of complex systems? 
 
The research includes a set of sub-questions and those 6 are: 
RQ1: What factors impact and are impacted by dependability engineering and 
management practices in wind power systems? 
RQ2: What challenges are involved in engineering the system level of de-
pendability? 
RQ3: How to integrate terotechnology and systems engineering approaches 
into a ‘design for dependability’ process?  

––––––––– 
6 The number of research questions is relatively high, since they cover the whole implementation of 

systems engineering approach within dependability field as first research slide.  
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RQ4: How to assess the outputs of the design process (i.e. systems effective-
ness) on the basis of dependability criteria? 
RQ5: What system-level methodology is required for the current dependability 
‘method of inquiry’? 

 

Objectives of the research  
The developed model primarily tries to implement terotechnology in best 
practices and in cooperation with a systems engineering process to enhance 
‘design for dependability’. The principal research objective (RO) is develop-
ing a generic framework of system dependability engineering in sight of 
academic contributions and industrial practices. The objectives of the re-
search work are decomposed: (1) Identifying the problem space through the 
current development of wind power products and asset management. Provid-
ing a wind power domain centric state of the art of dependability, systems en-
gineering and asset management; (2) Introducing and applying the dependabil-
ity analysis and systems engineering methodology in wind power systems; and 
(3) Developing concepts, framework and methodologies for enabling and con-
tinuously enhancing the evolutionary development and design process of 
complex dependable systems. 

Research limitations and delimitations 
In fact, research work always has some limitation and delimitation in order to 
guarantee answering the research question by rigorous evidence. The main 
study is delimited with the following aspects: 

 The study focuses on Nordic onshore and offshore wind energy instal-
lations. 

 The case study focuses on the wind turbine gearbox, due to the high 
interests of wind turbine manufacturer and data availability; thus, 
most of the results are related to mechanical systems. 

 

The structure of the thesis 
In Chapter One the fields of study, research motivations and related questions 
have been formulated. Consequently, in Chapter Two the author designs an ef-
fective research approach that enables answering the research questions. In 
Chapter Three a goal-seeking literature review is presented. Then, in Chapter 
Four, the main results of the appended papers have been summarized, and 
Chapter Five proceeds to present the main conclusions based on a relevant 
theoretical lens.  
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Research Approach  
This chapter provides an insight into the approach by which these research 
questions will be answered. The first section highlights the overview of the 
systems approach. Following this, the research methods and process are pre-
sented in relation to the research papers. Finally, the research quality in terms 
of validity and reliability is discussed. 
 
The author started from the belief that a research approach is a way or an ef-
fective tool to reach the expected research outputs; thus it is an access, pro-
posal and even an overture with a specific end in view. Even so, the researcher 
still has to find a way to cope with dynamic research issues and their effects, 
for instance, the lack of sources of evidence, the existence of multiple and un-
classified sources of evidence, etc. That led the descriptions of this chapter to 
express the main pivot points and challenges and the rationality behind the fi-
nally presented research methodology7. Generally speaking, the author has 
tried to design a research approach that is partly based on Thomas (2004), 
whose definition of the research mission is that “the research should be fairly 
important, its findings are likely to be objective, reasonably reliable, consid-
erably valid, and probably of general applicability.”8 
 

Research approach context 
 

Research paradigm 
In the introduction chapter of this thesis the author argues that modern wind 
power systems have become increasingly complicated due to a set of interdis-
ciplinary phenomena related to, for instance, engineering, economic-technical 
operational, and informatics aspects. The summative picture of reality in the 
analytical approach is no longer helpful for creating the whole system behav-
ior. Therefore, the first issue is about the characterization and nature of our re-
search problem. It requires a research paradigm which should be able to create 
knowledge about not only the parts of the system but also about their relations. 
The knowledge developed that explains and understands the parts through the 
characterization of the whole - of which they are parts – is called a system ap-
proach or paradigm (Arbnor and Bjerke, 1997).  
 
––––––––– 
7 The author believes it is helpful to express the process of research design and selections rather than 

providing an end-used research methodology. Especially for a paper-based thesis, this way of writing 
provides tidying-up processes not only for the knowledge within papers, but also for the research 
methodologies and rationality of inquiring evidence. 
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The second issue that affects this choice of research approach is the author’s 
argument for the need of stakeholders as the main evidence for requirements 
extraction within a systems engineering and architecting approach. Defining 
stakeholder-based requirements is a helpful way in trying to achieve satisfied 
dependability for complex systems. However, developing knowledge from 
stakeholders needs an approach which is interested in understanding the social 
whole. An actor approach reproduces the meaning that various actors associate 
with their acts and the surrounding context. In this context, it is helpful to un-
derstand the social whole of some critical actors – stakeholders - who play a 
key role within the life cycle processes of the selected system of interest. This 
includes, for example, how the asset managers individually understand the 
concept of asset management.  
 
To bridge the two points, the author chose a system approach to develop the 
knowledge from the technical perspective and the actor approach for the social 
perspective. Each research approach has a different type of relation to deal 
with in analytically reproducing causal relations: the system approach repro-
ducing finality relations, and the actors approach describing dialectical rela-
tions.  
 
Systems research 
Systems research is a hard and multifaceted process, which involves proving 
scientific hypotheses and designing a real system. Brown, A. et al. (2010) ar-
gue that “systems research should match the dimension: engineering, science 
and art” in which particular work extends and evaluation criteria in order to 
capture the totality. Another of their arguments reads: “Science seeks to un-
cover truth. Regardless of where that truth resides or how it can be brought to 
bear on practice, the engineering starts with the inevitability of practical rele-
vance and goes backward to the principles that make practical utility 
achieved”. In other words, science demands that a universal true statement 
should be made, whereas engineering might demand understanding the ‘good 
enough’ statement of practical use rather than a generalized statement. The au-
thors argue that engineering systems research could present no new truths, but 
rather deal with solving a specific problem by synthesizing truths and solu-
tions previously proposed. In fact, this is an obvious point: “Whenever the 
problem is shared by a large population, the utility of such a solution can out-
strip significantly the utility of a new truth”. However, the time dimension 
must be considered. The art dimension can make complex scientific and engi-
neering ideas more palatable or more comprehensible. Generally speaking, a 
system with elegance in its underlying designs is often easier to use and man-
age, in addition to generating fewer human errors. From the science point of 
view, the research should be able to expose new truths and evaluate them on 
the basis of their novelty and generality. This can be done by forming a clear 
hypothesis that constructs reproducible results and includes the analysis 
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needed to prove or disprove the hypothesis.  Consequently, the engineering 
dimension rests on its utility, like its breadth of applicability to real world con-
texts and its power to solve problem in those contexts. Therefore, the best en-
gineering research is that which manages both criteria, introducing powerful 
solutions to broadly applicable problems for multiple platforms and environ-
ments over specific time periods. The last system research perspective is to 
take care of elegance (usability), beauty, simplicity and the ability to introduce 
new perspectives on existing truths.   It is clear that scientific research is 
needed to extract existing real world truths. However, engineering research 
could introduce solutions which are more effective than any existing known 
solutions, and art will make them elegant. Finally, the two main challenges 
within this context must be addressed: 

 How to recreate the real world based on scientific truths and demon-
strate the applicability of new synthesized engineering solutions. 

 How to evaluate and apply research to metrics, reproducible method-
ologies and benchmarks. 

 
Recently, initial work has begun on benchmarks for dependability and usabil-
ity (Kanoun and Spainhower, 2008). However, further research is needed. 
These work efforts focus on art as a way to figure out how to approach prob-
lems, on science to develop and test methodologies and metrics, and finally on 
engineering to implement them as benchmarks.  
 
Thus, on the basis of previous aspects and definitions of system research in 
this thesis, the author applies a system research approach to recreate a general-
ized, powerful, applicable, elegant understanding of a real physical system, the 
wind power system in particular. 
 
Research Context and Philosophical Worldviews 
By worldview is meant a set of beliefs that guide the research and lead to em-
bracing a qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods approach in specific re-
search work. Generally, there are four types of worldviews or paradigms, as 
mentioned by Creswell (2009):  

 The post-positivist worldview; reflecting the need to identify and as-
sess the causes of these influence outcomes, using quantitative re-
search with a deductive process.  

 The social constructivist worldview; relying on the participants’ 
views of the situation being studied, using qualitative research with a 
largely inductive process. 

 The participatory worldview, focused on bringing about change in 
practices.  

 The pragmatic worldview, concerned with application and with what 
actually works instead of focusing on methods, in fact, with what and 
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how to research, on the basis of intended consequences - where one 
wants to go with it. 

 
The basic problem hypothesis of this thesis is to build a unified framework of 
(for) system engineering and terotechnology methods with classical depend-
ability analysis methods for the purpose of establishing a system dependability 
method. Thus, it expresses the rationale behind the need to choose the prag-
matic worldview as a pluralistic approach to drive knowledge about the prob-
lem of interest. Pragmatism opens for opportunities to rationalize the choice of 
multiple, different methods, assumptions and forms of data collection and 
analysis. It rationalizes why the qualitative and quantitative methods are 
needed to understand the research problem.  
 
Working quantitatively and qualitatively 
Pragmatists believe that the truth is what works at the time and require that re-
searchers or investigators use both quantitative and qualitative data and meth-
ods in order to provide the best understanding of a research problem. In the 
wind energy context the failures and downtimes are still complicated to under-
stand and there is great need to acquire a generic understanding of the low de-
pendability performance phenomenon. It means that the mixed method should 
be selected to be the main strategy of inquiry within this thesis. Mixing the 
method of inquiry needs a rational framework for converging, integrating and 
combining multi-methods to shape valid and reliable procedures for research 
(Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009). There are three general strategies, in par-
ticular, for mixed methods:  

 Sequential mixed methods; seeking to elaborate or expand on the 
findings of one method by another method. 

 Concurrent mixed methods; converging or merging quantitative and 
qualitative data in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of a re-
search problem. 

 Transformative mixed methods; using theory as a lens to provide a 
framework for topics of interest, methods for collection data and out-
comes or changes anticipated by the study.  

 
Generally - according to IEC standard - the dependability analysis methods are 
quantitatively based in order to deal with performance data of reliability, 
maintainability and maintenance support. The dependability researcher uses 
qualitative methods in particular to expand empirical findings in form of a se-
quential mixed method. However, the academic research problem of this the-
sis - complex system dependability - may need sequential and concurrent mix-
ing of a quantitative dependability analysis method and a systems engineering 
qualitative and quantitative method. Our research especially aims to be value-
based and action-oriented by mixing different inquiry methods. The research 
quality relies on the rationale of mixing the required methods of inquiry.  
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In practice, it is worth having a theoretical lens to guide the research work and 
configuring the required methods. Furthermore, system research – as being the 
core of this thesis – seeks how to understand the parts and relations of whole 
specific phenomena. In this case, neither a deductive theoretical explanation 
nor inductive data exploration is helpful for this specific situation, where mul-
tiple theories cross each other and where a multiple set of data exists for the 
analysis. It means, practically, that we need an approach that can precede in-
duction and deduction approaches by means of abductive reasoning in order to 
reach what is called “Inference to the Best Explanation”. 
 
Abductive reasoning starts when an inquirer considers a set of seemingly unre-
lated facts, armed with an intuition that they are somehow connected. The 
term abduction is commonly presumed to mean the same thing as hypothesis; 
however, abduction is actually the process of inference that produces a hy-
pothesis as its end result. For instance, in the wind turbine undependability 
phenomenon, failure could happen for several reasons (Elforsk, 2006; Allianz 
centre for technology, 2003): overload, stochastic load, design tolerance, size 
and scale, cold climate effect, lubrication, applied control strategies, etc. These 
hypotheses seem like individual hypotheses generated by particular stake-
holders. However, the abductive approach clarifies the research problem in the 
nature of their instinctive functions in the cycle of inquiry, wherein abduction, 
constrained to prospective testability, generates explanatory hypotheses that 
deduction can explicate into practical implications through whose tests induc-
tion can evaluate the hypothesis. Karlsson (2009) explains that an abductive 
argument starts in the result or conclusion, testing rules to find out about the 
preconditions as illustrated in Table 2-1. 
 

Table 2-1 Logic of argument (Karlsson, 2009) 
Stages Deduction Induction Abduction 
1 rule observation result 
2 observation result rule 
3 result rule observation 

 

Theory building process: dynamic research events 
The principal objective of this thesis - as described in part 1.4 - should be il-
lustrated in terms of building a body of understanding of system dependability 
engineering that the author tries to build through the individual research tasks 
(papers and their research sub-questions) cumulatively.  Thus, the research ef-
forts from multiple research activities will clearly lead to producing a formal 
theory that is scientifically rigorous, practically applicable and operationally 
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elegant according to systems research criteria. Simply, the purpose of this sec-
tion is to outline the process of formal theory building which aims to highlight 
what the research proposal is seeking for and which will be illustrated and 
supported by empirical findings in Chapter 4. The two main stages in building 
theory are the descriptive and normative ones (Carlile and Christensen, 2005). 
However, the theory building process iterates through these two steps towards 
betterment. The descriptive stage is a preliminary stage to develop an ad-
vanced normative theory. Figure 2.1 S gives an illustration of the dynamic pic-
ture of research activities to present the iterative way of doing research, rather 
than using a one-way presentation of an end-designed research approach. It 
plots several circles of research slides. Each complete circle covers four main 
research activities: problem clarification; research approach design and theo-
retical development process; data collection and analysis; and, finally, re-
search verification and validation, as shown in the four quarters of the figure. 
As a result of Figure 2.1, a clearer description of the process, which is the 
chain of evidence within the research project over two to four years, is built.  
On the other hand, it offers such a clear proof that the conclusion of one re-
search slide is not an end in itself but rather a beginning to further endless 
search for a universal knowledge towards truth, as Liyanage (2003) has high-
lighted. 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Spiral research approach 
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The research approach development  
The author believes that the research approach should be updated dynamically 
in order to cope with research problem complexity, rather than a pre-
determined set of methods. Therefore, it is worth understanding the author’s 
pivot points within his research work: (1) At the first pivot point the author 
starts to implement the systems engineering approach by means of a case 
study for seeking both the evolutionary product and process development. The 
requirement engineering module – within the systems engineering approach – 
was capable to capture a set of customer and stakeholder needs envisaged to 
be satisfied in the next generation of wind turbines and their asset manage-
ment. A high failure rate and downtimes are the main factors behind current 
operation and maintenance costs. Therefore, the most critical component in 
wind power system development is dependability with its three threads: fail-
ure, faults and errors.  
 
The main goal of the research was not to determine the most critical compo-
nent which frequently failed and was costly to repair, but to determine the cir-
cumstances and context of the failure situation. Determining critical failed 
components leads to selecting another or redesigning the current one, which is 
called the incremental development process. Determining the circumstances of 
failures (ill-dependability points) leads to an evolutionary design for the whole 
product or process. Mostly, the current available methodologies deal with the 
first group of understanding or thinking. At that moment of research work, the 
need for three aspects was formulated: (a) the need for a thinking approach 
that enables feeding product-related circumstances back into the design proc-
ess; (b) the need for a thinking approach that enables feedback from process-
related circumstances to an asset management process; (c) the need for a 
thinking approach that is able to capture these feedbacks and formulate them 
as requirements, solutions, and  architecture forms that are ready for the de-
signer and operator to act on. Therefore, the author decided to use a case study 
for failure circumstance analysis.  

 
Understanding the failure circumstances is helpful for the designer to compre-
hend the effect of system scalability, environmental compatibility, interopera-
bility, affordability, changeability, and responsiveness on the whole system 
dependability in the operational phase, especially the urgent need for bigger 
sizes, advanced attachment technologies, high integrated COTS, aggressive 
new-installed locations, and for the competitive global and national energy 
market. Understanding the circumstances is a challenge requiring capable 
methodologies and tools for doing that and then classifying them into action-
able categories. In order to do that, the author decided to use systems engi-
neering methodologies in a reverse way. For example, systems engineers try to 
build a functional architecture for the system on the basis of a set of well-
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defined functions. The author has simply broken down the current functional 
architecture in order to extract a well-defined set of functions and has related 
that to the collected feedback from the operational phase. Understanding the 
existing product by a reverse approach is slightly easier than understanding the 
existing asset management process.   
 

Designed research architecture and contents 
Phase I: Exploratory studies 
The thesis started to answer the first research question (RQ1) with an explora-
tory study in order to find out “what is happening” in the wind power sector; 
to seek to understand current practices and acquire new insights. This study is 
conducted in two principal ways: (a) search of the literatures of both academia 
and practitioners; (b) interviewing ‘experts’ in the field with strict support of 
written documents of their practice and insights. In-depth interviews with 
stakeholders of the system of interest (operation and maintenance systems) us-
ing semi-structured interviews: face-to-face, telephone, and internet-based in-
terviews. The study is structured to capture the main practice, feedbacks, and 
insights in terms of their needs and requirements. Clearly, the research method 
in Papers I and II is slightly similar with a differentiation in study focus; in 
Paper I the overall practice within operation, failures, maintenance in different 
contexts and with  different perspectives were taken into consideration. In Pa-
per II, the research focus of interest was the asset management system in an 
offshore context. As a result of this the next phase of research activities has 
been figured out, mainly formulated in the form of challenges.   
 
Phase II: Explanatory studies - part one 
The set of research questions includes RQ2, RQ3, and RQ4, mainly to explain 
three main basic elements for building a formal theory for system dependabil-
ity engineering: methodological process, process topology and quality metrics 
as well as their assessment model. Dependability is a collective term of system 
characteristics as defined by IEC 60300 with the same clear differentiation of 
those collective terms in different system contexts or applications. This means 
that to ascertain what those collective terms should be in a wind power con-
text, it is worth realizing how wind power field practitioners understand the 
concept of dependability and this could also lead to defining why/when/where 
dependability fails. Basically, the studies aimed to analyze the stakeholders’ 
observation inductively (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) towards building an expla-
nation theory of the dependability as a central theme of research. Grounded 
theory is the research method selected due to its process capable of recogniz-
ing the relationships between stakeholders’ observations and clustering them 
in the shape of produced theory. The collected stakeholder codes and clustered 
themes will be constantly compared with the concepts and categories that are 
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used and this process continues until a situation called theoretical saturation is 
reached.   
 
Phase III: Explanatory studies - part two 
In RQ5 the main focus in to explain the factors which make the current 
method of inquiry not or less effective for capturing valid and reliable results. 
Therefore, the mixed methods are the approach selected for this task due to the 
fact that they can combine or associate with both quantitative and qualitative 
forms (Creswell, 2009). It will definitely involve both kinds of data and their 
collecting and analyzing methods in addition to involving the sequential, con-
current and transformative effects between both forms. In result, Creswell 
(2009) argues that “the overall strength of a study is greater than either quanti-
tative or qualitative research”. However, mixed method strategies are less well 
known. Mainly, the three general mixed methods described by (Creswell, 
2009) are: (1) sequential mixed methods used for elaborating and expanding 
on the findings of one method with another one; (2) concurrent mixed meth-
ods using merging techniques to provide a comprehensive analysis of the re-
search focus; (3) transformative mixed methods using a so-called theoretical 
lens that involves one or both sequential approaches or a concurrent one.  
Briefly (see Creswell, 2009 for more information), the main factors that help 
to shape the procedures of a mixed methods study are: (1) timing (sequentially 
or concurrently), weight (priority), mixing two types of data (connected, inte-
grating, embedding) and theorizing (theoretical and/or transforming lens). 
Table 2-2 illustrates the main issues of the three research study phases and 
presents the links to research questions and appended papers. Furthermore, as 
it can be seen, the mixed methods have contributed greatly to answering the 
research questions. The author primarily uses three main types of research 
methods, as illustrated in Table 2-2: (1) The interview survey method provides 
a qualitative description of opinions, attitudes, and trends of the needs of a 
specific population of stakeholders9 by studying a sample of that population; 
(2) case study research explores in depth a system in terms of parts, events, 
and processes (Yin, 2003); and (3) phenomenological research (Marton, 1981) 
identifies the essence of human experiences about a phenomenon as described 
by participants or stakeholders.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

––––––––– 
9 A stakeholder (Haskins, C., 2010) is any entity (individual or organizational) with a legitimate 

interest in the system.  
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Table 2-2 Research activities and their components 

Q 
No. Activity / Function Expected 

output Methods 

Reference 
to func-
tions in 
figure 2-2 

RQ1 

Clarify operation, failure 
and maintenance prac-
tices for  wind power 
product systems 

Current de-
velopment 
framework 
Critical ob-
servations 

Literature review 
Interviews with 
stakeholders 

1.1 

RQ1 

Clarify asset manage-
ment practices for  wind 
power systems 

Current de-
velopment 
framework 
Critical ob-
servations 

Literature review 
Interviews with 
stakeholders 

1.1 

RQ2 

Explore the features of 
system dependability  

New cumula-
tive terms for 
dependabil-
ity 

Grounded theory 
Case-study 

1.2.1 

RQ3 

Clarify the sequential 
mixed process of tero-
technology and systems 
engineering  

Topology 
and meth-
odological 
process 

Grounded theory 
Case-study 

1.2.2 

RQ4 

Explore the concurrent 
mixed process for assess 
operation and mainte-
nance practices 

Assessment 
framework 

Grounded theory  
Case-study 

1.2.3 

RQ5 

Clarify the complex 
product/process ill-
dependability phenome-
non 

Phenomenon 
context and 
content 

Phenomenography 
study 

1.3 

     

Total research quality 
In most cases, the researchers try to discuss the reliability, validity and gener-
alizability in their research papers or theses. However, the researcher uses 
mostly quantitative or qualitative methods. This means that the difference be-
tween, for instance, quantitative and qualitative validity is rarely discussed. 
However, Creswell (2009) highlighted that “validity, reliability and gener-
alizability do not carry the same connotations in a quantitative method as they 
do in qualitative methods and mixed method”.  In this thesis the mixed method 
is clearly designed with respect to two levels within two aspects; (a) on the 
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paper level, where the author uses a mixed method; (b) on the thesis level, 
where the author strengthens the chain of evidence by converging, merging 
and integrating findings from quantitatively oriented papers with other qualita-
tively oriented ones.  Previously, it was explained that the system research ap-
proach is more than a summation of a number of individual research findings. 
Thus, it requires that the system researcher is clear about the differences be-
tween these three words: reliability, validity and generalizability in the context 
of each one of the quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods. However, 
quantitative validity and reliability are quite clear in terms of definition and 
procedures (Saunders et al., 2007). Conversely, the connotations of qualitative 
validity and reliability should be clarified in a mixed research context. Cres-
well (2009) defines qualitative validity as follows: “the researcher checks for 
the accuracy of findings by employing certain procedures” and qualitative re-
liability as that “the researcher checks for the consistence of findings for other 
research contexts by documenting and setting up a detailed research protocol”.  
 
Credibility (academic and practical acceptability) 
The research study is conducted as a cross-edge case study, where academics 
and practitioners were presented in extracting and discussing the findings. The 
elicitation process is a simple knowledge transfer process where the research 
findings are elicited and the existing understanding of particular phenomena is 
documented. In the academic context, findings elicitation is a complex nego-
tiation process involving all research stakeholders, including the case compa-
nies’ representatives, domain expertise, and academic researchers, the confer-
ence referee committee and journal reviewers. Frankly, in the industry context, 
the acceptability of research findings depends on how well they meet the re-
search stakeholders’ needs and the power of applied research to solve the par-
ticular research problem of interest. The other significantly important issue is 
the spiral incremental elicitation process where another round of the develop-
ment spiral begins whenever creditable negotiation has taken place. In this re-
search study, three aspects have been taken into consideration: 

 Data & information resources: the data have been collected from pur-
posefully selected companies’ data bases and common governmental 
wind research agencies and institutes like SEA (Swedish Energy 
Agency) and the VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland). Infor-
mation has also been collected from peer-reviewed journals of four 
committees (wind engineering, dependability, systems engineering, 
asset management) and refereed conference proceedings, in particular 
EWEC (the European Wind Energy Conference & Exhibition), as the 
main representatives of European wind energy activities.   

 Data and information analysis:  established systematic methodologies 
have been applied and critically and rigorously implemented methods  
have been conducted, mainly in qualitative surveys (Papers 1 & 2, 
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stakeholders’ interview-based survey) and case studies ( Papers 3-7, 
stakeholders within case companies) 

 Data and information verification and validation: The theoretical find-
ings have been verified externally with a wide range of stakeholders’ 
perspectives and specifically through a company responsible for the 
RAMS program, an operation and maintenance program. It has also 
been internally scrutinized in the Linnaeus university group through 
seminars, from different perspectives, namely those of dependability 
and systems engineering. The importance and quality of research 
work in each sub-task has been judged by reviewers of international 
scientific refereed conferences and workshops and, in addition to that, 
by the Swedish wind research programme Vindforsk III and its refer-
ence group  
 

Internal validity 
Generally, in analytical research studies the findings elicitation process fo-
cuses on problem understanding using problem analysis methodologies. That 
encompasses learning about the problem to be solved and could lead the re-
search work astray or mismatch with a general theory of applied domains, due 
to the lack of contextual understanding of the problem of interest. However, 
system research study is not a deductive theory tested by practical data, nor 
inductive data theorized into general theory. It is rather like an abductive rea-
soning process collecting critical observations explained by inductive data that 
have been contextualized on the basis of theoretical lenses. Thus, system re-
search needs to be based on four dimensions: problem understanding (e.g. the 
dependability of wind power systems), context understanding (e.g. operation 
& maintenance), application domain understanding (e.g. dependability para-
digm, system thinking and systems engineering thinking), and business under-
standing (e.g. overall business goals).  
 
External validity 
Generalizing some particular findings extracted from a specific domain to be 
utilized in another domain is quite a risky process in terms of the differentia-
tion of the features of the problem context. Hence, the criticality and priority 
of extracted findings could have a different place in other domains, based on 
their contextual features (customers, stakeholders, needs, metrics, etc). In ad-
dition to that, most research methodologies are designed and structured to 
cope with specific research questions. In this thesis, the research methods, 
which were designed to conduct systematic procedures, began by understating 
the holistic picture of the problem of interest by means of qualitative under-
standing and abductive reasoning. After that they have been supported by 
relevant quantitatively based results of the more detailed level of problem un-
derstanding.   
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Designed research architecture  
In summary, Figure 2.2 gives a tidied up version of the research approach in-
cluding choices, methods, issues, and quality metrics with relation to research 
questions. Figure 2.2 illustrate the following main aspects: 

• Inputs (arrows from left), like data, information. 
• Functions (main blocks); it provide the sub-research questions in 

terms of functions (verbs)  
• Controls (arrows from top); it present the research quality procedures. 
• Methods (arrows from bottom); it present the research method that 

have been allocated for each sub-research question. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 IDEF-010 of the designed research approach: functions, inputs, meth-

ods, and controls 
––––––––– 
10 IDEF0 (Integration Definition for Function Modeling) is a function modeling methodology for 

describing systems 
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Goal Seeking Review 
This chapter provides a goal-seeking overview of standards development and 
academic contributions and perspectives within the science of dependability.  
 
According to IEC 60300-3-15 (2009) “the dependability process shall be fully 
integrated into design and management processes” and therefore the next sec-
tions will review both designers’ and asset managers’ perspectives as well as 
that of systems engineers. Correspondences between viewpoints are usually 
recognized as important topics in terms of support and guidelines for the fur-
ther general development. Therefore, the thesis deals with dependability from 
a systems perspective or approach which requires building the system depend-
ability theory on the basis of cross-edge knowledge from the dependability, 
the maintenance management and the systems engineering committees. There-
fore, the author describes with critical analysis of the main perspectives on de-
pendability of the previously mentioned committees. The aim of this thesis 
part includes: (a) a literature review to define research of interest; (b) theoreti-
cal lenses to evaluate and discuss the research results; and (c) a theoretical 
framework to guide the research practices. The road map of literature review 
processes is illustrated in Figure 3.1.  

 
Figure 3.1 Literature review road map 

 
Conducting a literature review is quite a complicated task, especially now that 
a huge number of contributions in different sub-areas of dependability have 
been published. Therefore, the author tries to conduct a goal-seeking literature 
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review and perform the task with systematic steps focusing on specific 
themes. The main goal of this literature review task is to discuss the paradigm 
shift within the dependability field. Jamshid (1999) expresses that “shifts of 
paradigm can happen in two categories; a change in the nature of reality or a 
change in the method of inquiry, also a dual shift could involve both dimen-
sions”. For instance, the shift of paradigm of dependability could be with re-
gard to: (a) the nature of reality like the ability to see the system as a multi-
minded socio-technical system; (b) the method of inquiry, or the means of 
knowledge, from analytical thinking (the science dealing with independent 
sets of variables) to holistic system thinking (the art and science of handling 
interdependent sets of variables). 
 

Dependability Engineering & Management: a 
cross-edge perspective 

Historically, the technical challenges of achieving a desired quality of service 
- within software engineering applications – became more complicated over 
time due to the involvement of continuous and timely interaction (Selic, 
2008). However, the term quality of service (QoS) covers a broad range of 
characteristics, mainly dependability, responsiveness, security, safety, etc. It is 
worth quoting Avizienis’ (2008) critical comment where he illustrated that 
“we have the concepts of dependability, trustworthiness, survivability, high 
confidence, resilience, high assurance, robustness and self-healing, whose 
definitions appear to coincide or to overlap extensively”. Therefore, it is worth 
defining what we are talking about and using well defined resources in order 
to eliminate the continuity of confusing.  
 
Rigorously applied, the author considers the IEC definition of dependability as 
a baseline definition and then he will review and discuss the other individual 
contributions of the dependability committee. Based on the fact that depend-
ability was expressed by both design criteria for the system and improvement 
activities during system life cycle phases, the author also argues that adopting 
the life cycle stakeholders of dependability concept could bring greater insight 
into this baseline definition. The main stakeholders of the dependability theory 
are designers (especially designers for the dependability team), operation and 
maintenance staff or what was recently named asset managers, who take prac-
tical care of managing dependability. The author emphasizes the importance 
of systems engineers’ way of thinking as they are the key players, who are 
able to transform the asset managers’ needs and feedbacks into detailed de-
signer requirements through following system engineering methodology step 
by step. The cumulative effects of imitation, inertia, sub-optimization and 
change of the game ultimately manifest themselves by enforcing a shift of 
paradigm. 
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However, let us turn back to literature review themes in order to determine 
them. In order to discuss the paradigm shift it is definitely necessary to discuss 
the nature of reality and its aspects: (1) the dependability definition and collec-
tive terms; (2) the definition of emergent property; and (3) definition and sys-
tem characteristics. In addition, the method of inquiry into dependability needs 
discussing. 
 
First point: dependability definition and collective terms 
Holistically, literature review results highlighted that there are two perspec-
tives of defining dependability within the dependability management commit-
tee; dependability as system property (particulating the computer system 
group) and dependability as cumulative terms of quality. IEC defines depend-
ability in both forms. One dependability description concerns collective forms 
(IEC 60300-1 (2003-06), IEC 60300-2 (2004)): “Dependability describes the 
availability performance and its influencing factors: reliability performance, 
maintainability performance and maintenance support performance”. Depend-
ability is also defined according to IEC 60300-3-15 (2009) as “the ability of a 
system to perform as and when required to meet specific objectives under 
given conditions of use”. Obviously, in the latter definition the system engi-
neering thinking is clear in terms of system characteristics, since it highlights 
the achievement of high-level objectives and includes the concept of operation 
and the risk mitigation aspects of the condition of use. 
 
The individual evolutional contribution from the dependability committee is 
represented in a number of key authors’ personal definition or way of making 
a collection of dependability terms. Larpie’s dependability tree (Laprie, 1992; 
Avizienis et al. 2000) suggested that “dependability can be considered to be an 
amalgam of a number of different attributes: availability, reliability, safety, 
confidentiality, integrity, maintainability”. Critically, it is an appropriate use 
of the word ‘amalgam’; however, it is more scientifically fruitful to under-
stand the features and characteristics of this amalgam in addition to under-
standing the collective terms of dependability as connected parts only. Som-
merville and Dewsbury, (2007) defined dependability of domestic systems as 
“cumulative terms of: fitness for purpose, trustworthiness, acceptability, 
adaptability”.  
 
The operation and maintenance committee and/or the asset management 
committee try to develop assessment methods to help linking the dependabil-
ity definition to the life-cycle cost concept and maintenance productivity, in-
stead of making a new definition for dependability based on their perspective 
as a technical management focus. For instance, Bukowsiki and Feliks (2008) 
defined dependability as “the capability of maintaining availability for a safe 
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execution of function”. Candell et al. (2009) stated: “Aircraft manufacturers, 
as well as maintenance and in-service support providers, are experiencing 
ever-increasing customer requirements to increase dependability and decrease 
life support cost (LSC)”, and therefore they recommend that industry should 
manage its rapid increasing information flow to cope with development and 
more complex and technologically advanced systems. Parida and Kumar 
(2009) also highlighted a number of factors that are needed to be considered 
for measuring maintenance productivity performance. Actually, the asset man-
agement committee is quite active in dependability management, as will be 
discussed in detail later in this chapter.  
 
In the systems engineering committee Firesmith et al. (2009) define depend-
ability as “the external quality characteristics, that is the degree to which le-
gitimate stakeholders can reasonably rely on the system or architectural com-
ponent to behave as they expect”. The subtype quality characteristics of de-
pendability include defensibility (robustness, safety, security, and survivabil-
ity), performance (jitter, latency, response time, schedulability, and through-
put) and soundness (availability, capacity, correctness, reliability and predict-
ability). Firesmith et al. (2009) define quality as “the degree to which a system 
or architectural component (as shown in  
Figure 3.2) has useful and desirable characteristics as defined by the quality 
characteristics and quality attributes of the quality model”. A quality charac-
teristic is a “high-level characteristic or property of a system or architectural 
components that characterizes an aspect of its quality”. Furthermore, Firesmith 
et al. (2009) illustrate that quality characteristics can be sub-typed into internal 
and external quality characteristics: 
 

 Internal quality characteristics (a.k.a. white box quality characteris-
tics): the quality of a system or architectural component when it is in 
the process of being developed, modified, or replaced  

 External quality characteristics (a.k.a. black box quality characteris-
tics): the quality of a system or architectural component when it is de-
ployed and in service in its operational environment.  
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Figure 3.2 The components of a quality model. Firesmith et al, (2009) 

 
In summary, Table 3-1 expresses the baseline definition of dependability and 
some individual contributions to the terms collected. 
 

Table 3-1 Main collective attribute in dependability definitions 

IEC  Larpie’s depend-
ability tree Firesmith et al. (2009) 

 Reliability  
 Maintainability  
 Maintenance 
support  

 Availability, 
 Reliability, 
 Safety,  
 Confidentiality, 
 Integrity, 
 Maintainability. 

 Defensibility (Robustness, Safety, Secu-
rity, Survivability),  
 Performance (Jitter, Latency, Response 
time, Schedulability, Throughput),  
 Soundness (Availability, Capacity, Cor-
rectness, Reliability, Predictability).   

 
Second point: definition and emergent property 
This point goes more deeply into describing the difference between RAMS 
(reliability, availability, maintainability and supportability) and dependability. 
The author’s perspective is that dependability must have an emergent property 
generated by collecting a number of characteristic terms. Let us look for sepa-
rate definitions of these collective terms:  

 Reliability is “the ability of a system to perform a required function under 
given conditions for a given time interval, that is without failure” IEV 
(2010) 
 Maintainability is “the ability of a system to be retained, or restored to, a 
state in which it can perform the required function” IEV (2010) 
 Maintenance support is “the ability of a maintenance organization to pro-
vide the resources necessary to maintain a system” IEV (2010) 
 

Therefore, the dependability committee redefined dependability in IEC 60300-
3-15 (2009) as “the ability of a system to perform as and when required to 
meet specific objectives under given conditions of use”. This definition in-
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cludes availability and its inherent or external influencing factors, such as reli-
ability, fault tolerance, recoverability, integrity, security, maintainability, du-
rability and maintenance support. Thus, dependability is an aggregate measure 
for RAMS. 
 
Third point: definition and system characteristics 
System characteristics play a significant role in defining dependability in 
terms of collective terms or prioritizing the importance of these collective 
terms, i.e. if the system is not repairable, then maintainability is not valid 
anymore. The effect of the system type can also clearly change the collected 
terms and their priorities according to the definition of Sommerville and 
Dewsbury (2007) for domestic system dependability. It is also worth mention-
ing that Jensen (2006) argues that “dependability is a relative concept, which 
may mean different things conditional on how it is specified in practice and 
who gets to do this”. Furthermore, Xu Zhang et al. (2009) expressed that “ac-
cording to different characteristics of systems, the emphasis of system de-
pendability research may be different” in terms of combining several safety-
related attributes like reliability, maintainability, maintenance support avail-
ability, etc.  
 
Fourth point: The method of inquiry 
Twevo et al. (2008) explained that developing dependable complex and inter-
connected systems requires cooperation, rationality and analytical methods. 
Benski et al. (1994) highlighted that IEC and ISO have explicitly recognized 
that “to enhance mutual comprehension…it is necessary to specify sampling 
and testing methods corresponding to each technical requirement prescribed in 
standards.”  Therefore they provide commonly agreed statistical procedures 
and algorithms. That shows the need to update the process for methods and al-
gorithms and progressively support it by a more powerful one. However, for 
quantifying dependability there are different models and methods to be used. 
Trivedi et al. (2009) mentioned that “probabilistic analytic models can present 
the dependability attributes in different ways: combinatorial, state-space, hier-
archical and fixed-point iterative”. Moreover, Vintr and Valis (2009) ex-
pressed that “the most frequently used methods and procedures are standard-
ised and the application of them in practice is easier owing to commercial 
software products of a number of producers” and list a number of frequently 
used methods to assess dependability and safety. The system view appears 
clearly in Zeller et al. (2009), who concluded that “multi-level control archi-
tecture provides a higher degree of dependability and flexibility than control 
architectures of one or two layers”. In results, the systems approach and its set 
of method were highlighted to manage the complexity.  
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In summary, the final critical observation of how different academic contribu-
tors look into the nature of the reality of dependability and how to acquire that, 
is given in Table 3-2 in list form. 
 

Table 3-2 Main observations of the last four discussion points 
Voices of dependability contributions and needs for further research work 

 There are different ways to define dependability based on collective 
terms. 
 Dependability shall consider both design and improvement activities cri-
teria and their stakeholders. 
 Dependability needs to be defined specifically as the emergent property 
of its three or more terms. 
 Dependability definitions rely on system characteristics and their con-
text of application. 
 Dependability methods are needed to be updated with advanced analyti-
cal, system thinking and system-level methods. 

 

System Dependability: Engineering & Management  
On the basis of the statement that “dependability [is] expressed by both design 
criteria for the system and improvement activities during system life cycle 
phases” IEC 60300-3-4 (2007), the author attempts in the following sections 
to review the perspectives of both dependability management and engineering. 
 
Dependability management 
Nowadays, asset management has become the main responsible field dealing 
with dependability management challenges. Historically, within the last 30 
years of continuous research effort in the field of maintenance engineering and 
management, a great number of challenges have been coped with and solved 
in different directions. How to plan, organize, control and manage mainte-
nance activities, how to correct, prevent, predict and pro-act for maintenance 
work? However, Parida and Kumar (2009) highlight several examples of the 
effect of the lack of necessary, effective and efficient maintenance that have 
led to disasters in terms of fatalities and extensive losses. The examples men-
tioned are Bhopal, Piper Alpha, the space shuttle Columbia as well as power 
outages in New York, the UK and Italy during 2003. Those examples are ac-
tually high severity-event disasters, in addition to which there are a number of 
other disasters involving low long-term severity, which leads us to ask how 
much we can depend on our maintenance systems, not only on our production 
systems. According to the classical view, maintenance was to fix broken 
items. Taking such a narrow perspective within wind power applications will 
be confined to the reactive tasks of repair actions or component replacement 
triggered by failures. Geraerds (1972) gave a view of maintenance as “all ac-
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tivities aimed at keeping an item in, or restoring it to, the physical state con-
sidered necessary for fulfilment of its production function.” Therefore, the 
modern view of maintenance includes proactive tasks such as routine service 
and periodic inspection, preventive replacement, condition monitoring and 
continuous improvement methods, i.e. Reliability-Centred Maintenance and 
total productive maintenance, which enable maintenance management systems 
to take operational decisions and design modifications in order to enhance as-
set operational availability. Beyond any doubt, asset management tasks are 
complex in terms of the number of systems, stakeholders, interfaces and de-
grees of control.  
 
The new British Standard, PAS 55 (Woodhouse, 2006) defines asset manage-
ment as “Systematic and coordinated activities and practices through which an 
organization optimally manages its physical assets and their associated per-
formance, risks and expenditures over their lifecycles for the purpose of 
achieving its organizational strategic plan.” This definition sets the goals, but 
how does a company get there? How do we know and demonstrate what ‘op-
timal’ is? How do we coordinate component activities to reach these goals? 
How can such a joined-up, whole-life performance responsibility be estab-
lished? How do we develop the skills, tools and processes to establish and sus-
tain such an environment in the first place? Thus, main factors have been en-
closed in order to define asset management in the wind power context:  (1) 
Technology and their changes. For instance, Liyanage et al. (2009) mentioned 
that “traditionally, condition based maintenance has not been that attractive for 
offshore applications, but with the current advancement in application tech-
nologies, particularly the ICT sector, it appears that a new avenue of growth 
has been opened up.” (2) Operations, trends and their organizational patterns. 
(3) Management policies and their societal expectations. (4) Supportive sys-
tems for logistic support, decision support, information and communication 
technologies support (ICTs), management activities such as forecasting, plan-
ning, organizing, accomplishing, controlling. Especially for the wind power 
domain, two more factors are important to be taken into consideration for asset 
management: (5) operating conditions and their variability, which affect the 
behaviour of the systems and equipment and their functional characteristics, 
faults and failures; (6) stakeholders and their human aspects, behaviours and 
needs.  
 
Furthermore, Parida and Kumar (2009) highlighted a number of factors that 
are needed to be considered for measuring the maintenance productivity per-
formance of modern systems as follows: (a) the value created by the mainte-
nance; (b) revising allocations of resources; (c) health and environmental fac-
tors; (d) knowledge management; (e) new trends in operation and maintenance 
strategy; (e) changes in organizational structure. The author wants to consider 
those factors as the main factors for designing a dependable maintenance sys-
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tem. In a wind power context, a wider scope for maintenance management is 
definitely needed to cope with and manage the complexity and changing char-
acteristics of the life cycle of wind power assets. The scope of maintenance 
was enlarged by Liyanage et al. (2009) to be also a kind of risk mitigation and 
value creation, and therefore, asset management should cover every stage of 
the life cycle of technical systems (grid connections, wind farms, wind mill, 
turbine, and facilities) from planning, design, construction, manufacturing, in-
stallation, operation, performance evaluation and monitoring, maintenance, 
until disposal operations or re-decommissioning. 
 
Dependability engineering 
Technical committee 56 of ICE has  identified specific issues for development 
within the next generation of dependability standards, as summarized by 
Miller et al. (1998): (a) the requirements of managing dependability of com-
plex systems due to rapid technology evolution, diverse industry applications, 
and globalization of markets; (b) the assurance of dependability of commercial 
off-the-shelf (COTS) products when integrated into systems operations; (c) the 
adequacy of the existing dependability methodologies and tools for assessment 
of new technology; (d) the need for a cost-effective approach in demonstrating 
the dependability performance of new technology products and systems; (e) 
the development of generic industry dependability performance metrics to as-
sure proper interpretation of customer perceived value on dependability. How-
ever, the problem solving process was standardized and given in IEC 60300-3-
15 (2009), defining key process stages and their activities for engineering de-
pendability into a system. These key stages, described on the basis of a system 
life cycle, are: (1) the concept/definition stage; (2) the design/development 
stage; (3) the realization/development stage; (4) the operation/maintenance 
stage; (4) the enhancement stage; and the retirement/decommissioning stage. 
Moreover, a set of criteria for system dependability achievements has been 
listed: (1) understanding of system performance objectives; (2) understanding 
of operating conditions; (3) the effective implementation of dependability 
principles into the operational infrastructure; (4) the conditions of use; (5) the 
application of appropriate processes for system realization; (6) the utilization 
of knowledge and experience for cost-effective introduction of system ser-
vices. Due to the nature of dependability attributes (reliability performance, 
maintainability performance and maintenance support performance) the sys-
tems engineering perspective within IEC 60300-3-15 (2009) defined a set of 
activities to meet specific dependability needs within whole system life cycle 
phases: (1) a dependability management policy; (2) a dependability knowledge 
base; (3) design architecture; (4) supply-chain cooperation; (5) enabling sys-
tems; (6) customer feedback and information management.  
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Systems Engineering  
In fact, IEC 60300-3-15 (2009) discussed the systems engineering methodol-
ogy. Therefore, the systems engineering perspective is to discuss dependabil-
ity in terms of system, synergic interaction, feedbacks, structure, state, transi-
tions and dynamic structure aspects. However, different keywords are used to 
express the idea of systems engineering such as management function, proc-
ess, approach and applications. Thus, the author tries to review and highlight 
the main keywords and common objectives of systems engineering. The au-
thor adapted this definition in a more operationalized way as “systems engi-
neering methodology is to transform an operational need of stakeholders’ 
chain within life cycle processes into a description of system configurations 
and properties in order to integrate those parameters to optimize the 
overall system effectiveness”. The main keywords with this suggested defini-
tion of system engineering are: 

 Transform means investigate, derive, evolve, and verify. 
 Operational needs are related to the mission of the system, perform-

ance and physical parameters, use requirements, operational deploy-
ment or distribution, operational life cycle, effectiveness factors (op-
erational availability, dependability, logistic supportability, maintain-
ability, reliability, manageability, economic feasibility, social accept-
ability, and so on) and environmental parameters which impact the 
operations of the expected system.  

 Life cycle processes take into consideration these phases: definition 
and design, passes via production, construction, installation and op-
eration, maintenance, support and disposal of the system, and their 
stakeholders, requirements and decision making processes.  

 System configuration means to partition and represent a set of func-
tional elements and their internal interactions and external interactions 
between the elements and the rest of the world.  

 System properties means that systems can be expressed in terms of 
basic states and what makes a system change its state, mainly the 
changes that occur during the operation of the system, for example, 
through wear, failure and maintenance actions as a result of operating 
environment changes, in addition to changes that occur as a result of 
actions by the users and stakeholders and their attitudes. 

 Integrate means a process of combining system elements, tasks or ac-
tivities into subsystems or chunks in order to avoid negative interac-
tions, overlaps and inconsistencies.  

 Optimize means that the system architecture must represent a kind of 
balance among a large number of requirements. 

 
Based on the descriptions of design, asset management and systems engineer-
ing perspectives, their focuses within a system life cycle are given in Table 
3-3. 
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Table 3-3 Perspective comparison of dependability design stakeholders 

 Attribute Design Asset management Systems engineering 
Focus  Definitions and 

collective terms 
Reliability-centric  

Management process 
Feedback into design 

System level analysis 
Stakeholder involve-
ment 

System 
life-cycle 
stage  

Dependability 
process and re-
quirement alloca-
tion 

Dependability 
achievement and 
measurement 
 

Dependability defini-
tion/concept, architec-
tural design, integra-
tion, verification, as-
sessment and valida-
tion 

 
Understanding or determining system dependability behavior and scenarios 
from a systems theory point of view is an area of research that has barely been 
touched yet, but seems critically significant for the dependability field.  
 

System Dependability: Challenges   
On the basis of previous literature review sections of dependability engineer-
ing and management, it is clear that system complexity, system interdepen-
dency and system learn-ability are the main challenges within the dependabil-
ity field.  
  
Challenge I: Technical system complexity 
Complexity is related to the number of parameters required to describe behav-
ior. There are different types of characteristics that make the modern systems 
more complicated than previous ones. The characteristic of complexity is 
mainly (Aslaksen, 2009): dynamics (physical and functional interfaces), multi-
engineering disciplines (optimization), socio-technical systems, economic-
technical systems, hybrid systems, distributed systems, continuous systems, 
etc. The complexity encountered is truly staggering. Such systems comprise 
extremely sophisticated physical, functional and operational complexities, de-
veloped by diverse stakeholders’ teams with very different specialization 
fields, looking into reality from different views, working on different time 
scales and using different processes for inquiry and implementation. Thus, in 
order to develop a desired QoS (see Figure 3.3) successfully, Selic (2008) 
specified that “the system-level QoS requirement should be expressed and a 
‘top-down’ or ‘bottom-up’ design approach should be used to ensure the ful-
filment of the requirement’s fulfilment across its heterogeneous layers or sys-
tem-of-systems”. That definitely needs a systematic, comprehensive and well-
developed theory of how to construct a complex system. 
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For example, Goel (2004) in his PhD thesis classified the reliability analysis 
method based on the character of the system of interest; model-based or data-
driven, analytical or simulation, state-space. Zeller et al. (2009) explained the 
relation of system complexity and its behaviour, especially in high distributed 
and interconnected systems, where a new design methodology was needed to 
prescribe the proper system behaviors in all possible situations. The system 
complexity could lead to system uncertainty and that because of lack of 
knowledge of the system behavior and its interfaces with external systems and 
context or environment, as explained by Preyssel (2009). 
 
The complexity is also generated due to modern applications. Generally, most 
modern systems and application contexts are characterized by being stochas-
tic, variable, risky, remote, automated, and self-organized. On the other side of 
technical complexity there is the human and organizational one. Mainly, com-
plexity is due to customer and stakeholder satisfaction. 

 
Figure 3.3 Performance concept (IEV, 2010) 

 
Preyssel (2009) recommended that a safety and dependability analysis should 
be performed on the functional and physical system at different levels, involv-
ing deterministic and stochastic modelling, in order to describe system behav-
iours with undesirable system consequences. In the meantime, the convention 
(according to IEC 60300-1/2/3) is to have separate implementations of reli-
ability, maintainability and maintenance support methods. 
 
The previous discussion about complexity leads naturally into systems theory. 
Systems theory can be viewed as the means of handling complexity. The word 
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“system” has become so common that it has been used without any precise 
understanding of its meaning or significance: it signifies something that con-
sists of many parts. The technical complexity gives a signal for dependability 
engineering that there is a need for change in the current paradigm shift into a 
new method of inquiring. Hopefully, the implication is that dependability en-
gineers should include a system-level methodology that clarifies the system 
and its impacts unambiguously. 
 
Challenge II: Systems thinking  
Understanding interdependency requires a way of thinking different than ana-
lyzing; it requires system thinking. Analysis is a three-step thinking process. 
First, it takes apart that which it seeks to understand. Then it attempts to ex-
plain the behavior of the parts taken separately. Finally, it tries to aggregate 
the understanding of the parts into an explanation of the whole. System think-
ing uses different processes, by which it puts the system into the context of the 
larger environment of which it is a part and ultimately studies the role it plays 
in the larger whole. The five principles of openness, purposefulness, multidi-
mensionality, emergent property and counter intuitiveness act together as an 
interactive whole (Jamshid, 1999):  

 Openness means that the behavior of living systems can be understood 
only in the context of their environment.  The first point is that it can be 
grouped into elements that somehow can be controlled and those that 
cannot. Second, if the midsummer dance in Sweden had any influence 
on the farms, we would not predict the farms’ production. Ironically, 
the extent to which we are able to predict crop production is an indica-
tion that we might not be performing the midsummer dance properly.  

 Purposefulness concerns reactive, responsive, and active systems that 
are state-maintaining systems, reacting to changes in order to maintain 
their state under different environmental conditions. A goal-seeking 
system is a system which can respond to different events in the same or 
different environments until it produces a particular outcome.  

 Multidimensionality involves the ability to see the complementary rela-
tions in opposing tendencies and to create feasible wholes with unfeasi-
ble parts. Plurality is a system view that maintains that systems can 
have multiple structures and multiple functions and be governed by 
multiple processes. 

 Emergent property means the property of the whole, not the property of 
the parts, and cannot be deduced from the properties of parts. To under-
stand the dependability of a wind power system, one cannot simply 
look at its failure and downtimes statistics.  

 Counter-intuitiveness indicates that “actions intended to produce a de-
sired outcome may, in fact, generate opposite results”. The needs to un-
derstand the practical consequences of counter intuitiveness are: (1) 
cause and effect may be separated in time and space; (2) cause and ef-
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fect can replace one another, displaying circular relations; (3) the event 
may have multiple effects; (4) a set of variables whose initially played 
key roles in producing an effect may be replaced by a different set of 
variables at a different time.  

 
Challenge III: Systems learnability: life-cycle phase feedbacks and tero-
technology 
The definition of terotechnology, which evolved in 1970-1975, is based on a 
study of engineering maintenance carried out in the British manufacturing in-
dustry. The study has concluded that the engineering maintenance cost can be 
reduced by improving the productivity of maintenance staff and using better 
maintenance practices. Thus, the name terotechnology, based on the Greek 
word tero – ‘I care or look for’ - was adopted (Kelly and Eastburn, 1982).  
The British Council of Maintenance Associations, in particular, came up with 
a definition of terotechnology as follows: “This is a combination of manage-
ment, financial, engineering and other practices applied to physical assets in 
pursuit of economic life cycle costs. The practice of terotechnology is con-
cerned with the specification and design for reliability and maintainability of 
plant, machinery equipment, building and structure with their installation, 
commissioning, maintenance modification and replacement and with feedback 
of information, performance and cost”. In general, terotechnology focuses on 
enhancing maintenance system characteristics such as reliability or maintain-
ability in order to reduce the life-cycle cost, increase the maintenance system’s 
capabilities and performance in order to reduce the total life-cycle losses.  
 

System Dependability Engineering: A literature-
enabled Research  

In fact, the system research or the cross-edge topic required quite a large 
amount of literature that supports the combination of a number of disciplines 
to enable interpretability among them. According to Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the 
goal of system dependability engineering is to transform mission and opera-
tional requirements into system architecture, performance parameters and the 
detail design and concept of operation. Mainly, this research work deals with 
dependability as a core topic and systems engineering and terotechnology as 
enabling methodologies for a verified and valid implementation of the de-
pendability of complex systems. The research focuses on enabling the re-
quirement engineering phase to collect both relevant feedbacks from a previ-
ous operation and maintenance phase and, therefore, the research will conduct 
the first two phases of the whole system engineering process (as illustrated in 
Table 3-4 Research stages, tasks and their literature references, in relation to 
the literature and references used.  The systems engineering process starts with 
the concept/definition stage of the system life-cycle stages. This stage is to 
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identify the market’s needs, defining and identifying the operational use place 
(environment) and time domain (over the life cycle), defining preliminary sys-
tem requirements and confirming feasible design solutions by producing tech-
nical specifications for the system design. Then, the selection of design op-
tions is based on risk analysis, impact evaluation, and practical engineering 
approaches. Generally, systems engineering process activities involve re-
quirements definition, requirements analysis, architectural design and func-
tional design/evaluation to provide high-level system specifications.   
 

Table 3-4 Research stages, tasks and their literature references 
Research  

stage Main tasks References used within re-
search studies 

Requirements 
definition 

 Identify dependability 
needs associated with the 
wind power system appli-
cations 
 Identify system availability 
and allowable outage 
downtimes acceptable by 
the customer 
 Identify wind turbine tech-
nology constraints related 
to the scope and extent of 
achieving dependability ob-
jectives 
 Gain knowledge of wind 
energy field performance 
history of existing or simi-
lar systems if available 

System engineering method-
ology 
 Haskins, C., (2010), (ed.) 
 Buede, D.M (2000) 
 Jackson, P, L (2010) 
 Maier, M., (2009) 
 
Dependability management 
 IEC (2003), 60300 (1) 
 IEC (2004), 60300 (2) 
 
Dependability management 

 IEC (2006), 62347 
 IEC (2009), 60300 

(3-15) 
Dependability analysis 

 IEC (2003), 60300 
(3-1) 

 IEC (2006), 60812 
Assess cost effective depend-
ability 

 IEC (2004), 60300 
(3-3) 

Wind turbine gearbox 11  
(ISO/IEC (2005) 81400-4 

––––––––– 
11 The wind turbine gearbox is the main system of interest, which the case studies conduct on. 
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Requirements 
analysis 

 Determine operating scenario 
for dependability assess-
ments 
 Define system failures and 
performance degradation 
limits 
 Identify risk exposures and 
criticality of system failures 
 Determine the number of 
maintainers and their associ-
ated skill level required 
 Analyze system structure and 
breakdown of system func-
tions 
 Analyze system availability 
contributed by functional 
configuration of architectural 
design 
 Perform fault tree analysis to 
determine critical areas re-
quiring design attention 
 Conduct system level failure 
modes and effects and criti-
cality analysis to support de-
sign alternatives and justifi-
cations 
 Evaluate system availability 
and cost trade-off  affecting 
design options 
 Determine means for de-
pendability assessments 

Systems requirements analysis 
 Hull, E, Jackson, K, Dick, J 
2005 
 Grady, J.O (2006) 
 
Dependability requirements 
IEC (2007), 60300 (3-4) 
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Systems Dependability Engi-
neering: Results & Discussions  
This chapter presents the main results of Papers 1-6. It largely begins with de-
scribing the main results (answers) in relation to their research questions, and 
presenting the chain of evidence behind the conclusion of the thesis.  
 
The expected outputs of thesis chapter are definitely to provide the answers to 
the research questions that have illustrated in Table 4-1 . Thus, the chapter will 
be structured to illustrate the following aspects of each appended paper: pur-
pose, research method, results and conclusions.  
 

Table 4-1 research questions and paper-based answers 
The main research questions are: Paper No. 
RQ1: What factors impact and are impacted by dependability en-
gineering and management practices in wind power systems? 

Paper 1,2 

RQ2: What challenges are involved in engineering the system 
level of dependability? 

Paper 3 

RQ3: How to integrate terotechnology and systems engineering 
approaches into a ‘design for dependability’ process?  

Paper 4 

RQ4: How to assess the outputs of the design process (i.e. sys-
tems effectiveness) on the basis of dependability criteria? 

Paper 5 

RQ5: What system-level methodology is required for the current 
dependability ‘method of inquiry’? 

Paper 6 

 

Complex System dependability: Exploration Phase 
Previously, in research approach (chapter 2) the selected reasoning approach 
was abductive and based on exploratory hypotheses. The abductive reasoning 
tries to begin from results, developing a theoretical lens for testing the col-
lected data. The exploration research activities after prior hypotheses are made 
in Papers 1 and 2.   
  
Paper I: El-Thalji, I. (2009), Systems engineering towards developing an 
integrated operation and maintenance concept for Wind Power Systems: 
Swedish observations and experiences. European Wind Energy Confer-
ence, EWEC2009, 16-19 March, Marseille, France. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to review and analyze the complexity of the real 
situation within wind operation, failure events and maintenance practices from 
multiple points of view. The study is based on exploratory studies conducted 
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by reviewing the available literature and also interviewing purposefully se-
lected key-player stakeholders of the wind power system. The paper results 
are summarized in Table 4-2, which clarifies the main complexes of the wind 
power system, in particular, from a dependability point of view. The main as-
pects were inducing site and season impacts, stakeholders’ experiences, physi-
cal systems threads, maintenance operations, maintenance engineering and 
technologies, etc. 
 

Table 4-2 Observations extracted from Paper 1 
RQ1: What factors impact and are impacted by dependability engineering and 
management practices in wind power systems? 

The main observations of the research study are: 
 OBS1: site and season characteristics of a specific wind farm location im-

pact of system dependability  
 OBS2: the stakeholders’ domino effect within life-cycle processes is one of 

practical dependability pitfalls. 
 OBS3: the impact of scale is one of the critical aspects, not only for system 

design, but also for manufacturing and quality control. 
 OBS4: the dependability affected by new technologies and their physical 

interoperability. 
 OBS5: human and organizational factors and their operational interoperabil-

ity  
 OBS6: the impact of seasonal characteristics of specific sites on the opera-

tional system of the system of interest. 
 OBS7: fragmented and/or collaborative operating leads to dependability 

pitfalls, called operating interoperability. 
 OBS8: failure databases collect a mixed data for an unspecified data context 
 OBS9: a failure-caused investigation process determines generic failure 

modes for an unspecified system level of failed components 
 OBS10: dependability in a testing field is handled as dependent parameters, 

while in an operating field it fails as interdependent parameters. 
 OBS11: maintenance categories and commercial packages  define the com-

plexity of maintenance support 
 OBS12: the “data acquisition-processing-diagnosis-prognosis-decision-

making” chain defines the reliability performance  
 
The paper contribution is defining the problem space and clarifying multiple 
problems of interest as well as defining the needs for further system-level re-
search work as a leading way to realize the true potential of dependability en-
gineering and management for meeting global wind power competition.  
 
Paper II: El-Thalji, I., Liyanage, J.P. (2010), Integrated Asset Manage-
ment Practices for Offshore Wind Power Industry: A Critical Review and 
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A Road Map to the Future”, International Offshore and Polar Engineer-
ing Conference (ISOPE) -2010 Beijing, China, June 20-26, 2010.  
 
The purposes of this paper are: (a) reviewing technical and physical aspects of 
the mechanical, electrical, and structural subsystems and their critical failure 
scenarios as a standpoint for assessing the current technological solutions and 
industrial applications; and (b) attempting to map the status quo within off-
shore wind industries and assessing the current status with respect to the opti-
mum performance criteria expected. It critically reviews in particular the tech-
nical and operational integrity concepts which receive some influence from 
the systems design process, cost-optimal maintenance approaches, and suppor-
tive decision-making applications, as well as intelligent remote diagnostics 
prognostics techniques and their feasibility, etc. The paper results are listed in 
table 4-3.  
 

Table 4-3 Observations extracted based on paper 2 
RQ1: What factors impact and are impacted by dependability engineering and 
management practices in wind power systems? (Paper 2) 
The main observations of the research study are: 

 OBS1: the required parameters for describing the system behaviour is 
increased due to the engineering interdisciplinary system.   

 OBS2: there are life-cycle effects of dependability due to interoperabil-
ity among life cycle processes 

 OBS3: information & communication interoperability is an important 
factor for dependability performance  

 OBS4: the system of interest and its supportive systems could have an 
emergent effect on the total dependability of the system of inter-
est. 

 
This paper thus contributes in many different ways, bringing a multi-
disciplinary perspective, and also leading the way towards further research and 
industrial applications, particularly, however, from an integrated asset man-
agement point of view.  
 
Answer to the first question  
However, the wide investigation or exploration activities within Papers 1 and 
2 highlight the deep investigation that seeks a concrete explanation of critical 
dependability threads and asset management problems. Papers 1 and 2 show a 
large number of challenges within the life-cycle processes of wind power sys-
tem. Some of them are related to the grid and wind farm level, others to wind 
turbines and their sublevel. Furthermore, within the same system level, there is 
diversity of challenges in different disciplines, for instance the high failure 
rate at the drive train level caused by different failures, faults and errors in 
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mechanical, electrical, control, aerodynamic and tribology systems. Therefore, 
determining at which system level the critical problem is located is one chal-
lenging research issue. It is worth mentioning the criticality shaped by the de-
pendability definition and its threads. It means critical in terms of reliability, 
maintainability and maintenance support and their combinations. Paper 1 
shows the holistic status of dependability threads within practice: failures of 
the physical systems, technological faults and organizational and human er-
rors. The author concludes that complex dependability is a system with many 
parts and interconnections, interdisciplinary ones that are difficult to describe, 
understand, predict, optimize and manage within design, operation, monitor, 
control, support, diagnosis, prognosis, and maintenance activities. Based on 
the observations of Papers 1 and 2 the answer of RQ1 described in Table 4-4  
 

Table 4-4 Answer to first research question 
RQ1: What factors impact and are impacted by dependability engineering and 
management practices in wind power systems? 
ANSWER: Dependability fails when one of the following aspects is missing: 
life-cycle process impacts, contextual impact (e.g. site and season effects), ex-
ternal systems effects, system of systems and interoperability effects, functional 
and physical complexity effects. 

 
However, the explorative research for the selected system of interest high-
lights some particular engineering answers as given in Table 4-5 for RQ1 in 
terms of the needs and requirements for achieving system betterment. Table 
4-5  
 

Table 4-5 Main field centric needs and requirements 
 Product system Process system 

N
ee

ds
 

- Environmentally compatible 
for different sites and loca-
tions due to their weather 
characteristics (wind loads, 
wave loads, cold climate ef-
fects) 

- Affordable for whole life cy-
cle phases  

- Maintainable  
- Manageable and Schedulable 
- Diagnosable 
- Accessible 
- Risk manageable  
- Training supportable  
- Controllable 
- Available  

- Understanding the whole of stake-
holders’ involvement and their 
practices 

- Empirical data should be recorded 
in a classified and analysis-oriented 
way.  

- The need for a holistic design or 
systems engineering way of think-
ing 

- Fragmented rapid development be-
tween different stakeholders 

- MTO (man, technology, organiza-
tion)  perspective and risk mitiga-
tion  

- The need for an integrated and op-
timized asset management system 
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The answer to RQ1 supports the research approach to continue towards the 
explanation research phase in order to provide evidential reasoning for the re-
search findings. Therefore, the explanation phase of research selected two dif-
ferent systems of interest: (a) the product system-gearbox level as being the 
most critical dependability problem in terms of failure rate and high downtime 
due to a fairly long mean time to support, access and maintain; (b) the process 
system asset management level to represent the other two factors of the “man, 
technology, organization perspective”. Taking both the product and process 
definitely provides a realistic structural and behavioural understanding of the 
core problem. The system-of-systems diagram (Figure 4.1) illustrates the rela-
tion between both select systems for further explanation studies. 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Wind power system-of-systems diagram: system levels and compo-

nents 
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Dependability Methodological Process 
In order to understand dependability from a system thinking perspective, the 
systems engineering process must be implemented. In Paper 3, the dependabil-
ity life-cycle processes have been determined in order to define the relations 
between dependability components (reliability, maintainability and mainte-
nance support) and operation and maintenance practices.  
 
Paper III: El-Thalji, I. (2009), Systems Engineering based Tero-
technology: A methodology and applications within wind power system” , 
5th PhD Seminar on Wind Energy in Europe, Durham University, United 
Kingdom 30th  September-2nd  October, 2009. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to extract inductively and construct conceptually a 
theory that defines understandable methodological processes for system de-
pendability engineering; well-defined life cycle processes, stakeholders, re-
quirements, and quality metrics. The study is based on grounded theory 
method conducted on the basis of stakeholders’ experiences and understanding 
of the concept of Dependability of wind power systems. The paper results are 
listed in Table 4-6 . 
 

Table 4-6 Observations extracted based on paper 3 
RQ2: What are the challenges of engineering the system level of dependability? 
The main observations of the research study (Paper 3) are: 

 OBS1: The most rigorous way to define the detailed dependability com-
ponents (i.e. terms) is by defining the life cycle of systems of inter-
est, which relates the adaptive dependability definition to an ap-
plied context.   

 OBS2: Any system quality character should be defined, preliminarily de-
signed, designed in detail, physically allocated, and continuously 
assessed and maintained. 

 OBS3: The  defined system quality and its metric should be defined op-
erationally (ease to measure) 

 OBS4: Indemnity is a critical and understandable quality character  
 OBS5: Maintainability and supportability characteristics should be de-

fined together with their process scenarios and their detailed activi-
ties. 

 OBS6: Dependability performance could be measured  on  basis of holis-
tic form including; time, losses, and costs 

 
On a more detailed level of description, the methodological procedures are es-
sential for implementing an aggregate model developed from a number of ap-
proaches or methodologies to achieve a purposeful function.   In this thesis, 
the main function of the developed model is to combine the powerful features 
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of terotechnology (i.e. Maintenance management) thinking and systems engi-
neering thinking into dependability thinking in a unified model, as illustrated 
in table 4-7. Thus, having a clear logical and sequential structured model is 
necessary.  
 
Table 4-7 Similarities between Terotechnology and system engineering processes 
Systems engineer-
ing phases 

Maintenance systems 
engineering phases Function 

Problem analysis Situation analysis 
Identify system if interest, 
context, contents, and their ex-
ternal systems 

Needs & require-
ments analysis Cause analysis  Discover the critical cause-

effect relationship 
Problem solving & 

evaluating 
Solution generation 
and decision-making 

Create some new solution and 
select the optimized solution  

Architecture design 
 

Detailed structure of 
selected solution  

Define the structure, elements 
and context of the new opera-
tional feasible solution  

Verifying & inte-
grating 

Integration and verifi-
cation  

Verify an integrated life-cycle 
balanced set of systems 

Systems engineer-
ing management Planning for change   

 
The second point is the stakeholders’ needs that formulate detailed depend-
ability components, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
 

 
Figure 4.2 Detailed Dependability diagram 
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The paper’s contribution is mainly in building an inductively constructed the-
ory describing a concept of dependability from a practitioner point of view 
and as a continuing factor for the theoretical saturation of the currently used 
theory. The answer summarized in Table 4-8. 
 

Table 4-8 Answer to second research question 
RQ2: What are the challenges of engineering the system level of dependability? 
ANSWER: Systems engineering has an interactive role within each phase of the 
‘design for dependability’ process: situation analysis, cause analysis, defining 
requirements, designing solutions and the integration and verification of their 
architectures. 

 
Paper IV: El-Thalji, I. and Karlsson, A. (2010), “Terotechnological-
Engineered Wind Turbine’s Drive-train: Systems Engineering Analysis”, 
7th bi-annual European Systems Engineering Conference (EuSEC)-2010, 
May 23-26, 2010, Royal Institute of Technology and the Swedish National 
Defense College, Stockholm, Sweden.  
 
The purpose of this paper is to systematically illustrate the required topology 
for ‘design-out maintenance’, using systems engineering and architecture 
techniques. The study is based on a grounded theory method supported by a 
field case study. The paper and the main observations listed in Table 4-9. 
 

Table 4-9 Observations extracted based on paper 4 
RQ3: How to integrate terotechnology and systems engineering approaches into 
a ‘design for dependability’ process? 
The main observations of the research study (Paper 4) are: 

 OBS1: Managing the feedback about system failures needs a closed-loop 
process 

 OBS2: The closed loop should start with a first iteration design process 
into operational utilization and end with the specific contextual re-
quirements to be considered in the next design interaction. 

 OBS3: The physical risk elements should be described within the failure 
issue. 

 OBS4: The feedback should be categorized on the basis of well-defined 
dependability requirements groups 

 OBS5: using the systems engineering terminology and definitions bring 
more standardized practice of ‘design for dependability’ 
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Generic ‘design for dependability’ to-

pology 
Example of ‘design for dependability’ 

topology 
 

Figure 4.3 Generic ‘design for dependability’ topology and example 
 

For example: The practical example which is shown in Figure 4.3 (a) illus-
trates the conceptual idea of using a systems engineering methodology in or-
der to enhance the “design-out maintenance” process. For example in figure 
4.3 (b) The system is designed, for instance, to transmit loads up to 1500 rpm 
by an allocated gearing mechanism, lubrication oil. The system components 
are interfaced by teeth contact and lubrication oil. Due to some inadequate se-
lection of lubrication oil viscosity and the operator’s error in controlling the 
oil operating temperature an excessive stress load on the teeth is generated. 
This type of operational interfaced situation could develop into an excessive 
wear issue, where the feedback should be given as an input and new require-
ment within the re-engineering and re-design process. There are different 
types of operational risks such as errors in operating the pitch line, excessive 
operating temperature, failure in the driven equipment, foreign material in lu-
brication, heat treatment errors, internal stresses, low/high viscosity oil, mar-
ginal lubrication film, misalignment bearing, moisture, random load, and so 
on. These risks can generate different potential issues such as moderate wear, 
excessive wear, abrasive wear, corrosive wear, scoring, destructive scoring, 
pitting, spalling, tooth fracture, and so on. The paper contribution is that de-
veloped topology facilitates a systematic understanding of how to include the 
design-out maintenance requirements in the early design process. The answers 
summarised in Table 4-10.  
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Table 4-10 Answer to third research question 
RQ3: How to interoperate terotechnology and systems engineering approaches 
into a ‘design for dependability’ process? 
ANSWER: The systems engineering process provides a sequential flow topol-
ogy for integrating and managing the outputs of the system analysis, require-
ments engineering and redesign process. 

 
Paper V: El-Thalji, I., Alsyouf, I. and Ronsten, G. (2009), A model for as-
sessing the operation and maintenance cost adapted to wind farms in cold 
climate environment: based on onshore and offshore case studies. The 
European Offshore Wind Conference & Exhibition, Offshore Wind 
2009, held in Stockholm 14-16 September 2009.  
 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a stakeholder-friendly model for as-
sessing the operation and maintenance cost of a wind farm operating in cold 
climate areas. The developed process of the model starts from collecting the 
needs of the stakeholders and special cold climate observations and then pro-
ceeds to reviewing the current cost assessment models.   The study is based on 
using two research methods: (a) grounded theory for building the practical 
concepts based on practical needs and observations; (b) a case study for pro-
viding more practical means for the model interoperability within the applied 
environments. The main result of the paper is the cost assessment model 
which is illustrated in Figure 4.4. However, there are some critical observa-
tions also extracted within this research study illustrated in Table 4-11. 
 

Table 4-11 Observations extracted based on Paper 5 
RQ4: How to assess the outputs of a design process based on dependability cri-
teria? 
The main observations of Paper 5are: 

 There are different presented numbers and percentages that lead the fur-
ther research core focus of operation and maintenance cost assessment. 
 The cost data should contain clear contextual information 
 On a more detailed level, operation and maintenance should be subdivided 
into more clear categories with their responsible contributing factors. 
 Different stakeholders’ interests can reshape the assessment model design, 
for instance, those of wind farm owners, the manufacturing and Installa-
tion Company, operating companies, and maintenance/service companies.  
 The cost assessment model needs to consider: practical maintenance cate-
gories, available categories of wind farm information system and techni-
cal performance measures. 
 Cost estimation based on OEE is a feasible method to define costs with re-
lation to their performance and determine a contributing factor. 
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Figure 4.4 Total operation and maintenance cost based on the OEE method 
 
Answer to questions 4 
Finally, the previous three sections provide a methodological procedure, a life-
cycle phase, stakeholders, and their requirements, as well as a measured pa-
rameter, together with a systematic framework to transform the collect sets of 
requirements into the systems design process and, furthermore, the assessment 
model to evaluate the outputs of this process. Therefore, the answer to the sec-
ond research question is provided in Table 4-12. 
 

Table 4-12 Answer to fourth research question 
RQ4: How to assess the outputs of the design process based on dependability 
criteria? 
ANSWER: Assessing based on systems engineering provides clear links be-
tween cost categories and their contributing parameters taking into considera-
tion the life cycle concept, responsibility determination, and the highly classi-
fied and organized assessment method.  
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Complex dependability phenomena 
Consequently, these aspects – concepts, measures, assessment method - are 
necessary to conduct explanation research in a systematic and reliable way. It 
is clear that the author has focused on understanding the main items of system 
dependability behaviour through understanding the critical requirements, func-
tions, components and physical items, interfaces, risks, resources, issues and 
categories.  The following two sections discuss case studies for product and 
process systems. In order to extract system level methodologies that is capable 
to describe the system dependability and its threads. 
 
Paper VI: El-Thalji, I., Liyanage, J.P. (2010), ‘Analyzing Wind Power As-
set Management System: System-level Methods of Inquiry’, 5th World 
congress of engineering asset management, Brisbane, Australia 
 
The purpose of this paper stresses the system approach and its methodologies 
based on empirical findings categorized according to field practitioners. The 
study inductively highlights the need to perform a system-level analysis in or-
der to provide a reliable context for the dependability analytical methods 
which are currently used. The study is based on a phenomenography method 
to identify qualitatively concepts’ categories that describe the ways in which 
different practitioners (i.e. stakeholders) experience an asset management con-
cept and a dependability management concept. The main result of the paper is 
the model (as shown in Figure 4. of testing qualitatively stakeholders’ hy-
potheses and managing the requirements that could be extracted from them.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.5 System-level analysis framework 
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There are two sets of findings extracted from within the research work of Pa-
per 6: First, particular findings for wind power asset management that formu-
late the requirements for designing dependable asset management systems. 
Second, general findings for process management systems. However, the ge-
neric findings for general process management systems are as follows, while 
the main observations are listed in Table 4-13. 

 
Table 4-13 Observations extracted based on Paper 6 

RQ5:  What system-level methodology is needed for the current dependability 
‘method of inquiry’? 
The main observations of the research study (Paper 6) are: 
 Determining the process dependability (failure/fault/error) at the enterprise 

level is a complex process due to the influence of physical, human 
and organizational factors. 

 The failure/fault/error of process dependability is quite hidden and un-
measured by dependability analysis methods and their databases. 

 Dependability needs a contextual analysis to capture the wide system de-
fects, like life-cycle mismatch, a maladaptive business domain, unde-
termined system contexts and use-case scenarios. 

 A dependability analysis needs to be able to classify the multiple critical 
problems at the related levels of the system-of-systems structure. 

 An interface analysis helps the dependability analysis to capture the defects 
within the system structure. 

 A scenario analysis helps the dependability analysis to capture defects 
within system behavior.  

 The system dependability analysis is a powerful way to test stakeholders’ 
hypotheses and extract critical requirements.  

 
Answer to questions 5 
Based on the empirical finding of the two previous research studies the answer 
to the fifth question has been formulated in Table 4-14. 
 

Table 4-14 Answer to the fifth research question 
RQ5:  What system-level methodology is needed for the current dependability 
‘method of inquiry’? 
Answer: Paper 6 formulates two frameworks of dependability event analysis for 
both product and process systems. Reverse systems engineering and contextual 
analysis are two sets needed to be considered within analyzing dependability 
events and cases. 
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Principal objectives  
In fact, the results of a thesis are not the end of individual findings of sepa-
rated papers and fragmented academic contribution, but simply sequential 
and/or concurrent incremental contributions of research work done with re-
spect to the principal objective of the research undertaken. Thus, Table 4-15 
provides the description of the achieved result of the principal research objec-
tive which has been formulated in the introduction chapter. 
   

Table 4-15 the achieved result of the principal research objective 
RO: Developing a generic framework of system dependability engineering in 
sight of theoretical and practitioner contributions. 
The generic framework consists of an observation and analysis module, a sys-
tem dependability analysis module, an assessment module and a feedback man-
agement and requirements engineering module.  
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Conclusions  
This chapter presents the answers to research questions, the scientific and 
practical contributions, and closes with suggestions for further research for an 
endless process of knowledge creation. 
 
The section demonstrates what is called a ‘system of conclusions’, which 
means that even conclusions have different hierarchical layers (as illustrated in 
figure 5-1) containing sub-conclusions in order to provide a traceable repre-
sentation of the ‘chain of evidence’ that rigorously formulates the thesis con-
clusions.  
 

 
Figure 5-1 System of Systems Dependability Engineering with focus on sys-

tems analysis phase 
 

Dependability of complex systems: Challenges 
On basis of papers 1 and 2, the complexity and dependability threads of the 
wind power system are comprehensively identified and clarified with empiri-
cal-supported evidence. It is concluded that a wind power system is a complex 
system due to a number of empirically extracted factors: (a) the number of 

1st level of Systems Dependability Engineering

2nd level of Systems analysis
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systems and their subsystems that have been discussed in Paper 1 and under-
standing the real situation of a full dynamic picture are needed for designing a 
cost effective solutions; (b) the number of systems and their interactions 
within the whole life cycle processes with relation to site and season  condi-
tions and practices together with the stakeholders’ feedbacks are the second 
reason for recognizing the wind power system as a multidimensional complex 
system; (c) the degree of control that customers, owners and stakeholders in 
each subsystem are targeting for is a pivot point for the decision-making proc-
ess; and (d) the real development and practices within the offshore wind po-
wer sector are showing considerable indications of a fragmented rapid devel-
opment. The main reason is that there is certainly a big contrast between 
merely ‘managing the assets’, which many companies would feel they have 
been doing, and the integrated, optimized whole-life asset management of 
physical, human, intellectual, reputational, financial and other assets. Thus, the 
main conclusion is modern technical systems brings new set of complexes. 

System Dependability: A framework & Concepts 
The emerging model of the tero-technology and systems engineering ap-
proaches is needed and practically capable to cope with the complexity of the 
“design for dependability” concept. The complexity has two edges: totality 
and granularity. Both complexity edges lead into causality looseness prob-
lems, due to the limitations of the cause-effect approach, especially when the 
system behaviour and structure are not understandable. However, modern de-
signed systems start to be built on the basis of a chain of well-known causal 
relationships and end up with an unknown complicated system. The emerging 
model (as illustrated in figure 5-2) is built up on the basis of a number of fea-
tures in order to be capable to understand system dependability: (a) the model 
explains the emergence effect (matching points, in Paper 3) over the whole 
system life-cycle processes, between terotechnology as a valid feedback ap-
proach and systems engineering as a valid synthesis approach for delivering a 
full range of requirements, conceptual solutions and architectures which are 
generated and assessed for different kinds of designers’ disciplines. (b) The 
model is supported by “concepts of implementation” through logically-
sequenced procedures (Paper 3) and model topology (Paper 4). (c) The model 
tries to avoid - up to acceptable limits - the causality looseness situation within 
the implementation by building operational system effectiveness categories as 
a common point among industrial needs, terotechnology feedbacks, and sys-
tems engineering objectives.  (d) The model is methodologically built on re-
sult-initiated reasoning (abduction approach) supported by model-based rea-
soning (deductive) and qualitative/quantitative data-driven reasoning (induc-
tive). Frankly, the author argues that emerging terotechnology and systems 
engineering are useful for designing dependable products and processes. This 
argument needs to be supported by an assessment method which should be 
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able to assess how much the design output is dependable.  In Paper 5, the con-
cept of overall equipment effectiveness was integrated into the operation and 
maintenance cost model with the help of other scientific methods to capturing 
and supplying the needed data.   
 

 
 

Figure 5-2 System Dependability Engineering framework 
 

System-level Dependability methodologies  
However, both edges of complexity are open ends of causality and finality and 
could lead to a continuous analysis process. The concept of dependability and 
its methodologies are recognized as capable of design for dependability of 
physical components. However, shifting into ‘design for dependability’ for 
complex physical systems requires system-enabling methodologies. Therefore, 
the authors (Paper 6) have empirically extracted a set of system-level method-
ologies based on a phenomenograph study within Swedish wind farm operat-
ing companies. The main purpose of the extracted methodologies is to achieve 
a systematic understanding of the totality of a system. These methodologies 
are mainly: (a) making a comparative analysis of the system life-cycle proc-
esses, business domains, applications and contexts; (b) classifying problems 
into “system of systems” levels; (c) defining physical interfaces within the 
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sub-systems of the “system of interest”, and (d) clarifying the current dynamic 
behaviour of the system of interest using use-case scenarios. In summary, the 
modern complex system requires a paradigm shift in dependability engineer-
ing and management towards a systems approach. The emergence of terotech-
nology and systems engineering approaches successfully enable this paradigm 
shift through evidence-reasoned understanding and a traceable top-down de-
velopment process from observations, needs and requirements up to generat-
ing and assessing the conceptual solutions.  

 

Thesis contributions 
The main contributions of the study are briefly presented as follows: 

 The current status of the practice of wind power systems. 
 cross-edge review of dependability based on multiple perspective 

terotechnology, asset  management and systems engineering; 
 Methodological process of systems dependability engineering.  
 Practical inductive concept of dependability and asset management 
 Topology of design for dependability 
 Operation and maintenance cost assessment model 
 System level methodologies for system dependability analysis for 

both product and process systems. 
 

Further research work 
There is different sequential research tasks needed to verify and validate the 
architecting dependable system, and to go further with the systems engineer-
ing process. However, the main research needs could be stated as follows:   

 Define wind power system architecture threads 
 Develop a model for capturing and quantifying overall influence of 

combinations of individual dependability terms. 
 Develop architectural models and simulate them, to capture the de-

pendence and independence between architectures.  
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Abstract  
The wind farms have installed widely during the past few years as a reflection of the high technological 
development within wind turbines industries. The recent technological development expands and contributes the 
wind power markets by different turbines models and new conceptual designs together with the supportive 
technical advances in order to cope with current challenges. The related technical and managerial problems of 
recent expansion make operation and maintenance economically critical sector to achieve overall wind energy 
business objectives like wind farms profitability, cost of electricity production and the total life cycle costs.The 
purpose of paper is to analyze the complexity of the real situation of wind power operation and maintenance 
practices from multiple points of view (i.e. practitioners, maintenance systems designers, and intelligent wind 
maintenance developers). The paper is covering comprehensively a review of European and Swedish wind farms 
experiences and observations. The paper highlights a set of factors that impact and are impacted by the operation 
and maintenance practices. The matters of a number of systems and its subsystems, required degree of control, 
and interaction of stakeholders within operation and maintenance practices over the life cycle processes. These 
factors are the main circumstances of system complexity. The paper proceeds to consider the systems 
engineering as a managing methodology of the complex-problem solving within the current practices and the 
future development of the Swedish wind farms. An integrated maintenance management framework is developed 
in order to manage the complexity properties together with future wind industrial concepts in common –
optimized concept.  

 
Terms: systems engineering, complex maintenance system, wind power system, failures, practices, maintenance 
technology.  
 

1. Introduction  
A country’s ability to rely on wind power for electricity generations and it s costs are depending on:  availability 
of accessible wind locations, existing generating mix, connections to girds in other countries/regions, electricity 
markets, system operating procedures, the type and size of backup generating capacity, t costs of buying or 
renting land, and construction costs. These factors are difficult to take into full account a priori. While wind 
generating costs are declining over time as a result of technological advances; moreover, offshore wind power is 
more expensive than onshore wind power due to higher installation costs, greater wear and tear of equipment, 
higher operating and maintenance costs, and higher installation costs of undersea transmission cables, especially 
in very complex mountainous terrain, open sites and sea based sites. Nowadays, in offshore wind farms, a whole 
new set of questions arises. [1], one of these questions is about operation and maintenance practices, Germany 
wind energy institute; (DEWI) shows a breakdown of operating costs in Germany (1997-2001) that service and 
maintenance is about 26 % percent. The technical improvements constitutes a reduction of more than 50% in 
price; mainly, due to the reductions in design  and manufacturing costs, improved site selection techniques, 
decreased operations and maintenance costs. For new turbine, operation and maintenance costs (on-shore) might 
have a share of approximately 10-15 percent of total levelised cost per kWh produced, increasing to at least 20-
30 percent by the end of turbine’s lifetime. [ibid] Concluded that O&M costs are related to a limited number of 
cost components: insurance, regular maintenance, repair, spare parts, monitoring and administration.  
On basis of this wide understanding of circumstances. The need to review the problem and solution space is clear 
and significant for both further academic contributions and industrial development. Therefore, the main 
objectives of this paper are: 
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• To identify critical observations on the practical complexity of the real situation within wind operation and 
maintenance practices from the point of view of wind farms practitioners, maintenance systems designers, 
and intelligent wind maintenance developers. 

• To present the current advance turbines design models, operation & maintenance programs, technologies, 
and customized artificial intelligence systems 

• Based on above, to suggest an integrated operation and maintenance concept designed for wind power 
system.  

 
The organization of this paper is as follows: 
• After a brief introduction, in the next section existing literature on operation, failure and maintenance 

aspects have been classified into a number of areas and subareas.  
• Detailed discussion on these on these areas and subareas along with critical observations on each is 

undertaken in the next section 
• In the final section, the required trends in the maintenance practices of wind power system have defined 

along with suggestion for an integrated concept.  

2. Outcome of the literature survey 

Wind power system provides one of complex and multidisciplinary applications of modern renewable energy 
system. In particular, the operation and maintenance practices are significant part of complexity [2]. The design 
process of a wind turbine starts with identify the top level requirements defined by customer and followed by 
licensing procedures. Then, the development of comprising system design requirements and detail design of 
system and components is implemented. Therefore, systems engineering is an interdisciplinary field aiming for 
the systemic development and maintaining of complex system. It provides processes and plans for whole 
lifecycle management of a system. Systems engineering enables to identify and analyze the top level functional 
and performance requirements, to decompose them into detailed requirements of design, manufacturing, 
construction, installation, test, operation, maintenance and disposal. It also helps to match the extracted 
requirements with their conceptual solution and its physical and operational system architectures. System 
engineers also rely on contributions from the speciality engineering disciplines (i.e. mechanical, electrical, etc.), 
in addition to the traditional design disciplines. These specialty engineering areas typically include reliability, 
maintainability, logistics, test, production, transportation, human factors, quality assurance, and safety 
engineering. Specialty engineers contribute throughout the systems engineering process. Therefore, on basis of 
systems engineering thinking a number of scientific and technical papers were collected and analyzed on basis of 
the proposed classification framework. It decomposed the literatures into five main areas are given in table 1, the 
classification framework is on basis of systems engineering thinking; started from contextual challenges (i.e. site 
and season), into detailed technological and managerial challenges through operational challenges described by 
main operation and maintenance stakeholders.  
 

3. Review of research areas: analysis and observations  
3.1 Life cycle experiences 
This section review and discuss the main challenges due to site and season effects including; the type of 
landscape in which a wind turbine is installed, wind turbine operations, availability, supportability and 
accessibility. Moreover, the stakeholders’ experiences and their needs have collected. 
  
3.1.1 Site based experience 
 
Offshore: Practically, of the offshore wind farms is complicated than on-shore wind farms in terms of the 
installation difficulties and costs, accessibility and turbine size, features and configuration [1]. For instance, the 
complete wind farm is inaccessible by boat or helicopter for a period of one or two months because of harsh 
weather conditions (i.e. wind and waves). Even though, when weather permits access to the turbines, the cost of 
offshore maintenance is far higher than the equivalent onshore one. Due to accessing and lifting operations are 
performed relatively easy on land. But in an off-shore environment special, and there expensive and sometimes 
scarce equipment in needed. Moreover, the commercial onshore maintenance services are reliable. While, both 
limited accessibility and limited supportability of maintenance equipment may lead easily to an unacceptable 
downtime level. Therefore, it makes the O&M needs significant within design process in conjunction with other 
design parameters [3].  [4] Conducted a survey for the failures in wind power systems with focus on Swedish 
wind power plants during (1997-2005). it shows that the technical availability of wind turbines in high, around 
98%, because of the fast and frequent service, instead of a good reliability and maintenance management. for 
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instance, when the turbine is places in offshore and the weather conditions get worse, the availability may fall 
down to 53% to 89%, depending on the turbine’s failure rate. Therefore, reliability of offshore wind turbines is 
extremely important. Several studies (i.e. BWE, WMEP, University of Durham, and TU Delft) show rise in 
O&M costs with respect to wind turbine age.   
 

Table 1, classification tree of operation, failure and maintenance issues 

 

 
Onshore:  
Forest vs. open terrains: [5] discussed the challenges of installing wind turbines in forest terrain. due to the 
additional costs involved in the building of roads, storage facilities etc. furthermore, wind turbines must be 
considerably higher than surrounding treetops, wind speeds and directions are subject to turbulence, causing 
extensive strain on blades, bearings and gearbox. Avoiding these adverse conditions requires that the tip of each 
blade to be no lower than twice of the tree height, normally 50 to 60 meters above the ground. Also, the 
approximated maintenance and repair cost is about 0.09-0.1 SEK/kWh and its availability is about 95-96%. 
 
Mountains: [6] highlighted that the number of wind turbines are brought on line at hilly and mountainous areas 
are increasing. However, these sites exposed to extreme weather conditions, while the standard equipment of 
wind turbines does not properly handle these annoyance, e.g. component and functional failures, additional 
downtimes, energetic and financial losses, public safety etc.  
 
3.1.2 Season based experience 
 
Winter wind- Cold climate (CC): there are already several sites with either installed or projected wind parks 
in cold climates regions: Northern and central Europe, Northern America and Asia, all together approximately 
about 500 MW. [7] Defined that the operation and maintenance has practical constraints due to turbines location 
in remote sites. The accessibility to such remote sites may be difficult or even impossible time windows of the 
winter. Moreover, the working conditions like humidity, high wind speed, snowing and icing may make 
maintenance operations more difficult and time consuming during wintertime. Moreover, [8] defined that 
accessibility depends on local conditions, where usually it is more time consuming than in more temperature 
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climates. The recent observation about the overhaul and maintenance in cold climate show that lubricants, 
rubber seals and mechanical properties of materials are all affected by cold air temperatures, and mainly, blade 
pitch change mechanism in variable pitch turbines, yaw drive mechanism and gearbox imposed by supplemental 
stresses to these mechanism. That could be a clear explanation of wind turbine gearboxes failures. 

 
3.1.3 Stakeholders based experience 
 
System and Maintenance Design: Germany wind energy institute; (DEWI) shows a breakdown of operating 
costs in Germany (1997-2001), where the service and maintenance is the biggest one with 26 % percent. The 
technical improvements constitutes a reduction of more than 50% in price; reasons for this include reductions in 
design  and manufacturing costs, improved site selection techniques and decreased operations and maintenance 
costs. For new turbine, operation and maintenance costs (on-shore) might have a share of approximately 10-15 
percent of total levelised cost per kWh produced, increasing to at least 20-30 percent by the end of turbine’s 
lifetime. O&M costs are related to a limited number of cost components: insurance, regular maintenance, repair, 
spare parts, monitoring and administration [9]. Therefore, the O&M cost for a wind farm is a parameter that can 
be heavily influenced by the design, life time and the location of the wind farm.  
 
O&M Cost Estimation: reliable estimates of these costs are required during planning and operation of the wind 
farm at several stages. ECN [10] is developing the O&M cost estimator (OMCE) that provides ability for 
owners and operators of offshore wind farms to estimate and control the future O&M costs over 1 to 5 years. 
Most of the models that used to estimate the O&M costs are based highly on failure databases of wind turbines 
as input. While [11] argues that such types of data are difficult to obtain. Even though if they can be obtained, it 
is time consuming to analyze and structure them, which also cover a large percentage of uncertainties.  
 
Manufacturers’ experiences: [10] explained that because mass production of wind turbines is fairly new, no 
manufacturing standards have been set yet. particularly, in the world of wind turbine gearing, standards play an 
important role, as industry players indicate. Gear standards create a uniform reference point and contribute to 
making products more reliable, and provide the guidance for gear manufacturers and other manufacturers and 
consumers on expectations of wind turbine gearboxes. Some of hot topics of discussion for the joint working 
and supply chain group include updates on manufacturing technology, gear rating practices, bearing selection, 
calculations of bearings life and criteria for them as well as the practice people use to rate of size the bearings 
used in drives. For example, [12] shows the holistic view of the relationships between the Manufacturers and 
their chain suppliers, because a lot of gearbox manufacturers have a ambitious expansion in their works, like 
Winergy Drive systems, Hansen Transmissions, etc. . In particular, a shortage in steel supply and significant 
demand has been an obstacle; however, the ongoing economic and automotive crises have caused a considerable 
drop in steel demand. The demand of steel is huge, but also the quality and type of steel is another important 
issue within wind energy. Quality is the biggest concern of gearbox manufacturers because most of steel mills 
don’t require the degree of chemistry and purity in material that is necessary for wind energy projects. 
Definitely, there are high levels of requirements, needs and new trends in wind turbine technology seem to be 
focused on bigger and lighter designs. In Europe, most of the onshore installed turbines their capacities within a 
1.5 to 5 MW, and many designers don’t expect this to change greatly in the near future, primarily because of 
transportation challenges that are already a significant issue when dealing with such large infrastructure. In U.S. 
there are different predictions of which technological innovations will impact the wind energy  
  

Owners’ experience: National offshore wind farms 
This section provides the state-of-art of Swedish offshore wind farms. The main factors that can impact the 
construction and operations have been identified by [13] . Particularly, water depth, wave height and wind speed 
can affect operation and maintenance (O&M). for instance, Scheduling process of O&M work impacted by 
weather conditions. most of the offshore winde enrgy projects use to plan their planned maintenance activities in 
the summer due to the weather is more suitalbe for accessabiltiy nad maintenance operations. Therefore, and on 
other hand, it brings a nother type of problem for maintenace resources planners. it need more heavily resourced 
maintenance in order to cope with such large operations, espically, for large scale wind farm. Wind conditions 
are limiting factors for operation and maintenance. however, different site have different and special 
requirements, for instance, sea ice is only an issue in the Baltic Sea [14], [13, 15, 16, 17] have been described the 
details of the Swedish offshore wind farms and their operations. Table (2) explained the stakeholders who have a 
significant role within the Swedish offshore wind energy sector over life cycle; from development stage until the 
operations and maintenance. Table (2) help to understand the complexity within the O&M on basis of three 
points: the number of systems, the degree of control, and the numbers of responsibility interaction of 
stakeholders.  
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[18] Summarised the 8 years of operation and maintenance experiences from Middelgrund near-shore wind farm, 
where he breakdowns the common O&M system into subsystems: administration, O&M repair, electrical grid 
service, foundation inspection. In detailed level, [ibid] also breakdowns the O&M repair activities into: cooling 
system, warning lights, internal power cables, greasing system, switch gears, and foundation.  The typical service 
and preventive maintenance activities perform by two technicians for 1.5 day every half year and once a year for 
four days. [19] Described another 5 years experience of Nystad offshore wind farm which has been operated by 
Dong Energy Company. Maintenance staff, spare parts, third party inspections and services and heavy lifts are 
the main challenges of operation and maintenance system.  
 

  
Observations: 
 Shifting the experiences from one application field to another shall take in consider the context of each 

application, for example, the experience of onshore wind farms are relevant for the offshore wind farm practices 
but with understanding the contextual differences between two cases.  
 Mass production of different wind turbine components shall need standards to improve system reliability 
 The effects of new trends of technologies and the successes of some theoretical and practical models are clear 

with wind power system domain. For instance, the model of selecting cost effective maintenance was applied 
with industrial companies while it is more needed within wind power domain, the same for e-maintenance model 
it is highly needed and more than in offshore industries due to the absence of maintenance crew where in 
offshore plant they have ability to investigate the problem rapidly more.  
 Understanding constraints, expectations and challenges of wind power system is a key issue to prevent future 

overlapping between subsystems within wind power organizations and it is related to organization’s stakeholders 
and their management styles. For example, the interactions and overlaps between operation management, 
maintenance management, project management and change management are sophisticated, where the need for a 
systematic way to manage them together are highlighted.  
 
  Operating wind power system is subjected to high preventive maintenance load in summer and on other hand 

high risky corrective load in winter (site based management and technology problems). Figure 2 show that from 
October to middle of April most of wind farm are characterises with high wind speed and wave height (for 
offshore) where most of accessible Marine systems are not capable to perform their tasks, for instance, the lifting 
operation of the maintenance vessel are restricted to 6 m/s note that about 110 day (according to offshore British 
statistics)of year are subjected to near or less than 6m/s. therefore, most of services tasks are planned to perform 
within these 110 day (less or more) that make the managing process of tasks are quietly difficult.  
 

Table 2, Swedish Offshore wind farms and their stakeholders 

 Owner and/or 
Developer Manufacturer Installation Service Other partners 

Utgrunden I Vattenfall,  Enron Wind (now 
GE wind) Hydro Soil Services GE wind, 

A22SEA 

Dong Energy (E2) 
RAMBOLL 
(consultant) 

Yttre 
Stengrund 

Vattenfall, 
Store 

Fredrikslund,  
E2Vindkompaniet 

Vestas (NEG-
Micon) 

AMEC(foundation, 
turbine), 

 NEGM (cables) 

Vestas 
(NEG-
Micon) 

GEO 

Bockstigen-
Valor  Windworld    

Lillgrund Vattenfall, 
Eurowind 

Siemens Wind 
Power  

Siemens 
Wind 

Power* 

Örestads Vindkraft 
Carl-Bro 

(consultant) 
ISC, Bladt, Semco, 

Siemens, GEO 
* Under warranty period. 
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Figure 2, Wind availability and maintenance challenges 
 

 Stakeholders involvement categories; most of services in warranty period is related to manufacturing 
company, for instance, the Swedish Lillgrund wind farm near Malmö with 48 Siemens wind turbine and owned 
by Vattenfall AB, Nowadays, Siemens are servicing until the warranty period will finish and trying to shift the 
experiences and knowledge to Vattenfall AB within this period. This integrity between them in this case have a 
different shapes in other wind farm cases where they using a mutual exclusively learning approach and more 
conservative for the knowledge transfer between outsourcing warranty-service company and the operating 
company.  
 
 Obviously, the smart operating of wind power system is the most cost effective preventive approach which 

reduces the need for maintenance and their site visits. Operation and Maintenance engineers have been applied e-
operations and took e-maintenance in consideration as an integral part within offshore oil industries, where we 
can highlight further research about the possibilities and benefits of applied such type of technologies with wind 
power system. 
 
The main complexity factors of wind power operation and maintenance practices are: (1) O&M is a set of 
organizational (partners), technical and information subsystems; (2) O&M designed to be an integral controlled 
system, but some of internal subsystems are not equally applicable to integrate with other subsystems; (3) O&M 
is one system within the whole life cycle processes of wind power system, within each process or stage there are 
a lot of stakeholders who play an important role and they have a requirements and responsibilities which have 
effects on O&M and on other hand impacted by O&M. 
 
3.2 Life cycle Challenges 
[20] Reviewed of current activities in offshore wind energy sector and identified the difficulties experienced in 
construction, operation and maintenance of wind farms. Gradually, the industrial context learn and gain 
experience of how to install and operate their wind turbines in the offshore environment, like Bonus, GE wind, 
NEG Micon and Vestas. The number of manufacturers and the turbines size are increasing. Therefore, the main 
research and development interest within operation and maintenance practices is the  access system for offshore 
weather conditions. [21] described a 8 years of experiences of near-shore Middelgrunden wind farm.  Most of 
repair work is due to: cooling system, warning system, internal power cables, greasing system, switch gears and 
cracks and corrosion of foundation and tower and the most critical problem is due to transformer. While, [19] 
describe 5 years experiences of Nystad offshore wind farm, it expresses the shortages in supply chain operations 
and skills development of operating organizations. . Deutsche wind guard consulting company [22] concluded 
that many owners of young wind farms don’t know the true long-term production and they should use smart 
operating strategies in high age through optimization of production versus O&M cost  especially, avoidance of 
high loads, give up highly damaged wind turbine , also, they have been identified many problems: (a) Turbine 
and blade (after 3 – 10 years): cracks in main frame, cracks in composite coupling, horizontal cracks in 
foundation, blade tip damage; (b) Gearbox (after 5- 10 years): damage of tooth flange due to overload, and 
damage of bearing surface; (c) Generator bearing (after 5 -10 years): bad condition. Also, Coden Insurance 
Company [23] showed some damages of specific parts of turbine and their root causes and estimated cost. 
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3.2.1 Failure rate analysis 
[24] Described more detailed knowledge on failures of wind turbines (WTs), on basis of the German’250 MW 
Wind’ test program database. The results show significant differences in reliability for certain sub-components 
depending on size of the WT and especially on type of power control. For instance, induction generators are 
twice as reliable as synchronous generators. Moreover, the main results show that failure rates of wind turbine 
decrease with time. [24, 25] examined the data and defined the relationship between failure number and the 
turbine operational year (age). Particularly, the Mega-watt wind turbine cases has not yet become stable which 
present a longer ‘early failure’ behaviour and show a significantly higher amount of annual fault frequencies. 
[26] Estimated the turbine reliability figures within the DOWEC project, and presented the results of  the survey 
which obtained the failure rate data of wind turbines out of Windstats Denmark and Germany, WMEP Germany, 
landwirtschaftskammer Schleswig-Holstein, and EPRI California. [27] have been discussed the practical 
methods of predicting large wind turbine reliability using grouped survey data from windstats and showed how 
turbine design, turbine configuration, time, weather and possibly maintenance can affect the extracted results.  
[25] presented results from an investigation of failure statistics from four sources ( i.e. two separate sources from 
Sweden, one from Finland, and one from Germany).  [28] Commented the data which have been collected by the 
several institutions that in most cases, the data are self-reported and the format is inconsistent between sources. 
The main difficulties for better understanding of the failure rate data in purpose  to extract the knowledge needed 
based on  failure rates are the unspecified causes of failures and unknown age of turbines, for instance, the 
mechanical failure rates distribution according to WindStats-Germany show a 58%, classified like ‘other’, that 
explained by [29], it could means that those failures are not related to specific subsystems or it is unknown and 
difficult to classified them into certain subsystem due to incomplete information .  
 

Based on the above, the classification of the previous observations and experiences are necessary to compare and 
extract the required knowledge for improvement the availability of offshore wind farm and other harsh 
environment like high mountain and deserts. Because of, the previous failure rate calculations were done based 
on different data which has been collected, the comparison analysis of the field failure data will not be really 
possible because those data usually are tainted, incomplete or lack sufficient detail -as in following table- or does 
not satisfy the assumptions of a model selected for analysis [30], and there are always another parameters not 
measured [26].  
 
To cope such type of situations there are two methods implemented within literature as follows; (a) Designed-
Field failure data (for complete data): define how to collect the required data in order make the right conclusions 
based on filed data, [31] has been defined a required data and the operators of the supported by regularly reports 
about energy yields, maintenance and repairs, and operating costs, the participating turbines in this long-term 
case study have completed ten years of operation. there are necessity to collect  data for the  offshore wind farm 
in  order to calculate the availability and O&M cost; time to access, maintenance cost over time, cost as energy  
losses due maintenance practices.  [39] Developed and established a database for collecting reliability and 
reliability related-data, for assessing the reliability of wind turbines components and subsystems. (b) 
Mathematical models and algorithms (for incomplete data/ censored data): [30] have been proposed three-
parameter Weibull function to obtain more accuracy on reliability growth and the life test of the components that 

 
Table 3 , failures data collection and analysis 

 Unspecified 
failures 

Turbine size MW 
classification 

Environment 
Classification  
(on/off-shore) 

Technical 
specification of 

turbines  

Turbine age 
classification  

Failure 
Cause  

Wind stats  
Germany 55.4 % One group* 

 Onshore X X  

Wind stats 
 Denmark 39.5 % One group 

 mixed X X X 

WMEP  
Germany 3.5- 4.7 % 

Two group 
(0-1500 kW) 

(560-1500 kW) 
Onshore X X  

Landwirtschafts- 
Kammer Schleswig-Holstein 13- 15.2 % 

Two group 
(0-1500 kW) 

(500-1500 kW) 
Onshore  X  

EPRI California 
8.6 % One group 

(40-600 kW) Onshore  X X 

Swedish Energy Agency, 
Elforsk,  0 % One group** mixed    

* One group means that the analysis method takes all turbines size together 
** It is possible to perform a classified failure rate analysis based on turbine size 
X: not specified  
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have been used for a period of time. This method are helpful in the understanding of the reliability growth of 
wind energy systems are wind energy technologies evolving.  
 
The relevant question arise here; Is the field data are cost effective to collect within the rapid pace of 
development in wind turbine technology? Where the wind turbine technology includes many variations on the 
basic horizontal-axis configuration; type of gearbox, type of high-speed generator, type of main shaft support, 
pitch mechanism, and power converter technologies [28].  
The context in which the wind selected and where the wind turbine is operated and how is maintained 
(maintenance policy) should be carefully considered within determine the applicability of generic reliability data. 
 
3.2.2 Wind turbine Machinery Failure: cause investigation  
[32] Has been summarized the causes of the technical problems of the wind turbines due to insufficient 
prototyping of the wind turbines, with high rapid development of turbine technology and lack of coordination or 
improper components selection. [33] Have been investigated the wind turbine damages and causes.  table 4 
summarises of the maun failure causes. .  

 
 
3.2.3 Wind turbine Machinery Failure: damage prevention 
 
Understanding Gear dynamics and failure modes: The failure is often caused by inappropriate bidirectional 
operation of the gearbox or backward installation of the gear set. [37] Explained that the most critical problems 
of gearboxes are due to: high vibration, overload on drive, , overheated bearings and gear failures, excessive 
torsional loading, misalignment of gears and gearbox, lack of or improper lubrication . 
 
Understanding load and vibration measurement: 
[33] defined the design loads that correspond to actual reality at the respective location to be the future research 
area. It include the determination of site specific loads on the drive train such as torque and bending moments or 
shaft, bearing and nacelle vibration, in addition to, collecting a information on parameters that covers everything 
from signal recording and processing to analysis as well as limit monitoring and trend analysis. [38] Have been 
developed a computer program named by FAROW to calculate the fatigue and reliability of wind turbine 
component by means of structural reliability methods. The best defence against fatigue problems is an accurate 
estimate of the fatigue life for candidate or prototype designs. Besides probability of premature failure, FAROW 
calculates the mean lifetime. The FAROW defined the S-N coefficient and exponent, RMS stress level at a 
characteristic wind speed, average wind speed, etc. [34] reviewed the current status of Non Distructive Testing 
(NDT) technology in wind turbines.  

Table 4, failures and their  causes of wind turbine components 
Part Problem   Natural Causes*  
Rotor blades -Blade damage, or contact with tower 

-Edge Cracks (blade failure)  
-Lightning and steam pressure 
-Airborne particles with high speed cause abrasion to 
the leading edge.  
-High wind and wind shear and aerodynamic instability 
-Fatigue life  

Rotor bearings 
Main bearing 
Transmission Bearing 

-spalling 
-High Vibration  
-Cracked rings 
-high speed shaft damage 

-fatigued race and  rolling elements 
-rotor unbalance 
-out of round shaft 
-race misalignment 
-high temperatures 

Gearbox -gear failure or damage 
-high vibration 
-Overload on drive 
-unsatisfactory tooth contact patterns  
-chipping  
-micro pitting 

-Misalignment of gears 
-excessive torsional loading and abnormal induced 
loads 
-wear pattern caused by abrasives in lubricating oil 
- pattern caused by corrosive attack on 
-pitting caused by gear overloading  

Generator bearings 
 

Slippage and wear led to Metal to metal contact -growth of race due to overheating 
-fretting wear, 
-improper initial fit 
-excessive shaft deflection  

Electrical components  -Damaged generator windings 
-Damages in controllers and electronic 
components 
-transformer  damages 
-wiring damages 

Short circuits and over-voltage damage 

*There are other types of causes due to Design errors, manufacturing defects and improper operation and maintenance practices [33, 34, 
35, and 36].  
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Understanding non-natural flaws: manufacturing and in-service practices  
[34] Described that cracks sometimes appear soon after manufacture. Adhesive flaws and resin-poor areas are 
the main manufacturing flaws on turbine blades. Welding sheets flaws of the tubular tower are main flaws on the 
tower. Several NDT techniques are used at manufacture stage. The visual inspection using miniature cameras 
and endoscopes are used to inspect of planetary gear transmissions. Ultrasonic NDT is used for composite 
materials inspection, mainly, to check the laminate for dry glass fibre and delaminating. Tap test to discover the 
irregularities in the structure. Infrared thermography use the infrared scanners to examine the blade throughout 
its length, measuring exactly the same points each time, and it is able to see through the laminate and check the 
adhesive joint.   
 
Moreover, mechanical failures occur due to alignment and assembly errors. The driving mechanism of wind 
turbine is subject to much greater dynamic loads. Therefore, [34] expressed that the wind turbines do need 
regular maintenance schedules in order to minimize failure and avoid cost-intensive repairs and downtime. Some 
of undergo inspection done every three months, and every six months a major maintenance check-up is 
scheduled. Usually, these works involves lubricating the moving parts and checking the oil level in the gearbox, 
in addition to testing the electrical system on site and note any problem with the generator or hook-ups.  
 
Observations: 
• Indirect costs shall include in the O&M cost estimation process, and if we taking in consideration the 

conditions of site and season (from previous part of the paper); is the O&M cost model will effected by these 
conditions, for instance, investigate how much the icing effect of cold climate increasing the O&M cost, which 
directly related to overall life cycle cost and further more to power integration cost in EU. 

 
• Enhancing the consistency of collected data using efficient methods are required, while the question is about if 

the collected data is the effective way to build coherent knowledge, particularly, for this rapid developed 
application, for instance, the collected information of the gear-type turbine are not so much enhance our 
knowledge about gearless type turbine, secondly, the collected  data for turbine life time (about 20 year age 
beside the limitations of collecting complete failure data) may not be effective to use due to probable 
differentiations in  the next generations of wind turbines, therefore, using artificial intelligence approaches  
(supervised and non-supervised) that need  less data than statistical methods, may be one of the effective ways 
to deal with this high development of wind turbines models until development reach a steady state of. 

 
• Defining the data context are required to extract the knowledge, therefore, it is difficult and not scientifically 

relevant to generalised based on some practical case studies, for example, some researchers misunderstanding 
each other when they are defining the most critical components (high failure rate and downtime) of wind 
power system and everyone have practical case study(s) which have partially or totally different results, for 
example, the Germany studies highlighted the gearbox as the most critical component where the Danish 
middlegrund specified the transformer.  To avoid this misunderstanding and probably it mislead them when 
they are going to choose the proper further research problem.  Certainly, there are some relevant questions the 
researchers have to ask themselves before generalizing their observations; which types of approaches have 
been used to analysis the failure rate data? Which design types (wind turbine models) of wind turbine have 
been analyzed by failure rate techniques? How should the data collection system designed to collect the failure 
rates related to site characteristics, seasons attributes, and technical specification of design models? 
Unfortunately, Extract knowledge based on some pervious data for the offshore wind farm applications are not 
relevant due to that the main part of the data (95%) is related to the smaller turbines; under the 560 kW and the 
age of the turbines is not known. Definitely, in order to produce coherent knowledge from different cases and 
experiences, it should be clear that the comparison analysis shall be based on technical specification of turbine, 
site characteristics and seasonal weather attributes, in addition to the age and operating hours of the studied 
wind turbine, and again, all of these aspects shall together take.     

 
• Understanding failure rate and downtime as the main terms of the availability definition. As discussed 

previously, gearboxes are the critical due to his high downtime (time to repair or replace), while the electrical 
component have the highest rate to failure, therefore the criticality also should be specifically determined 
based on these two terms. Note that approaches to treat the high failure rate problem are different than 
approaches which used with solving high downtime problems.  

 
• Explaining the meaning and benefits of collecting Field data for the operating staff level are the main 

motivation for them to enhance the collection process and solve one of the most difficult issues in order to 
have a correct and well collected data.  
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• Most of failure analysis reports focused on mechanical components issues where there is a shortage of 
electrical components failure analysis, that will be high beneficial if the gearless wind turbine (direct 
generator) entering the offshore market. 

 
3.3 Operational Maintenance strategies and system 

 [2] Represented the main practices, maintenance approaches in wind power systems (i.e. preventive, predictive, 
diagnostic), recent contributions and challenges of researchers and practitioners. furthermore, it presents the life 
cycle processes of wind power system and the impact-relations between them (i.e. design & development, 
production& construction, operation & maintenance and system retirement). The review defiend a set of 
challenges and trends as follows: (1) obtaining a well-adapted maintenance strategy, (2) eliminating the 
manufacturing and storing problems through improving quality control aspects, (3) developing algorithms for 
predicting the remaining life of components, (4) integrating CMS into offshore technology, using intelligent 
monitoring system, (5) implementing RCM; and other challenges and means, which shows the need for further 
research studies. Therefore, The operating and maintenance practices challenges have taken a multidiscipline 
nature in terms of; location and seasonal (by environmental system), operational (by operating -integrated 
systems), technical (by designed systems), economical (by optimized systems), technological (by supported 
systems). 
 
3.3.1 Applied operations, maintenance and repair strategies 
[40] Has been presented operation and maintenance strategy including the construction support, training, turbine 
monitoring, scheduled maintenance, unscheduled maintenance and fibreglass repair. [41] Addressed the 
strategies, planning practices, logistics , service management, well-specified targets, workflow and structure of 
service, analysis tools, and service packages are the main issues that are needed for  service companies to 
achieve the highest customers’ satisfaction, optimum reliability, availability, high performance, and competitive 
prices and expenses of maintenance. The main commercial service packages have differeatite in terms of; online 
monitoring, quarterly inspection, guaranteed-availability of space parts, reaction time, performance value and 
fixed price. [42] described the applied blade maintenance and repair management strategy based on his 
company experience via 28 year, where he noted that not all blades are manufactured equally, which stressing 
the importance of the need for operators to perform regular blade inspections and maintenance. Therefore, 
manufacturing, after-transportation and after-installation inspections are necessary to ensure the overall turbine 
availability. Variety of manufacturing dates, materials, processes and level of quality control. On other hand, 
aerodynamics imbalances and dynamic imbalances lead to premature failure of wind turbine and its individual 
components knowing that approximately 20% of wind turbines have dynamic imbalance issues. Aerodynamic 
imbalances are due to erosion, relative deviation in angle of attack, cone angle or partition angle errors, and 
incorrect blade contour and twist. While, dynamic imbalances are due to clogged drain hole in blade tip, 
damaged blade resulting in water absorption and incorrect blade balancing in factory or following repair. 
Routine inspection and maintenance are required to ensure that minor and major damages are diagnosed early.  

 
Observations: Dealing with overlaps and gaps among different perspectives of stakeholders such wind farm 
managers, operating managers, maintenance department shall be as an opportunity to integrate. for example, the 
handbook on condition monitoring for wind turbines [43], that handbook oriented for operators which take in 
consideration the knowledge level and the common experience language, definitely it show and establish a 
common vision and keyword in order to integrate them and enhance the communication within different 
hierarchical levels of  wind farm operating company. 
 
3.4 Maintenance engineering and technologies  
With the rapid development of computer applications, information systems, communication systems, and 
advanced sensor technologies have become more powerful and less expensive, making data acquisition, 
processing, and decision making for maintenance actions more affordable and feasible. Therefore, this section 
attempts to summarise and review the recent research and developments in diagnostics and prognostics of 
mechanical wind power system implementing maintenance concepts with emphasis on technologies, models, 
and algorithms for data collecting, processing, and maintenance decision making.  

 
In general, [44] have been reviewed the signal processing techniques that have been applied in the mechanical 
systems domain, whilst [45] have been reviewed the applied techniques, specifically, in wind power systems.  
Table (5) express the available and applied signal processing techniques and the needs for further investigation.  
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[43] Define residual lifetime estimation as a tool to long planning, where the technical condition of degraded 
component may run until failure occurs. Maximum like hood or least square methods are useful methods to 
estimate expected values for the sojourn times. [46] Presented a Bayesian approach for estimating of sojourn 
time distribution parameters in order to utilize both data and expert judgement based on life time prediction 
models, operational statistics, and knowledge of specified technical condition as [43] mentioned. The purpose is 
to estimate expected residual life time, failure probabilities and optimize inspection intervals [ibid]. The aim of 
machine prognosis is to provide decision support for maintenance actions, where is need to describe the nature of 
maintenance policies. Therefore, the main idea of prognostics incorporating maintenance policies is to optimize 
the maintenance policies according to certain criteria such as cost, risk, reliability, availability, etc. Table (5) 
express the available techniques and the needs for further investigation. 
 
Taking a long-term perspective, maintenance manager have to make decisions on asset replacement in the best 
interests of the organization and determine the resource requirements of the maintenance operation that will meet 
business needs in a cost effective manner. The optimization of these tactical decisions (component replacement, 
inspection procedures, capital equipment replacement, and resources requirements) is the important issue and 
needed to resolve the conflicts of a decision situation in such a way that the variables under the control of he 

Table 5, Data acquisition and Processing related to Diagnostic and Prognostic use 
Phase  Approaches  Scope Applied approaches  in Wind Power 

System 
Condition data   Data acquisition 
Event data    

CMS of subsystems  
rotor Monitoring of power characteristics 

Spectral analysis & order analysis 
Strain monitoring-based algorithm 
Optical fibres-based algorithm 
Inertial sensing 
Optical coherence tomography 
Bicoherence based on electrical power 
AE based on pattern recognition 
AE based on continuous sensor 
Structural neural systems 
Vibration/stress wave 

Pitch Trend analysis (process residual 
based) Trend analysis (model 
parameters based) 
 

Drive train, gearbox, bearing Spectral analysis 
Cepstrum analysis 
Envelope curve analysis 

Data processing Wave-data analysis 
Time-domain analysis 
Frequency-domain analysis 
Time-frequency analysis 
Value type-data analysis 

Electrical system Time domain analysis 
Maintenance decision support 

Global CMS Artificial intelligence 
Fault detection and isolation  
Recursive isolation 

rotor Transmittance functions 
Operational deflection shapes 
Resonant comparison 
Wave propagation 
Wavelet pattern recognition analysis 
Thermo-elastic stress analysis 

Pitch FFT spectra analysis 
Drive train, gearbox, bearing Artificial intelligence 

Frequency analysis 
Torsional vibration 

Diagnostics Statistical approaches 
- Cluster analysis 
AI approaches 
Model based approach 

Electrical system Machine current signature analysis 
Data analysis 
combining event 
data and condition 
monitoring data  

Time-dependent proportional model 
Proportional intensity model 
Hidden markov model 
 

  

Prognostics Statistical approaches 
AI approaches 
Model based approach 

  

Prognostics 
incorporating 
maintenance 
policies 

Multi-level control-limit rule 
replacement policy 
Markov chain 
Monte carlo simulation 
Generic algorithm 
Reliability-based approach 
Optimal stopping theory 
Continuous-discrete stochastic model 
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decision maker take the best possible values [47]. Any selected maintenance strategy should provide the best 
balance between direct maintenance costs (labour, materials, administration) and the consequences or penalty of 
not performing maintenance as required (i.e. labour, materials, administration, loss of production  and anticipated 
profit, etc) without prejudice to health, safety and environmental (HSE) [48]. In general, maintenance 
optimization models cover four aspects: (i) a description of technical system, its function and its importance, (ii) 
a modelling of the deterioration of the system in time and possible consequences for the system, (iii) a 
description of the available information about the system and the actions open to management and (iv) an 
objective function and a optimization technique which helps in finding the best balance. The models classified 
into deterministic and stochastic (under risk, under uncertainty) and further distinguish is between a simple 
system and complex system and time horizon. The difference between risk and uncertainty is that in case of risk 
it is assumed that a probability distribution of the time to failure is available, which is not so in t he case of 
uncertainty. The optimization methods employed include linear and nonlinear programming, dynamic 
programming, markov decision methods, decision analysis techniques, search techniques and heuristic 
approaches [49]. [48] Have been investigated quantitatively the optimization application for wind turbine 
maintenance where they have been discussed the concept, relevance and applicability of the modelling system 
failures using Monte Carlo simulation and Delay-time maintenance model techniques. The suggest collected data 
for the model includes; historical failure data will be extracted from the Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition system (SCADA) in addition to maintenance work orders of the same period to ascertain the specific 
type of failure and the components involved. [50] Has been explained that data analysis is prerequisite to 
formulating, and later updating optimal maintenance and plant renewal policies. The availability and cleanness 
of data - manually data entering- are the main factors to have effective practical optimized model. The question 
which arises in the wind power application is “have we sufficient and efficient data?” As a comparison with the 
OREDA Project [51] (offshore reliability data) where it is data collection programme, that has been going on 
since the early eighties. Reliability data has collected for some 24.000 offshore equipment units comprising 
approximately 33.000 failures. The project now in it’s forth phase (‘96). In this phase data is collected by more 
automatic means, and data collection specification. Take in consider, that the project applied on a stable offshore 
technology (oil industry) while the wind power technology still has a rapid development of improved designs, 
selective changing components, different investigated sites applications. Finally, is the maintenance optimization 
really the solution to have cost-effective maintenance strategy in the unstable technology development, and do 
we need to prioritize our techniques within this development? 
 
 [52] Show that Bruel & Kjaer Vibro’s Surveillance Centre in Denmark was detected a coupling defect with 
more than a half-year lead-time to repair, using the adaptive monitoring strategy and alarm manager 
functionality. [53] Developed an integrated condition monitoring system take in consider the statistical wind 
data, the power curve of the turbine, technical availability and investment cost. The technical features of the 
developed system are: round-the-clock accessibility, 24-hour remote monitoring and rapid reaction. The system 
tested over years in the on land environment, where in the off-shore environment the technical availability and 
accessibility are the most critical obstacles that make the ‘round-the-clock’ concept not possible in the high wind 
seasons and nobody can quickly fix the problem [54].  Therefore, the offshore accessibility is a challenge and 
opportunities for the researchers in order to define the capable and optimal condition monitoring system. [55] 
Has been explained that gearboxes, generators, toothing, roller bearings, rotors and electrical components have 
typical vibration patterns and significant damage characteristics that are particularly observable in the frequency 
spectra. And they have been developed a VIBNODE wind, it is small and cost effective CMS for wind turbines, 
equipped with 12 analog inputs, 2 pulse inputs, 2 digital inputs and 3 digital outputs. Using FFT analyzer, web 
serves and log-term memory, it employs HTTP to send e-Mails and measurement data.  
Commercially, the main output of the maintenance management approaches within wind power system is the 
condition monitoring system, while Commercial condition monitoring systems can give frequent false alarms, 
whilst not giving alarms when real faults occur. The reasons for those disappointing results are various, but a 
main cause is the lack of an agreed technique to analyze wind turbine monitoring signals, they employ Fourier 
transform based techniques to process non-stationary and nonlinear signals both in time and frequency where the 
technique is limited in dealing with such kind of signals. [56] 
 
One important aspect of condition monitoring systems is the reliability and availability of the CMS by itself. [54] 
Has been stated a problem with the availability of CMS especially with the permanent humidity and stochastic 
vibrations which had a destructive impact on the most fragile parts of the system: the electrical systems and the 
sensors. At least once a year of those subsystems is down in each on-shore wind turbine,  
 
 [57] Investigated the impact of reliability by means of life-cycle analysis simulation in a theoretical wind farm 
the study is based upon reliability information from a number of academic sources. The simulator TurbSim is 
designed with significant modularity to enable reliability simulation of any turbine with available wind 
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information. The simulation of a selected turbine indicated that reliability makes a small but noticeable impact of 
1.24% in its output.  
 
This part reviews the application of artificial intelligence in maintenance management and planning and 
introduces the concept of developing intelligent maintenance optimization system and focus on AI techniques 
such as knowledge based systems, case-based reasoning genetic algorithms, neural networks and fuzzy logic.   
[58] Have been developed SIMAP is abbreviated name for the intelligent system for predictive maintenance, it is 
a software application addressed to the diagnosis in real-time of industrial processes. The incipient detection of 
anomalies allows for an early diagnosis and the possibility to plan effective maintenance actions. Modelling 
dynamic non-linear industrial processes by means of artificial neural networks (ANN); characterising the 
represent both quantitative knowledge coming from historical data by means of artificial neural networks as well 
as qualitative knowledge coming from maintenance and operation experts by means of expert systems; 
performing a dynamical multi-objective non-linear optimization with constraints by means of generic 
algorithms; representing the uncertainty inherent to the knowledge issued by means of fuzzy logic. [59] have 
been studied the back-propagation neural network which have excellent abilities of parallel distributed 
processing, self-study, self-adaptation, self-organization, associative memory, and simultaneously its non-linear 
pattern recognition technology is an efficient and feasible tool to solve complicated state identification problems 
in the gearbox fault diagnosis. [60] Have been reconfigured the wind turbine system by means of qualitative 
physics in order to increase the availability of the system or subsystems without increasing service visits, 
economics, or complexity. The model use function-behaviour-state modelling and functional redundancy 
designer.  
 
Tele-monitoring: condition monitoring is a component of long-term service packages offered by some wind 
turbine vendors and essential for operating offshore winds. CMSs record the running and operating conditions of 
wind turbine and send the measurement data to certified monitoring centre, e.g. as e-Mail. The centre monitors 
changes in the running and operating behaviour of the unit (tele-monitoring, level-1), identifies the causes of 
changes (tele-diagnosis, level-2), makes statements on the machine condition (level-3) and look for opportunities 
for improvement [61].   Five types of knowledge were determined by [61] are essential to make the tele-
monitoring reliable; knowledge regarding the functional and structural configuration of wind turbine, knowledge 
regarding the diagnosis parameters and their tolerance ranges, knowledge regarding the interaction of individual 
wind turbine subassemblies being monitored, knowledge regarding the possible faults in and damage to 
individual subassemblies, knowledge regarding the operational and machine related vibration effects, the 
applicable diagnosis procedures.   
 
4.5 Knowledge and facts from Pervious and nowadays researches, projects 
Internationally, the concerted action on offshore wind energy in Europe, 2001 [62], define that the highest 
priority in the short term for operation and maintenance is the safety of personnel. Another top priority task issue 
is to facilitate the remote control access of turbine control systems in order to investigate, rectify and re-set trips 
where possible. In the medium term, the development of operation and maintenance models should continue, 
particularly taking cognizance of operational data and experience, providing input data when choosing a suitable 
site specific maintenance strategy with recent advancements in SCADA technology, condition monitoring in 
order to explore innovative maintenance strategies.  
 
Two of ISET projects concerned with the acquisition of O&M because ISET and WMEP are confident that there 
is a considerable need to collect O&M data, the database at ISET has already turned out to be a valuable source 
of information which was and still used in national and international research projects, political decision making 
and commercial applications. The project takes Borkum-West offshore wind farm as a pilot wind test field [63]   
 
One of the most recent European research project called Opti-OWECS(structural and economic optimization of 
bottom-mounted offshore wind energy converters’), in this project [4] the operation and maintenance behaviour 
of the wind farm was analysed by mote carlo simulations and the optimized maintenance strategy was achieved 
towards high availability. The report highlighted that the availability of wind farms at real offshore sites 
employing commercial wind turbines without significantly improved reliability and without optimized operation 
and maintenance solutions may be unacceptably low, e.g.70% or even less. In addition to , that reliability of 
offshore wind energy converters and operation and maintenance solutions should optimized with respect to the 
levelized energy production costs rather than to either capital or operation and maintenance costs. Therefore, 
they recommended for the future researchers to take in consider the O&M aspects as a main design drive, 
especially for the wind turbine develop advanced design approaches like RAMS (reliability, availability, 
maintainability and serviceability). 
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[64] OffshoreM&O- advance maintenance and repair (M&R) for offshore wind farms using fault prediction and 
condition monitoring techniques, funded by the European commission, for two years (2003-2005), the main 
objective was to lay the foundation for condition depending maintenance and repair strategies for wind turbines 
in offshore wind farms. As a basis for such strategies, condition monitoring and fault prediction hardware and 
software has to be integrated into wind turbine and wind farm technology.  Within the project, comprehensive 
solutions for installation of the required sensor equipment in wind turbines have been worked out. Existing 
condition monitoring and fault prediction techniques have been investigated relating to their applicability for use 
in wind turbines. New offshore wind turbine specific techniques are developed. Algorithms for condition 
depending M&R scheduling are worked out.  
 
Nationally, in Sweden, research program of Utgrunden offshore wind farm they define that operation and 
maintenance can differ greatly depending on a number of characteristics such as: type of turbine and its 
reliability, maintenance strategy, access method, location of the wind farm, and site weather pattern based on 
empirical (the Swedish Energy Agency, 2000). According to "Vindforsk III" program description five goals were 
identified under project packet number 4: optimal operations and maintenance: (1) Identify and analyse the 
actual problems encountered when operating and maintaining both offshore and onshore wind farms; (2) 
Develop and suggest methods for improving management of spare parts inventory and logistics for the 
operations and maintenance of wind farms; (3) Analyse and evaluate the long-term shortages in components and 
systems and identify the problems areas and their causes. (Predicting the useful life length of components 
belongs to this goal, too); (4) Identify measures or methods that can reduce maintenance cost and improve 
system security both during design and operation phases; and (5) Developing robust tools and methods for 
condition based maintenance and automatic diagnostics and prognostics.      
 

4. Conclusions   
The author tried to give this holistic view of the operation and maintenance practices from different perspectives-
such as researches hand to hand with practitioners- within wind power system in order to enhance our 
understanding about the integrity of the engineering solutions which will involve in this specific application 
context. As we always know that early clear understanding avoids us the future expensive expenses. Obviously, 
the number of systems and their subsystems that have been discussed in this paper -and will be the main issues in 
next following papers- is a part of  understanding the situation reality where a full dynamic picture needed for 
designing a cost effective solutions. Again, the number of systems and their interactions that expressed by the 
life cycle experiences analysis based on site and season  conditions and practices together with the stakeholders’ 
feedbacks are the second reason to recognize the wind power system as a multidimensional-complex system, at 
the same time, it is the second motivation to applying systems engineering approach. The third reason and 
motivation is the degree of control that customer, owner and stakeholders in each subsystem are targeting for, 
which is a pivot point for the decision making process.  
 
The integrated model in figure 3 present what most of wind power organizations have within their operation and 
maintenance system. The model consists of components blocks and relationships (links). The model components 
(blocks) are presented: 
• Operational units and informational flow among them 
• Maintenance policies (corrective, preventive, predictive)   
• Stakeholders and their position and responsibilities within this system like manufacturer give original 

information where the maintenance crew is responsible for updating this information based on his 
operational experiences.   

• System characteristics and criteria for decision making system. 
The model relationships (links) are presented: 

• Information flow, feedback and some techniques that are used such as remote monitoring 
• Link between operating system and  
• Operational maintenance system. 
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Finally, the author recommend the top-down reading approach which are logically structured from the step 
where we can start with understand  situation and collected data and information for analysing them in order to 
generate solution(s) then the decision maker can evaluate these different solutions based on separately or jointly 
specific criteria. The designer and manufacturer give basic information about wind power system in addition to 
good/bad construction and installation practices are shaping the reliability of system. The operating system use 
different technique to measure the production rate and monitoring the assets conditions. Due to difficult and 
expenses of accessing to system, the monitoring system are recommended and remotely connected to the 
operating centre and his maintenance support database. The reaction could be remotely justification by control 

systems or maintenance orders based on diagnostic and prognostic analysis (estimate the residual lifetime) and 
precede to perform the optimization technique, however, the practical experience shown that we shall understand 
the different between maintenance optimizer (person or software) and decision maker. Because the decision 

 
 

Figure 3, Integrated Operation & Maintenance approach
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maker of maintenance order are not the same person who do optimization for instance, the maintenance 
optimizer recommend to repair or replace work and the operating manager may has another view or perspective 
for the problem. Especially, most of maintenance staff are outsourcing which give the final word for the 
operating staff who decide to have maintenance order or not. Two type of decisions could presented; short term 
and long term for justification in the design process where  “design for maintenance” unit shall define the 
relevant requirements to be taken in consider within design process.  
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ABSTRACT 

In comparison with their onshore counterparts, offshore wind farms and 
their life cycle operations provide a number of different aspects to 
consider. Nowadays, different technological solutions are being tested 
for the design, construction, installation, operation and maintenance of 
offshore wind farms. Still the challenges are quite diverse and mostly 
relate to: design of electrical infrastructure; structural design and 
material choice for aggressive environmental and seasonal conditions; 
site assessment and optimal set-up; substructures; installation methods; 
logistics; technical service access; operations and maintenance, etc. 
Firstly this paper reviews the technical and physical aspects of the 
mechanical, electrical, and structural subsystems and their critical 
failure scenarios as a stand point for assessing the current technological 
solutions and industrial applications. The second part of the paper 
attempts to map the status quo within offshore wind industries and 
assess the current status with respect to expected optimum performance 
criteria. It critically reviews, in particular, the technical and operational 
integrity concepts which have some influence from systems design 
process, cost-optimal maintenance approaches, and supportive 
decision-making applications, intelligent remote diagnostics 
prognostics techniques and their feasibility, etc. Thus this paper 
contributes in many different ways, bringing a multi-disciplinary 
perspective, and leading the way toward further research and industrial 
applications from an integrated asset management point of view. 

KEY WORDS: asset management; operation and maintenance; wind 
power; offshore; cold climate.  

INTRODUCTION: FROM OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 
TO INTEGRATED ASSET MANAGEMENT 

This section provides an overview of the asset management approach 
and the whole life cycle philosophy which have been used for building 
this review. According to the classical view, the maintenance is to fix 
broken items. Taking such narrow a perspective within wind power 
applications will be confined to the reactive tasks of repair actions or 
component replacement triggered by failures. Geraerds (1972) has a 

more recent view of maintenance as “all activities aimed at keeping an 
item in, or restoring it to, the physical state considered necessary for 
fulfillment of its production function.” Pintelon (2000) modified the 
previous definition into the “set of activities required to keep physical 
assets in the desired operating condition or restore them to this 
condition.”  More related to the operating or production conditions than 
production function, the last definition seems to be a more pragmatic 
view, specifying the key objective of maintenance management as total 
asset life cycle optimization. Using this type of enlarged view of 
maintenance will have a cost-effective advantage, particularly as the 
failure consequence costs are very significantly higher in the wind 
power domain than in other industrial domains, in addition to the high 
maintenance visit costs. Therefore, the modern view (Jardine 2006) of 
maintenance includes the proactive tasks such as routine service and 
periodic inspection, preventive replacement, condition monitoring and 
continuous improvement methods such as reliability-centered 
maintenance and total productive maintenance.  These give the 
maintenance management system the capability to take operational 
decisions and make design modifications in order to enhance asset 
operational availability. Beyond any doubt, the asset management tasks 
are complex in terms of the number of systems, stakeholders, interfaces 
and degree of control. The new British Standard, PAS 55, defines asset 
management as “systematic and coordinated activities and practices 
through which an organization optimally manages its physical assets 
and their associated performance, risks and expenditures over their 
lifecycles for the purpose of achieving its organizational strategic plan.” 
This sets the goal, but how does a company get there? How do we 
know, and demonstrate, what is ‘optimal’? How do we coordinate 
component activities to this goal? How can such a joined-up, whole-life 
performance responsibility be established? How do we develop the 
skills, tools and processes to establish and sustain such an environment 
in the first place? Thus, four main factors have been included in order 
to define asset management in the wind power context:  (1) Technology 
and its changes; for example, Liyanage (2009) mentioned that, 
“traditionally, condition based maintenance has not been that attractive 
for offshore applications, but with the current advancement in 
application technologies, particularly, the ICT sector, it appears that a 
new avenue of growth has been opened up.” (2) Operations’ trends and 



their organizational patterns. (3) Management policies and their societal 
expectations. (4) Supportive systems for logistic support, decision 
support, information and communication technologies support (ICTs), 
management activities such as forecasting, planning, organizing, 
accomplishing, controlling. For the wind power domain in particular, it 
is important to take two more factors into consideration for asset 
management: (5) Operating conditions and their variability, which 
affect the behavior of the systems and equipment and their functional 
characteristics, faults and failures. (6) Stakeholders and their human 
aspects, behaviors and needs. 

According to Liyanage (2009), in order to cope with and to manage the 
complexity and changing characteristics in the life cycle of wind power 
assets, the scope of maintenance should definitely be enlarged to also 
include risk mitigation and value creation.  Therefore, asset 
management should cover every stage of the life cycle of technical 
systems (grid connections, wind farms, wind mills, turbines, and 
facilities) from planning, design, construction, manufacturing, 
installation, operation, performance evaluation and monitoring, 
maintenance, until disposal operations or re-decommissioning.  
Therefore, the review has taken into consideration the fact that asset 
management is applied to the whole life of assets, and reviews the life 
cycle practices of wind power assets from both perspectives: academic 
and industrial. Therefore the objectives of this paper are: 

To review the integrated asset management aspects from the 
researchers’ point of view in order to identify physical and technical 
challenges. 
To review the practical asset management aspects from the 
practitioners’ point of view to identify current industrial solutions and 
current practices. 
Based on the above, to conceptualize the integrated asset 
management framework for the offshore wind energy domain. 

METHODOLOGY  

A total of 58 papers were collected and classified the literatures into 
seven main groups as shown in the following text, these investigated 
groups are the main issues for enhancing our understanding of the 
difficulties, obstacles and complexities of managing wind power assets. 
Systematically, a classification of relevant publications was performed 
based on a preliminary review. The life cycle phase has been discussed 
with more expanded discussion on the operation, deterioration and 
maintenance cycles because this is a core area for long-life wind power 
assets. Liyanage (2009) presented the basic operation and maintenance 
(O&M) intervention process to retain or restore the technical systems 
and equipment of an industrial asset in acceptable operating technical 
and environmental conditions. Therefore, the core components of the 
integrated asset management framework cover different perspectives: 
certainly technical and physical challenges, operational challenges, 
industrial and practical practices, economic challenges and informatics 
challenges, technologies and practices. Based on a theoretical 
background, a wide range of keywords was searched in order to cover 
the main technical conditions terms including reliability, availability, 
tolerability of failures, supportability, downtimes and failure rate 
frequency, and performance losses. Also, in order to retain and restore 
the asset to its acceptable technical condition it is crucial to use 
technical data, collected by proper instruments, analyzed by analytical 
software embedded mathematical models, giving the asset operators a 
logical cost-effective decision making process. Therefore, the authors 
were searching for the practices, technologies, and innovative ideas 
within the following subtitles: (1) Asset engineering design and 
installation; this covers design for reliability, maintainability, and 
technical integrity. (2) Offshore conditions; this covers grid 
connections, wind farms, wind mills and wind turbines. (3) Onshore 
operations; this includes control systems and actions, monitoring 

activities, data acquisition, analytical systems, expert systems, decision 
support systems. (4) Onshore supportive operation; this covers weather 
forecasting, logistics contractors, external experts. (5) Offshore 
operations; this covers marine operations, support vessels management, 
maintenance management and their categories, O&M crews, reverse 
logistics of failed components. (6) Enterprise, systems integrity and 
interfaces aspects with the help of RCM (reliability centered 
maintenance) and TPM (total productive maintenance) and risk based 
inspection. (7) Interfaces aspects; this covers communication systems 
and their interface technologies, organization interfaces, and human-
asset interface factors. 

REVIEW FINDINGS  

In general, Snyder and Kaiser (2008) discussed the main criticisms of 
offshore wind power plants in terms of navigational safety; federal 
subsides; aesthetics on the seascape; costly, risky environments; 
unpredictable power generation; and the cost-benefits of offshore wind 
plants in relation to onshore wind power plants. Markard and Petersen 
(2009) compared the innovation characteristics of offshore and onshore 
wind power plants in terms of power production; general restrictions; 
environmental conditions and impacts; access conditions; grid 
connection; and economic characteristics. Breton and Moe (2008) 
reviewed the current status, plans and technologies for offshore wind 
turbines in Europe and North America, as well as the promising new 
solutions. The Creative Offshore Challenges Committee (2008) in its 
technological catalogue listed eight central technical challenges: design 
for electrical infrastructure; siting and optimal set-up for the turbines, 
substructures and towers; installation methods and logistics, service and 
maintenance; structural design and materials in an aggressive 
environment; decommissioning and finally offshore turbine control.  In 
the public seminar “Offshore Wind Power-Research Related 
Bottlenecks” in 2009, the following issues were highlighted for further 
research: mutual shadow effect between large blocks of wind turbines; 
extreme structural loading of offshore wind turbines; interaction of 
large wind farms with waves and current; grid connection and 
reliability; and optimized operation and maintenance. Outside Europe, 
Zhixin, Chuanwen, Qianand and Chengmin (2007) reviewed the 
characteristics and developing state of offshore wind farms in China 
and their key technological issues.  

Design and Installation  
As the main review objective, the design for technical integrity and the 
specifications of features shall be extracted by reviewing a large 
number of articles and companies’ experience in order to represent 
academic and industrial efforts; therefore, the integral and individual 
challenges of their sub-technical systems and structures have been 
reviewed as shown in the following aspects:

Design for integrity challenges 
The main purpose of design integrity is to have optimal architecture 
with: minimum subsystems for more reliable systems; minimum 
moving items; more energy production; and less maintenance for more 
saving of cost and energy.  A lot of theoretical researches and industrial 
practices have been driven toward achieving those objectives.  Herman, 
Kooijman and Hendriks (2004) developed an integrated design, 
development and testing plan for a 500 MW offshore wind farm, in 
order to have cost-effective grid connections, cost-effective site and 
layout, cost-effective design, and cost-effective operation and 
maintenance. Zaaijer and Henderson (2004) reviewed the current 
turbine designs and their trends. Veers and Manuel (2007) commented 
that the IEC standards demonstrate structural integrity when conditions 
are more severe where the other conditions are not explicitly addressed 
such as thunderstorms, hurricanes, low level jets etc. for example, in 
cold climate domain, the relevant questions arise about those 



applications and standards; to which type of sites they are related and in 
which seasons are applied. Tammelin (2002) summarized the state of 
the art of theoretical and experimental research which has been done on 
wind turbines operating in a cold climate and winter weather 
conditions, particularly, ice-free wind sensors, blade heating systems 
and codes for estimate loads and power production under icing 
conditions. Battisti, Fedrizzi, Brighenti and Laakso (2006) presented in 
detail the framing of icing phenomenon for wind turbines in offshore 
sites and a procedure for analyzing the risk of ice pieces shedding from 
the turbines. In addition to that, the paper presented the scheme for the 
integrated design of ice mitigation systems. Kokubun and Ishida (2008) 
discussed the possibility of using an ocean database for the deployment 
and design of floating offshore wind plants. 

Structural & mechanical design challenges 
Zhixin, Chuanwen, Qianand and Chengmin (2007) reviewed the 
existing and innovative trends of wind turbine foundations. The 
material of the foundations was classified into concrete and steel types; 
however, the recent classification is based on water depth and seabed 
conditions. Breton and Moe (2008) classified the anchored foundations 
into mono-pile and multi-piles such as tripod and gravity based 
foundations, and the floating type into suction caisson, multi-piles 
driven into the ground and suction piles.  Weinzettel, Reenaas, Solli, 
and Hertwich (2009) described the Sway concept for floating wind 
power plants. Vita, Paulsen, Pedersen, Madsen, and Rasussen (2009) 
presented a novel concept of a floating offshore vertical wind turbine.  
Ciang, Lee, and Bang (2008) reviewed the structural health monitoring 
of wind turbine systems, and discussed the non-destructive tests and 
evaluation methods. Based on the applications of the Canadian 
Standards Association, LeBlanc (2000) stated that turbine structural 
failure is extremely rare; also, based on DEWI applications, Morgan 
(1997) showed that the risk of tower failure is negligible. However, the 
huge steel structures of windmills are exposed to the corrosive effect of 
seawater in this harsh marine environment; therefore, Corrosion & 
Water Control B.V. developed an impressed current cathodic protection 
(ICCP) system. Butterfield (2009) described the challenge of 
gearboxes. Gearbox life in the current fleet can be as low as four years, 
which is far short of the 20-year life expected by designers; therefore, 
reliability shall be taken into consideration first and cost second. 
Raunholt (2009) presented that the Anglewind Company has designed 
an innovative drive train with eccentric gearbox and generator located 
at ground level in order to reduce operation and maintenance cost of 
generator and trafo.  

Aerodynamic design challenges 
A number of papers, such as Canadian Wind Energy Association 
(2007), LeBlanc (2000), and in Severe Winter Storm Magazine (2009) 
addressed the causes of blade failures, for instance, in the results of 
their reviews, it shows that the main causes of blade failure are related 
to three events: human interference with a control system leading to an 
over speed situation; lightning strike; and manufacturing defect in the 
blade. Again, some questions raise the red flag, such as how much do 
the cold climate conditions affect the blade failure behavior? How 
much are the failure causes related to cold climate conditions? For 
instance, in southern Finland’s light icing areas the lightning frequency 
is higher, on the other hand, the mechanical properties of composite 
material are changed by low temperatures which can contribute to the 
deterioration process. The same question should be raised for the 
offshore environment, and how much the site conditions could affect 
the blades, and their structure. Thus, some of the ongoing research is 
presented by Zhao, Su, Knudsen, Bak, and Shen (2008) who proposed a 
multi-agent model for blade fatigue control in large offshore wind 
farms.  

Electrical design challenges 

This subsection provides an overview of the conventional and new 
topology of offshore wind farms and their reliability. Prasai, Yim, 
Divan, Bendre and Sul (2008) defined the problems of the conventional 
approaches of using 60 Hz generators and transformers as heavy 
systems which are expensive and complex to install.  Gardner, Craig 
and Smith (1998) reviewed the requirements and options for offshore 
wind farm electrical systems together with control and SCADA 
systems. Walling and Ruddy (unknown) reviewed the basics of 
offshore wind farm substations and collection systems’ economics and 
proposed a method based on evaluation factors to optimize the design 
choices.  Holmstrom and Negra (2007) reviewed the current state of 
reliability of offshore wind farms from an electrical point of view, 
where they highlighted that there is a lack of useable data and a few 
figures directly obtained from current offshore parks. While, in most 
cases the data extracted from operating onshore parks.  Underbrink, 
Hanson, Osterholt, and Zimmermann (2006) presented a study using 
probabilistic reliability methods in order to assess the impact of grid 
connection on the overall reliability of wind power production.  Zhao, 
Chen, and Blaabjerg (2004) proposed an optimization platform based 
on generic algorithm to find the optimum network design for the 
electrical system of large DC offshore wind farms by generating 
different topologies in terms of cost and reliability. Scutariu (2007) 
presented a techno-economical optioneering technique for assessing the 
suitability of various layouts for wind farm electrical systems.  Wootton 
and Comrie (2005) described the risk assessment methodology and its 
application for wind farm projects, in particular, for cable burial and 
hazards due to design and construction errors, uncertain marine 
operations, and seabed conditions.  Gardner (2000) presented the 
options for AC and DC electrical transmission systems, wind farm 
configuration and their redundancy, and existing failure data.  Prasai, 
Yim, Divan, Bendre and Sul (2008) proposed a new architecture and 
topology using permanent magnet generators, medium frequency 
transformers and simple power converters to realize a compact and 
light system.  Liu and Islam (2009) demonstrated how offshore wind 
farm reliability issues are affected by their topology.   

Quality control, testing and installation challenges  
Due to the variety of manufacturing dates, materials, processes and 
level of quality control, it is necessity to enhance those aspects within 
wind energy sector. Foley and Gutowski (2009) have investigated the 
impact of reliability in a life cycle analysis simulation of a theoretical 
wind farm in Massachusetts based upon reliability information from a 
number of academic sources. The simulator, TurbSim, is designed with 
significant modularity to enable reliability simulation of any turbine 
with available wind information. The simulation of a selected turbine 
indicated that reliability makes a small but noticeable impact of 1.24% 
in its output. Due to the technological and industrial movement in wind 
energy development toward bigger wind turbines with high 
technological designs and innovative materials, there is a need to have 
testing facilities to service the needs of manufacturers, suppliers and 
project developers from around the world making breakthroughs in 
wind energy technology. Therefore, the New and Renewable Energy 
Center (NaREC) proposed and established a wind turbine blade testing 
facility for dual axis testing, accelerated full life fatigue testing, static 
testing, composites analysis, damage assessment and mould integrity 
inspection and also proposed a drive train testing facility to validate 
new designs of gearboxes, converters, control systems, and their 
components. Manufacturing, after-transportation and after-installation 
inspections are definitely necessary to ensure the overall turbine 
availability. Zaaijer and Henderson (2004) reviewed the current 
installation technologies and practices. Practically, for example, in 
2008 A2SEA implemented a turbine database in order to collect all the 
information for all sites and turbine positions where A2SEA has been 
involved in the installing and service operations in addition to details 
like vessels used, cables routes, seabed investigations, etc. Li and Wan 



(2009) presented the idea of installing wind power turbines on ships 
and offshore structures.  

Offshore conditions  
There are a lot of simple and complicated questions which raise the red 
flag about how to cope with the operational challenges of wind power 
assets. For example, what happens when there are storms? Must the 
wind turbine be feathered, to avoid damage from extreme events?  
What happens if the wind farm is sited in cold climate offshore sites? 
Must the wind turbines’ construction, operating and services be 
designed to prevent failures and enhance availability within such types 
of complex sites and seasons? Thus, Veers and Manuel (2007) 
addressed the fact that we should define reliability as the probability 
that a system or unit will perform its task(s) not only under the 
specified usage, but even under the encountered usage. Definitely, the 
cold climate sites and icing periods have especial risk considerations. 
The following two subsections mainly discuss the multi-operation and 
maintenance challenges, as shown in Table 1, due to site and seasonal 
aspects. 

Table 1, Operation and maintenance differentiations based on 
site and season conditions 

Season
Site

Normal 
conditions 

Cold climate 
conditions (winter) 

Onshore O&M Cold-O&M 
 fixed Offshore floated Offshore-O&M Cold-offshore O&M 

Sites challenges 
Sorensen, Hansen and Larsen (2002) summarized the experiences 
gained during the establishment of the offshore wind farm called 
Middlegrunden, 40 MW established 3.5 km outside Copenhagen harbor 
on shallow water with a depth of 3-8 meters. IEC standards have also 
started to address both normal and special conditions in targeted 
annexes: topographical complexity, wind conditions mainly turbulence, 
inclination, shear, and density, wakes of neighboring turbines and 
earthquakes; however, other conditions are not explicitly addressed. 

Seasonal challenges 
Practically, there are three impacts of a cold climate; one of them is low 
temperature, obviously, and low temperatures adversely affect the 
different material used in the fabrication of wind turbines. Lacroix and 
Manwell (2000) addressed the fact that low temperatures can damage 
electrical equipment such generators, yaw drive motors and 
transformers, in addition to mechanical components such as gearboxes, 
hydraulic couplers, dampers, seals, cushions and other rubber parts. 
The second issue of a cold climate is icing effect where the physical 
properties of the ice surface differ significantly from those of bulk ice. 
Petrenko (1996) explained in detail the electromechanical phenomena 
in ice as follows: In the temperature range 0º C to approximately -4 º C, 
there is a thin liquid or liquid-like film on the ice surface, also, a special 
layer remains on the ice surface even at temperatures down to -100 º C. 
This layer exhibits a diffusion coefficient, electrical conductivity, 
structure and viscosity that are quite distinct from those of bulk ice. 
One of surface property is static friction; the strong and universal 
adhesion of ice to almost any solid is one such difference. Depending 
on temperature, ice/slider interface roughness and slider materials, it 
takes from a fraction of a second to an hour to produce very 
mechanically strong ice/solid interface. The nature of the strong 
bonding between ice and solids and how ice can accelerate the 
corrosion of metals inside the turbine is not quite understood yet. Wind 
turbines nacelles that housing and contain the drive-train (gearbox, 
generator, etc.) are not necessarily airtight compartments. In fact, 
according to Lacroix and Manwell (2000) they incorporate many 

openings in order to provide a supply of fresh air for cooling purposes; 
hence, ice can accumulate inside the nacelle and damage the 
equipment. Shavlov and Ryabtseva (2007) and Shavlov, (2007) 
expressed that their ongoing research is for studying the mechanism of 
metal corrosion acceleration in ice, where they observed metal 
corrosion acceleration caused by micro-structural amorphous ice 
transformations over the temperature range 100-273 K and addressed 
how much the impact of ice on the drive-train damage or failure 
acceleration is still a question for researchers which needs to be 
answered. The third issue of a cold climate is snow, which has different 
properties than ice, but has a relatively similar entrance way to the 
drive-train like ice. Lacroix and Manwell (2000) show that ice and 
snow can also obstruct the openings and prevent normal circulation of 
air, therefore, they are using deflectors or baffles in order to keep these 
openings free of obstruction. Furthermore, the maintainability is 
affected by ice and snow when they accumulate on fixed structures 
such as ladders and towers; they make the maintenance accessibility 
more difficult to wind turbines. 

Onshore operations
The wind farms that are located in remote areas and amongst the 
harshest conditions, offshore, mountains, cold climate, for instance, 
offshore wind turbines have unique service demands; spare parts 
concepts, condition monitoring and other requirements shall be related 
to offshore sites. Therefore, some service companies offer a 
comprehensive service portfolio and service concept designed to meet 
site demands and their operational requirements. 

Cost-effective maintenance challenges 
Echavarria, Tomiyama and Bussel (2007) proposed a design concept of 
self-maintained offshore wind turbines, where the system can be 
capable of responding to faults in order to increase the availability and 
reduce the frequency and cost of visits.  Sorensen (2006) described a 
risk-based life cycle approach for optimal operation and maintenance 
planning using pre-posterior Bayesian decision theory to be used for 
gearboxes, generators and structures. One of the most recent European 
research projects called Opti-OWECS (structural and economic 
optimization of bottom-mounted offshore wind energy converters). In 
this project by Durstewitz (2004), the operation and maintenance 
behavior of the wind farm was analyzed by Monte Carlo simulations 
and the optimized maintenance strategy was achieved in terms of high 
availability. The report highlighted that the availability of wind farms at 
real offshore sites employing commercial wind turbines without 
significantly improved reliability and without optimized operation and 
maintenance solutions may be unacceptably low, e.g. 70% or even less. 
In addition to that, reliability of offshore wind energy converters and 
operation and maintenance solutions should be optimized with respect 
to the levelized energy production costs rather than to either capital or 
operation and maintenance costs. Therefore, their recommendation to 
future researchers is to take into consideration the O&M aspects as a 
main design drive, and - especially for the wind turbine – to develop 
advanced design approaches like RAMS (reliability, availability, 
maintainability and serviceability/safety). Offshore M&O (2005), 
funded by the European Commission, for two years (2003-2005),  
advance maintenance and repair (M&R) for offshore wind farms using 
fault prediction and condition monitoring techniques, the main 
objective was to lay the foundation for condition depending 
maintenance and repair strategies for wind turbines in offshore wind 
farms. Within the project different basic knowledge was structured; 
comprehensive solutions for installation of the required sensor 
equipment in wind turbines were worked out, existing condition 
monitoring and fault prediction techniques were investigated relating to 
their applicability for use in wind turbines, and new offshore wind 
turbine specific techniques were developed. Algorithms for condition 
depending M&R scheduling were worked out. 



Data acquisition, analytical and decision support system challenges 
Two ISET projects are concerned with the acquisition of O&M because 
ISET and WMEP are confident that there is a considerable need to 
collect O&M data; the database at ISET has already turned out to be a 
valuable source of information which was and still is used in national 
and international research projects, political decision making and 
commercial applications where the project takes Borkum-West offshore 
wind farm as a pilot wind test field as described by Andersson and Thor 
(2006). Faulstich, Hahn, Jung and Rafik (2009) presented the offshore-
WMEP project and their data pool. Pahlke (2007) studied the potential 
of the application of software and decision support systems in the 
course of planning and realization of offshore wind farms. One of the 
most interesting observations of this study is that the company’s-own 
Excel sheets are 57% of the total used software information systems. 
Artificial intelligence in maintenance management and planning have 
been proposed by some researchers through the concept of developing 
intelligent maintenance optimization systems and by focusing on AI 
techniques such as knowledge-based systems, case-based reasoning 
genetic algorithms, neural networks and fuzzy logic.  Garcia (2006) has 
developed SIMAP which is the abbreviated name for the intelligent 
system for predictive maintenance; it is a software application 
addressed to the diagnosis in real-time of industrial processes. The 
incipient detection of anomalies allows for an early diagnosis and the 
possibility to plan effective maintenance actions. The software mainly 
deals with Modeling dynamic non-linear industrial processes by means 
of artificial neural networks (ANN); characterizing the represent both 
quantitative knowledge coming from historical data by means of 
artificial neural networks as well as qualitative knowledge coming from 
maintenance and operation experts by means of expert systems; 
performing a dynamical multi-objective non-linear optimization with 
constraints by means of generic algorithms; representing the 
uncertainty inherent to the knowledge issued by means of fuzzy logic. 
Yany (2008) has studied the back-propagation neural networks which 
have excellent abilities of parallel distributed processing, self-study, 
self-adaptation, self-organization, associative memory, and 
simultaneously its non-linear pattern recognition technology is an 
efficient and feasible tool to solve complicated state identification 
problems in the gearbox fault diagnosis. Echavarria (2007) has 
reconfigured the wind turbine system by means of qualitative physics in 
order to increase the availability of the system or subsystems without 
increasing service visits, economics, or complexity. The model uses 
function-behavior-state modeling and functional redundancy designer. 
The European Project for Increase of Availability of Wind Turbine 
Generators (EVW) has stated that the targets of the project are to 
construct a knowledge failure causes’ database and life time prediction 
tool.  Also, Giebhardt, Rouvillian, Lyner, Bussler, Gutt, Hinrichs, 
Gram-Hansen, Wolter, and Giebel (2001) proposed a new predictive 
condition monitoring system for offshore wind turbines, and to 
standardize the condition monitoring items within the IEC61400 
standard.  

Onshore supportive operations 
The onshore support systems or their sub-systems are performing a 
multi-function for service technology and management departments. 
The responsibilities of such comprised department include: fault 
analysis, modifications and upgrades, optimizing maintenance activities 
and visits, 24/7 alarm handling and analysis, and finally close 
collaboration with the research and development department in the 
manufacturing company for long-term improvement and with the 
offshore support system for short-term actions like corrective and 
preventive maintenance activities. Mainly, there are three service 
concepts which have been used with the offshore wind energy sector; 
the service agreement can last up to 20 years; the service availability 
agreement focuses on optimizing the turbine throughout the availability 

warranty the long-term program also covers parts defects for both 
minor and heavy components.  

Diagnostics and prognostics and maintenance optimization system
Commercially, the condition monitoring system and its activities like 
diagnosis, prognosis, incorporating maintenance, and maintenance 
optimization can be carried out by operating companies’ experts or 
external experts from consultant companies. In order to understand the 
importance of the condition monitoring system, Bruel & Kjaer (2008) 
presented that Bruel & Kjaer Vibro’s Surveillance Centre in Denmark 
detected a coupling defect with more than a half-year lead-time to 
repair, using the adaptive monitoring strategy and alarm manager 
functionality. Some companies, for instance, NORDEX, have 
developed an integrated condition monitoring system taking into 
consideration the statistical wind data, the power curve of the turbine, 
technical availability and investment cost. The technical features of the 
developed system are mainly: round-the-clock accessibility, 24-hour 
remote monitoring and rapid reaction as Marciniak (2000) explained.  
Therefore, the offshore accessibility is a challenge and provides 
opportunities for the researchers to define a capable and optimal 
condition monitoring system. Becker and Schuhle (2006) have 
explained that gearboxes, generators, toothing, roller bearings, rotors 
and electrical components have typical vibration patterns and 
significant damage characteristics that are particularly observable in the 
frequency spectra. They have also developed a VIBNODE wind; it is a 
small and cost-effective CMS (condition monitoring system) for wind 
turbines, equipped with 12 analog inputs, two pulse inputs, two digital 
inputs and three digital outputs. Using an FFT analyzer, web servers 
and long-term memory, it employs HTTP to send emails and 
measurement data.  Commercially, the main output of the maintenance 
management approaches within a wind power system is the condition 
monitoring system. Commercial condition monitoring systems 
discussed by Yang and Tavner (2009) can give frequent false alarms, 
whilst not giving alarms when real faults occur. For diagnostic module, 
Jardine (2005) comprehensively discussed different machine fault 
diagnostic approaches with an emphasis on statistical approaches 
(statistical process control, cluster analysis, support vector machine, 
hidden Markov model, etc.) and artificial intelligent approaches 
(artificial neural network, fuzzy-neural networks, unsupervised neural 
networks, generic algorithms, etc.) and model-based approaches. The 
applied machine diagnostics within wind power systems with an 
emphasis on practical issues was discussed by Hameed (2007). For 
prognostic module, Eggen (2009) defined residual lifetime estimation 
as a tool for long-term planning, where the technical condition of 
degraded components may run until failure occurs. Maximum like hood 
or least square methods are useful methods to estimate expected values 
for the sojourn times. Welte and Eggen (2008) presented a Bayesian 
approach for estimating sojourn time distribution parameters in order to 
utilize both data and expert judgment based on life time prediction 
models, operational statistics, and knowledge of specified technical 
condition as Eggen (2009) mentioned. The purpose is to estimate 
expected residual life time, failure probabilities and optimize inspection 
intervals. For optimization module, the optimization methods employed 
include linear and nonlinear programming, dynamic programming, 
Markov decision methods, decision analysis techniques, search 
techniques and heuristic approaches described by Dekker (1996). 
Andrawus (2008) has been investigating quantitatively the optimization 
application for wind turbine maintenance where they have discussed 
the concept, relevance and applicability of the modeling system failures 
using Monte Carlo simulation and delay-time maintenance model 
techniques. Sherwin (2003) has explained that data analysis is a 
prerequisite to formulating, and later updating optimal maintenance and 
plant renewal policies. The availability and cleanness of data - 
manually data entering - are the main factors to have an effective 
practical optimized model. The question which arises in the wind 



power application is “have we sufficient and efficient data?” As a 
comparison with the OREDA Project as described by Langseth 
(offshore reliability data) where it is data collection program that has 
been going on since the early eighties.  

Logistics challenges, technologies and practices
Nnadili (2002) examined the logistical and inventory management 
challenges of a floating offshore wind farm based on simulated-failure 
rate data of the studied wind turbine components. Therefore, the 
availability of spare parts is one challenge in terms of providing 
flexible solutions to ensure a short lead-time for spare parts delivery. 

Offshore operations
The main challenge within the offshore support system is ensuring safe 
and efficient access. The operating conditions of current sites have 
waves < 1.5 m Hs for 85% of the year, and the current access system is 
suitable for Hs<1.5, where the expected future sites will be waves < 1.5 
m Hs for 58% of the year which required the new system to provide 
reliable access for < 3.5 m Hs  as reported by Reflexmarine Company. 
How (2007), in his MSc thesis, highlighted that practically there are 
four maintenance categories related strongly to the current methods for 
transferring of crew to the turbine; even in a mild sea state the transfer 
of crew and their equipment from a moving vessel is a challenging and 
dangerous operation. The main observation was that 67% of total 
maintenance activities are within the first maintenance category. 
Jonsson (2008) has presented that wind forecast, SCADA, condition 
monitoring and scheduled maintenance are the main applied strategies. 
The recommended maintenance concept is toward reliability centered 
maintenance in order to understand the critical components and their 
identifiers, differentiating failure modes and aging parameters using 
proper databases and statistical analysis to perform failure modes and 
effects analysis. Iffarth (2008) has addressed the strategies, planning 
practices and logistics issues of repair and service management. Well-
specified targets, workflow and structure of service, analysis tools, and 
service packages are the components for service companies to achieve 
the highest customer satisfaction, optimum reliability and availability, 
high performance, and competitive prices and expenses of maintenance. 
Jeffrey (2008) has shown the applied blade maintenance and repair 
management strategy based on his 28 year company experience. Where 
he noted that not all blades are manufactured equally, which stresses 
the importance of the need for operators to perform regular blade 
inspections and maintenance. Aerodynamics imbalances and dynamic 
imbalances lead to premature failure of the wind turbine and its 
individual components and it is known that approximately 20% of wind 
turbines have dynamic imbalance issues. Aerodynamic imbalances are 
due to erosion, relative deviation in angle of attack, cone angle or 
partition angle errors, and incorrect blade contour and twist, while 
dynamic imbalances are due to clogged drain hole in blade tip, 
damaged blade resulting in water absorption and incorrect blade 
balancing in factory or following repair. Routine inspection and 
maintenance are required to ensure that minor and major damage is 
diagnosed early. Morgan (2003) summarized the operation and 
maintenance issues as related to site and season conditions. Primarily, 
method of access to the wind turbine and then technicians’ transfer to 
the nacelle and lifting operations are the main challenges in terms of 
access, cost, and safety. Secondly, he highlighted the effect of sea ice 
on the operation and maintenance activities. However, there are other 
practical challenges such as scheduling of operation and maintenance 
work. Scheduled summer work and unscheduled winter work are an 
asset management challenge which has to be solved and optimized. 
Vest Kran Windpower has developed an innovative and supportive 
logistic solution for offshore wind power industries where Vest Kran 
offers its patented SEALOCK docking unit which is easy to install and 
maintain.  Ingeteam (2006) presented that they have planned to carry 
out research and develop two technological advances for Spanish 

offshore wind farms: firstly, a tool to optimize the efficiency of 
operation and maintenance simulations, and secondly, new corrective, 
predictive and proactive maintenance approaches for offshore floating 
platforms. Pedersen (2009) presented operational aspects for offshore 
wind power plants based on onshore field experiences taking into 
consideration the production, availability, scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance, spare parts, consumables, and alarm-fault system. 

Systems integrity and interfaces aspects 
Systems integrity largely relates to physical and functional failure 
analysis and their management. Based on root cause failure analysis, 
there are two types of causes: technical causes such as design, 
installation and quality, and secondly operational causes of failure 
where modification of the operational and maintenance procedure is the 
main problem-solving approach used nowadays. Andrawus (2008) 
developed a hybrid model of reliability centered maintenance approach 
and asset life cycle analysis technique in order to identify possible 
failure modes, causes and resultant effects on system operation. El-
Thalji (2009) presented an integrated model of an operation and 
maintenance system for wind power plant in general, where the main 
functional items have been allocated within the logical structure. The 
best way to understand the interface between different distributed 
systems or sub-systems is to have the interface architecture where the 
physical items is shown in relation with each other in order to guarantee 
that the functional architecture working and performing the design 
objectives.  This paper has clarified the main interfaced physical 
systems and their sub-systems and functional relations.  

Data and communication interfaces  
Internationally, the concerted action on offshore wind energy in Europe
CA-OWEE project group (2001) defined the highest priority in the 
short term for operation and maintenance is the safety of personnel. 
Another top priority task issue is to facilitate the remote control access 
of turbine control systems in order to investigate, rectify and re-set trips 
where possible. In the medium term, the development of operation and 
maintenance models should continue, particularly taking cognizance of 
operational data and experience, providing input data when choosing a 
suitable site-specific maintenance strategy with recent advancements in 
SCADA technology, and condition monitoring in order to explore 
innovative maintenance strategies. Five types of knowledge were 
determined by Becher (2008) as essential to make the tele-monitoring 
reliable: knowledge regarding the functional and structural 
configuration of wind turbines; knowledge regarding the diagnosis 
parameters and their tolerance ranges; knowledge regarding the 
interaction of individual wind turbine subassemblies being monitored; 
knowledge regarding the possible faults in and damage to individual 
subassemblies; knowledge regarding the operational and machine 
related vibration effects and the applicable diagnosis procedures. 
Obviously, the communication systems are strongly related to electrical 
transmission systems and their items: submarine cable based on cross 
linked polyethylene (XLPE) technology, medium and high voltage 
wind farm connections for both onshore and offshore, accessories and 
fiber optic based monitoring with real time thermal rating system 
(RTTR) as described in NKT Cables Company. In order to minimize 
the electrical transmission losses and the cable costs, the turbines in 
offshore wind farms are electrically connected to an offshore substation 
provided with a step-up transformer and transmit to onshore by an 
HVAC connection or an HVDC link. The other type of interface is the 
interface with ecological system. Weinzettel, Reenaas, Solli, and 
Hertwich (2009) investigated the environmental impact of floating 
offshore wind power plants in comparison to anchored offshore plants. 
Michler-Cieluch, Krause and Buck (2008) explained the interfaces of 
both operation and maintenance activities and maritime activities and 
integration benefits and management possibilities. Becker and Poste 
(2009) observed that field experience indicates that a certified condition 



monitoring hardware system does not necessarily lead to reliable fault 
diagnosis; the result also depends on correct installation, 
parameterizing, and implementation of the online CMS, as well as on a 
rapid and appropriate response to notifications of change in condition.  
Thus, mainly, it is affected by weather and operating condition change. 
Another example for changeability is that within the warranty period, 
the owner company of the wind farm shall have a specific service 
agreement with the service company; the main issue will come to the 
surface once the warranty period finishes; the owner could extend the 
service agreement, change to another one, or try to have in-house 
service within his company.  

CONSOLIDATED SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The main critical observations which have been extracted through the 
review work can be summarized as follows: (1) Most of the research 
and development activities are related to structure; however, turbine 
development for the offshore environment is not fully fitted to the 
selected site. (2) There are some missing stakeholders together with 

their experiences in the design process which impact the whole life 
cycle asset management. (3) In most cases the data extracted from 
operating onshore parks is not based on real offshore data. (4) The 
operation and maintenance cost shall be derived based on empirical 
studies with a classified and well-described context of operations.   
Over the last 15 years, the oil and gas sector in the North Sea has had a 
long time to prove what is possible for integrating asset management, 
starting with the wake-up calls of the late 1980s: the Piper Alpha 
disaster, the oil price crash, Lord Cullen’s recommendations on 
risk/safety management, market globalization and so on. These forced a 
fundamental reappraisal of their fragmented business models and focus 
on ‘joined-up thinking’ and operational efficiency. Nowadays, the real 
development and practices within the offshore wind power sector are 
showing considerable indications for fragmented rapid development. 
This is mainly due to the fact that there is certainly a big contrast 
between merely ‘managing the assets’ - which many companies would 
feel they have been doing - and the integrated, optimized whole-life 
asset management of physical, human, intellectual, reputational, 
financial and other assets. 
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Abstract  
Inappropriate maintenance of complex technical wind 
power system is the main reason of increasing the cost 
of energy per production unit and energy losses due to 
unavailability and performance losses appropriate 
strategy and technology of maintenance has the key role 
to design cost-effective maintenance. This task demands 
long term preparations and noticeable financial 
investment that shortly produces measureable benefits. 
In this paper, systems engineering approach used for 
analysis and design the technical and tero-technical 
characteristics of operation and maintenance system and 
energy efficiency. In this paper, a adapted methodology 
of analysis and design the tero-technical aspects of wind 
power system, particularly, the operation and 
maintenance system using Systems Engineering have 
been conceptually constructed and phased into five 
phases from the situational analysis consists of defining 
life cycle processes, stakeholders and their 
requirements, in addition to investigation of the 
physical failures classified based on site and season 
characteristics, that cover wind farms’ issues which are 
varying as onshore, offshore and cold climate effects, in 
order to achieve an optimized life cycle cost and 
competitive cost of energy.  Therefore, the objectives of 
this paper are: 
• To develop a model of methodological procedures 

on basis of the integration of both terotechnology 
and systems engineering methodologies. 

• To define the main system effectiveness factor that 
impact the dependability of wind power system. 

 
The organization of this paper is as follows: 
• First, an introduction of critical operation and 

maintenance challenges within wind power system. 
• Second, introduction of the main principles of tero-

technology, exploitation and systems engineering 
approach.  

• A research method designed to capture inductively 
the main practical theory of dependability (i.e. 
procedures and system effectiveness factors) which 
has been used within wind energy application. 
Moreover, one demonstration example presents the 
developed integrated methodology.  

 
Keywords: Operation & maintenance, Tero-
technology, Systems Engineering, Wind power system, 
dependability. 

 
1. Practical Research need  
At a more prosaic level, consider a remedial solution to a 
particular national energy problem, where the solution 
system has been conceived as an extensive wind turbine 
system. Simply stating “wind turbine system” is clearly 
insufficient [1] and the existing targets a quite high 
penetration of wind power in many countries [2]. For 
instance, in Sweden, the total electrical output from wind 
is 1,429 GWh while the planning target is 10 TWh in 
2015 and 30 TWh of wind power by 2020 [3]. A list of 
concrete questions arises about Wind power design and 
operating practices [1, 2, 4]; of course, wind power works 
best when there is a wind. What happens when there is no 
wind; is the locale deprived of power? What happens 
when there are gales and hurricanes? Must the wind 
turbine be feathered, to avoid damage from over-rotation 
in strong winds?  What happens if the wind farm be sited 
in offshore sites? Must the wind turbines construction, 
operating and services be designed to prevent failures and 
enhance availability within such type of complex sites? 
What happens when there are cold climate effects like 
icing? Must the wind turbines construction, operating and 
services be adapted to prevent failures and enhance 
availability within such type of complex seasons? A wind 
power system is a set of interrelated subsystems and 
components which interact with one another in an 
organized fashion toward a common purpose. The 
components of a wind power system may be quite 
diverse, consisting of persons, organizations, procedures, 
software, equipment, end or facilities. Wind power 
system often has such subsystems as mechanical, 
electrical, control, telecommunications, and power. Most 
wind power systems are sufficiently complex that their 
components are subsystems, which must function in a 
coordinated way for the system to accomplish its goals. 
What happens where if there is lack of understanding of 
subsystems and goals that are imposed by the state of 
technology at the time of creating or modifying system? 
Those decisions that are hard to undo are made. Must the 
context of the system be judged and design factors, 
subsystems, risks and alternatives be carefully assessed? 
 
2.  Theoretical framework  
The main theories that will be discussed in this section 
are: terotechnology, exploitation and systems engineering.  
Terotechnology: The definition of terotechnology which 
evolved in 1970-1975 is based on a study of engineering 
maintenance carried out in British manufacturing 
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industry. The study have concluded that the engineering 
maintenance cost can reduced by improving the 
productivity of maintenance staff and using better 
maintenance practices, thus, the name terotechnology  
based on the Greek word tero – to I care or look for - 
was adopted [5].  Let us to review the updated 
justifications of the concept of terotechnology over the 
time as [5] has showed with extent up to now. British 
council of maintenance associations, and particularly, 
comp up with a definition of terotechnology as follows: 
 “This is a combination of management, financial, 
engineering and other practices applied to physical 
assets in pursuit of economic life cycle costs. The 
practice of terotechnology is concerned with the 
specification and design for reliability and 
maintainability of plant, machinery equipment, building 
and structure with their installation, commissioning, 
maintenance modification and replacement and with 
feedback of information, performance and cost”. [6] 
Explained the view of Darnell (1979) where he said that 
“terotechnology has a simple objective- that of 
minimizing the whole life cost of ownership- but its 
practice can be complex, involving interdependencies 
and relationships of a diversity of resource- people, 
money, material, ideas and techniques. The online 
business dictionary [7] contributes the definition in 
order to introduce the system thinking “terotechnology 
is a systematic application of engineering, financial and 
management expertise in the assessment of the lifecycle 
impact of an acquisition on the revenues and expenses 
of the acquiring organization”.  In general, 
terotechnology focus on enhancing maintenance 
system’s characteristics such as reliability, 
maintainability, in order to reduce the life cycle cost, 
and maintenance system’s capabilities and their 
performance in order to reduce the total life cycle 
losses.  
 
The modern maintenance systems as a complex system 
with significantly high degree of complexity and 
possible very high risk of the system failure is a very 
demanding problem that should be considered, taking 
care of possible risks, in a very comprehensive 
managerial way. Therefore, highlighted and motivate 
the use of systems engineering in this particular domain 
for improving Complex maintenance systems’ 
characteristics and capabilities. 
 
Exploitation: Within the utilization phase, the 
operational use and system support are the major 
activities, where some modifications are necessary 
because of the following: 

• To rectify performance shortfalls to meet 
changing operational requirements and 
external impact factors.  

• To enhance current performance and reliability 
• To enable to maintain and enhance 

maintainability of ongoing support  
 
Systems engineering: No particular date can be 
associated with first practicing of systems engineering 
methodology, for instance it could be since pyramids 

and probably since Noah’s Ark. As a result and effects of 
world war II, a number applications and studies have been 
published that identified the principles and practices of 
systems engineering.  After the war age and his militaries’ 
requirements, another development drives the growth of 
technology that is solid-state electronics in order to shape 
our age as an information age. The computing and 
communication technologies is definitely increasing the 
complexity of systems, in the same time, highlighted 
systems engineering as a leading methodology to cope 
and deal with complexity. [8] Explained that the relation 
of modern systems engineering to its development stages 
are in terms of three basic factors: (a) advancing 
technology (b) competition and (c) specialization.  
 
Systems engineering: Operationalised definition 
Different keywords are used to express the idea of 
systems engineering such as management function, 
process, approach and applications. While, the main 
common objective of systems engineering methodology 
is to transforms an operational need of stakeholders’ 
chain within life cycle processes into a description of 
system configurations and properties in order to 
integrate those parameters to optimize the overall 
system effectiveness. Let me clarify the main keywords 
with this common definition of system engineering in 
order to have an operationalised definition.  
• Transform means investigate, derive, evolve, and 

verify. 
• Operational needs related to mission of the system, 

performance and physical parameters, use 
requirements, operational deployment or distribution, 
operational life cycle, effectiveness factors 
(operational availability, dependability, logistic 
supportability, maintainability, reliability, manability, 
producability, economic feasibility, social 
acceptability, and so on), and environmental 
parameters which impact the operations of expected 
system.  

• Life cycle processes takes into consideration  the 
phases: definition and design, and passes via 
production, construction, installation, and operation, 
maintenance, support and disposal of the system, and 
their stakeholders, requirements and decision making 
processes.  

• System configuration means to partition and 
represent a set of functional elements and their 
internal interactions between the elements and 
external interactions between the elements and the 
rest of the world.  

• System properties means that system can expressed 
in terms of basic states and what make system change 
its state, mainly, the changes that occurring during 
operation of the system, for example, through wear, 
failure and maintenance actions as a result of 
operating environment changes, in addition to 
changes that occurring as a result of actions by the 
users and stakeholders and their attitudes. 

• Integrate means a process of combing the system’s 
elements, tasks or activities into subsystems, chunks 
in order to negative-interactions, overlaps, and 
inconsistencies.  
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•  Optimize means that system architecture must 
represent balance between the large numbers of 
requirements. 

 
Integration links: One the main motivation for 
combining systems engineering methodology and tero-
technology is that in recent years the systems become 
more complex with using advanced technology, 
therefore the need for systematic methodology to design 
cost effective and operational feasible architecture of 
the system(s) and technology(s). Every system is 
developed and designed in response to need to fulfil 
some anticipated function. The effectiveness with which 
the system fulfils this function is the ultimate measure 
of its utility and its value to the consumer. Different 
points of view for understanding specific problem will 
definitely generate different approach to solve the 
problem. While the integrative way of thinking always 
focus on similarities and differences to combine them 
within common framework in order to get the benefits 
of both point of view. Therefore, the following figure 1, 
show how systems engineering combine between the 
goals of tero-technology and exploitation theory. 

 
Figure 1, relationships between Systems Engineering, 

Tero-technology and exploitation theory 
 

The systems engineering process can be thought of as 
the pursuit of definition and understanding of design 
alternatives to support those decisions, coupled with the 
overseeing of their implementation.  From the point of 
view of systems engineering,  each subsystem is a in its 
own right-that is, policies, requirements, objectives, and 
which costs are relevant are established at the next level 
up in the hierarchy. Design trade studies, an important 
part of the systems engineering process, often attempt to 
find designs that provide a better combination of the 
various dimensions of cost and effectiveness. Wind 
power systems represent complex and multidisciplinary 
characteristics of modern renewable system. It design 
starts with the identification of top level requirements of 
stakeholder and licensing body followed by 
development of comprising system design 
requirements. Detail design of system and components 
is performed based on system design requirements and 
the wind turbine is verified in the reverse direction. 
Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary field aiming 
for the systemic development and maintaining of 
complex system. It provides processes and plans for 

whole lifecycle management of a system. Systems 
engineering enables to identify and analyze the top level 
functional and performance requirements, to decompose 
them into detailed requirements of design, manufacturing, 
construction, installation, test, operation, maintenance and 
disposal. It also helps to interconnect all the requirements 
by giving them traceability. System engineers must also 
rely on contributions from the speciality engineering 
disciplines, in addition to the traditional design 
disciplines, for functional expertise and specialized 
analytic methods. These specialty engineering areas 
typically include reliability, maintainability, logistics, test, 
production, transportation, human factors, quality 
assurance, and safety engineering. Specialty engineers 
contribute throughout the systems engineering process [9, 
10].  
 
In order to consider the tero-technological needs as an 
integral part of system design process, the designer shall 
define and allocate the system maintenance concept 
during conceptual design, where the idea is to develop a 
before-the-fact concept of operation and support through 
system life cycle. Wind power field need more detailed 
and specific maintenance concept due to different levels 
of maintenance support, weather variability lead to 
variable accessibility and so on.  
 
4. Research approach and empirical findings 
After the brief introduction of general principles of 
terotechnology and systems engineering, this section will 
present the main designed research method in order to 
extract inductively the practical understanding and theory 
of dependability that ‘maintenance designer’ has been 
implemented within wind energy organization. In wind 
energy context, it is common that the original 
manufacturing company perform also the operating and 
maintaining activities within whole life cycle. Therefore, 
extracting the main improvement feedback from 
operation and maintenance phase to improve their design 
is a significantly important procedure from their point of 
view.  The author selects the grounded theory method to 
answer the main research questions of this paper are 
follows: 

1. What are the existed- links between the 
methodologies of both maintenance engineering 
(i.e. maintenance investigator and designer) and 
system engineering (i.e. system designer)?  

2. What are the critical system effectiveness factors 
that collectively formulate dependability of wind 
energy application? 

 
The grounded theory method conducted on basis of 
interview with main stakeholders (i.e. practitioners within 
wind energy operating organization).  Grounded theory 
relies on what named by codes that convey a short 
understanding or voice from ‘targeted person or group’. 
In this study, the author named by stakeholders voice or 
understanding of dependability and asset management 
concepts. In other words, it describes the industrial or 
practical perspective of dependability and asset 
management concepts.  
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The empirical findings of practical perspective are 
mainly decomposed into two groups according to 
previous two questions: 

• Group 1: the main codes are; situation 
investigation and failure finding, root-cause 
investigation, problem solving, decision 
making, action taking. 

• Group 2: the main codes concern systems 
effectiveness of wind farm are; reliability, 
delectability, identify-ability, defensibility, 
indemnity, plan and schedule-ability, 
supportability, maintainability, manability, and 
cost feasibility.   

 
On basis of these two groups of stakeholders’ codes the 
main practical theory structured to provide an answer 
for pervious two questions. 
 
4. 1 links between the methodologies 
[1] explained that by stepping through processes of 
design and operating wind power systems under a range 
of environmental consideration, describing system 
design methodology, addressing some of complicated 
operational issues, and drawing systems engineering 
capabilities, it becomes clear that there are options 
along the pathway, and that some are preferable to 
others in terms of risk, response times, expense, 
performance, effectiveness, efficiency, etc. Therefore, 
the objective of systems engineering is to see that the 
system is designed, built, and operated so that it 
accomplishes its purpose in the most cost-effective way 
possible, considering performance, cost, schedule, and 
risk. 
 

 
Logically, table 1 shown a set of steps formulated the 
main methodology. it begins with situational analysis 
involves audit of current situation, process modelling in 
order understand the relationship between system 
entities, next step definitely, will be cause analysis. 
Based on two previous steps the requirements for 
improvement should be defined in order to convert 

those requirements to real technical solutions which are 
the task of step 3. A lot of solution can be generated while 
based no evaluation criteria the best solution will be 
selected.  When the design team decide to choose one 
solutions, the team should go to step four where they 
should define the system requirements of the selected 
design or solutions, surely, one of those system 
requirements in addition to functional and physical is the 
operational needs what we call them in this paper tero-
technological requirements. After that, the design process 
procedures will take place from aggregated level until 
detailed level. Final step to integrate, verify and validate 
the new designed system.  
 
4. 2 System effectiveness 
 [11] defined  the system effectiveness as the probability 
that a system can successfully meet an overall operational 
demand and need within given time when operated under 
specified conditions which it is consist of several factors 
such reliability, maintainability, supportability, etc.  
Therefore, when the specific system use technology and 
this technology have an operational feasible solution, it 
means designer took care about the applied technology 
type and took in the consideration tero-technological 
aspects. Figure (2) clearly, show how much it is 
significant to deeply study the life cycle process of 
designed system in order to define and allocate the tero-
technological needs in early phase of design process.  
 

 Figure 2, Micro-availability diagram 
 
Respectively, due to focus on some micro processes 
within whole life cycle, the phase where the system 
performance begins to degrade is one of critical phase for 
operation and maintenance mangers in terms of taking a 
cost effective decisions. 
 
The second cycle of grounded theory method focused on 
what are the main activities and measures for each system 
effectiveness term from practical perspective. Therefore, 
the following subsections will discuss in details these 
issues. 
 
3.1 Reliability 

Table (1), Maintenance systems engineering methodology 
Systems 
engineering 
phases 

Maintenance 
systems 
engineering 
phases 

Result 

Problem 
analysis 

Situation analysis Identify system if interest, 
context, contents, and their 
external systems 

needs & 
requirements 
analysis 

Cause analysis  Discover the critical causes-
effect relationship 

Problem 
solving & 
evaluating 

solution 
generation 
And decision 
making 

Create some new solution and 
select optimized solution  

Architecture 
design 
-operational 
-functional 
-physical 

Detailed structure 
of selected 
solution  

Define the structure, elements 
and context of new 
operational feasible solution  

Verify & 
integrate 

Integration and 
verification  

Verify an integrated –life 
cycle balanced set of systems 

Systems 
engineering 
management 

planning for 
change  
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Reliability is major factor in determining the usefulness 
of a system as an inherent characteristic of design. It is 
defined as the probability that a system will perform in 
a satisfactory manner for a given period of time when 
used under specified operating conditions. A lot of 
concepts always mentioned within the designers’ 
speech such as reliability evaluation, reliability 
prediction, reliability degradation, reliability assessment 
and so no. the questions arise here are when, why and 
what is the logical sequence of implement those 
concepts and their procedures. Therefore, systems 
engineering methodology try to include the reliability as 
an integral part of the overall systems engineering 
process. Logically, systems engineering defined the 
reliability requirements in conceptual design, allocate 
those requirements and analysis trade off with design 
process, predict, test and evaluate the reliability within 
production and construction phase, collect and analyse 
reliability data in order to modify and improve the 
system as illustrated in [11] and summarised in table 
(2).  
  

Table (2), Reliability life cycle 
System life cycle 
phases 

Reliability concept 

Conceptual design Determine reliability requirements  
Preliminary system 
design 

Reliability requirement allocation, 
reliability analysis and trade offs 
Reliability prediction  

Detail system design Reliability test and evaluation based 
on historical data and prediction 
models  

Production/ 
construction 

Reliability test and evaluation based 
no data collection and analysis  

System utilization 
and life cycle support 

System modification based on 
reliability data collection and 
analysis 

 
The main idea that can extracted from the table is to 
distinguishes between design for reliability by testing, 
evaluation and prediction within design phase of system 
life cycle and operational reliability assessment 
reliability degradation monitoring which is more 
important for operations and maintenance managers and 
engineers.  One of major concern in the design for 
system reliability is the load-strength model. 
Components are configured, designed and 
manufactured to operate in a specified manner when 
utilized under nominal conditions. While in real 
application, the system subjected to additional stresses 
due to aerodynamic loads, mechanical loads, electrical 
loads, vibration, shock, humidity and high and low 
temperatures, then unexpected failures will occur and 
the reliability of the system will be less than anticipated.  
In summary, the unexpected conditions will lead to 
reliability degradation and may be costly failures. The 
second reason for reliability degradation is several 
induced faults within storage, packing, transportation, 
handling and maintenance, in particular, the 
performance and of accomplishment of preventive and 
corrective maintenance actions. Generally speaking, 
demand and capacity are the fundamental concepts 
behind the failure of a system. It is determined and 
controlled by two random variables load (L) and 

strength (S) characterised by distinct distributions, and 
failure modes can be described conveniently in context of 
the load-strength interference, for instance, the loading 
stress exceeding yield strength. The operation and 
maintenance manager can get the benefit of monitoring 
the loads and estimating the future loading environment 
through simulation and past experience the remaining 
useful life prediction of the system in order to have a cost-
effective decision making of operation and maintenance 
planning and actions. Such type of prediction within wind 
power field is highly recommended because this field 
faces numerous sources of variability, uncertainty of wind 
availability. 

 
3.2 Indemnity 
The interviewed stakeholders highlighted that Indemnity 
shall be defined as “the ability of the system to detect, 
identify, predict useful time and tolerate damage”. It is 
one of the critical characteristic of system because it 
comes as an interface between operation phase and 
maintenance phase. Most of operation decisions are 
affected by system indemnity; the same for maintenance 
planning and action decisions, logistics support, spare part 
management, transportation support like vessel or 
selecting mobile facility type for accomplish the 
maintenance work.  It is essential for taking cost-effective 
decision in order to reduce the operation and maintenance 
cost and energy losses together with reducing related 
hazard in terms of money and personnel safety. The 
relevant questions are: how to establish the indemnity 
requirements with design process? Table (3) illustrate the 
answer. 
 

Table (3), Indemnity life cycle 
System life cycle 
phases 

indemnity concept 

Conceptual design Determine indemnity requirements  
Preliminary system 
design 

indemnity requirement allocation, 
indemnity analysis and trade offs 
useful time prediction  

Detail system 
design 

indemnity test and evaluation based on 
historical data and prediction models  

Production/constru
ction 

indemnity test and evaluation based no 
data collection and analysis  

System utilization 
and life cycle 
support 

System modification based on 
indemnity results and planning for 
preventive or corrective actions 

 
And how can measure indemnity? Table (4) provide the 
answer. 
 

Table (4), Indemnity measurement 
Indemnity process 
phases 

Description  

Mean time to 
identify (MTTI) 

Average time to identify cause 
failure or problem 

Mean time to 
detect (MTTD) 

Average time to detect failure  

Detection  & 
identification 
accuracy 

degree of closeness of 
detection and identification of a 
failure to its actual situation 

Predicted useful 
time 

Residual time  
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Degradation rate How much fast the degradation 
of technical performance of 
components  

Hazard rate How much the significant 
personnel injury and/or system 
damage 

 
3.3 Maintainability 
One of the important design specialties in the system 
engineering process is maintainability, as a design 
characteristic inside the system design pertaining deals 
to minimizing the maintenance work requirements 
when the system assumes operational status in order to 
more ease, accuracy, safety, and economic in the 
performance of maintenance functions [11]. Again, 
engineers talking about how to specified, controlled and 
measured the performance of maintenance actions, thus, 
systems engineering methodology considered 
maintainability as a group of requirements along with 
other groups of requirements such as reliability, human 
factors, supportability and life cycle costing, mainly, to 
minimize the maintenance cost and production losses 
due to downtimes, specially, for  highly sophisticated  
and non-repairable systems which required extensive 
maintenance work.  Maintainability can be measured by 
several terms, rates and frequencies. Table (5) 
summarised the maintainability measures as described 
by [11].  
 

Table (5), Maintainability measurements 
Measurement type Description  
Mean corrective 
maintenance time 
(Mct) or mean time to 
repair (MTTR) 

Average time to completion of 
one corrective maintenance cycle 

Mean preventive 
maintenance time 
(Mpt) 

Average time to completion of 
periodic inspection, servicing, 
scheduled replacement, 
calibration or overhaul  

Logistic delay time 
(LDT) 

Portion of downtime as a result of 
waiting for a spare parts, test 
equipment,  

Administrative delay 
time (ADT) 

Portion of downtime as a result of 
waiting for administrative aspects 
such as personnel availability, 
organizational constraints, etc 

Accessable delay time 
(AcDT) 

Portion of downtime as a result of 
waiting for transportation 

Maintenance labor-
hour 

Number of man hours needed for 
completion corrective or 
preventive maintenance task 

Mean time between 
maintenance (MTBM) 

- Average time between all 
maintenance actions 

- Major parameter in determining 
maintenance equipments, vessels 
and technical requirements 

Mean time between 
replacement 

- Average time between all 
replacement actions 

- Major parameter in determining 
spare parts requirements 

 
Furthermore, the detail investigation of corrective 
maintenance work (as illustrated in table (6) for wind 
turbine gearbox) gives us the main aspect which the 

designer should consider in the early stage of design 
phase.  
 

Table (6),Corrective action cycle for wind turbine 
gearbox 

No. Task  

1 Detection by means of condition 
monitoring system 

2 Identification 
3 Prediction of useful life 
4 Work planning 
5 Spare part preparation (e.g. bearings) 
6 Spare part supplying 
7 Accessing 
8 Inspection 
9 disassembly 
10 Localization of failure 
11 Remove or replace faulty item 
12 Repair of equipment 
13 Install spare/repair part 
14 reassembly 
15 Alignment & adjustment 
16 Condition verification & system check out 

 
In wind power field, the maintainability requirements for 
the wind turbine or drive train are significant to define the 
configurations of drive train. For instance, one of possible 
configuration is to have the gearbox in the tower head 
(nacelle) generator in the tower basement, whereby the 
weight of the nacelle is dramatically reduced and the 
generator is easy accessible for maintenance. The 
operation and maintenance manager can get the benefit of 
predicting the repair/replacement time and estimating the 
future working environment. The predicting process 
requires weather simulation and past experience of such 
type of weather in order to have a cost-effective decision 
making of operation and maintenance planning and 
actions.  
 
3.4 Manability (Human factors) 
Human behaviour consists of set of perceptions, 
decisions, and responses when s/he performing a job 
operation, duty, task or activity. Therefore, addressing the 
human element and the interfaces between the human and 
the wind power system, in particular, when s/he 
performing maintenance activities, are an essential to 
have high operational performance. Human factors 
studies include, mainly, human physiological factors 
analysis, psychological factors analysis [11], and 
anthropometric factors analysis. For example, when the 
wind energy engineer define the design requirements for 
the wind nacelle, particularly with regard to human factor 
activities and their analysis, s/he basically should consider 
the physical dimension of the human body: weight, 
height, arm and equipment reach, in addition to take in 
considerations the dynamic mode of maintenance 
activities where the body and equipments measurement 
will change. Another example to illustrate the 
psychological factors role is when the maintenance person 
performing a task where s/he has lacks of motivation, self 
confidence and communication skills, the effectiveness 
(do right thing) and efficiency (do thing right) of his/her 
work will be low. After this short summary of importance 
of human factor in operation and maintenance context, the 
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next question will be: how to establish the human 
factors requirements of wind power maintenance 
activities? Table (7) summarised the manability analysis 
methods as described in [11].  
 

Table (7), Manability analysis  
How  What  
Design 
Operational 
sequence  

Define the decisions, actions and 
information and interfaces 

Task 
breakdown 
and detail task 
analysis 

Logical breakdown of operation and 
maintenance functions 

Human 
resources 
allocation 

Define the persons required, skill 
level, satisfactory human 
performance level 

Error analysis Study the failure of planned actions , 
human failure modes and effect 
analysis, such as recognition failures, 
memory lapses, slips of action, errors 
of habit, mistaken assumptions, 
knowledge-based errors, violations, 
etc.  

Safety analysis Study hazard pertains to personnel 
and equipment, level of hazard: 
negligible, marginal and can be 
controlled, critical and require 
immediate action, catastrophic will 
cause death or complete system loss.  

  
Actually, the human factor studies and manability 
improvement has an essential effect and role to improve 
the first zone of bathtub curve of repairable systems 
within what called infant mortality zone by reducing the 
hazard rate and time period of this zone.  Mainly 
through personnel training and prevent the human errors 
and interfaces errors between the subsystems. The main 
reason behind human errors in wind power systems are 
due to mistaken assumption or knowledge based errors.  
 
3.5 Supportability 
System support is a combination of all consideration 
needed to assure the effective and efficient support of a 
system over time [11]. It also another integral part of 
design process where clear plans about  design testing 
and support equipments, spares and repair parts, 
training equipments, supporting technical data, 
information systems and intelligent support systems, are 
clear for other stakeholders to support the main system.  
Several factors should involve in order to determine 
realistic supportability: reliability of the items to be 
spared, quantity of items used, the spare part 
availability, safety stock level, procurement lead time, 
maintenance labour time, outsourcing maintenance 
labour time, outsourcing labour lead time, personnel 
training rate, transportation route, transportation 
capability and capacity, transportation time and lead 
time. Therefore, the integrated logistic support planning 
start during the early phase of design process phases in 
order to covers the factor which illustrated in [11] and 
summarised in table (8). 

 
Table (8), Supportability aspects and plans 
Plan type Description  
Maintenan
ce plan 

Maintenance plans for different scenarios, 

Supply 
support 
plan  

Supply support plan of spare parts, repair 
parts and consumables materials for each 
maintenance scenarios. 
Warehousing, distribution,  

Test & 
support 
equipment 
plan 

Tools, condition monitoring equipments, 
diagnostic and inspection equipments,  
metrology & calibration equipments,  

Personnel 
& training 
plan 

Administrative procedures, Training for 
installation, operations, inspecting, 
replacing, repairing, and control checks.  

Transport
ation plan  

Vessels , mobile facilities, helicopters  

Facilities 
plan 

Remote monitoring centre, nacelle facility 
utilization, helicopter stand, vessel stand. 

Data plan  Check out procedures, operating & 
maintenance instructions, inspection and 
calibration procedures, collected data 

Informatio
n systems 
plan  

Maintenance management system like 
SAP R3 plant maintenance, decision 
support system, systems integrated with 
ERP systems.  

 
3.6 Economic feasibility 
Practically, total system cost is often not visible, 
especially, those costs associated with system operation 
and support, such type of problem is related to the iceberg 
effect. Therefore, the idea of life cycle cost analysis in to 
higher up the invisible part of iceberg effect in order to 
identify and treat them in cost effective way, because this 
hidden part  consists of operation cost, maintenance cost, 
test and support equipments cost, technical data cost, 
supply support cost, training cost, operation and 
maintenance software cost and so on. Clearly, 
understanding the tero-technological aspect of the design 
system and their associated costs such as reliability, 
maintainability, supportability, indemnity and manability 
are critical and useful in order to deal and reduce life 
cycle cost. The complicate part of perform life cycle cost 
estimation is that the evaluation will be based on different 
alternatives of system design configuration, alternative 
operation and maintenance polices, alternative logistic 
support schemes, and alternative advanced applied 
technologies. [11] Defined life cycle cost analysis as 
systematic analytical process of evaluation various 
alternatives courses of action with the objective of 
choosing the best way to employ scarce resources.  Life 
cycle cost analysis begins with cost breakdown structure 
of each system design alternative and estimate their 
specified cost sub-divisions. It not simple task to estimate 
the operation and maintenance cost for wind power 
systems because the site and season where the wind farm 
is operated affect the wind turbine reliability, 
maintainability, indemnity, supportability and manability, 
where in total it affect he overall economic feasibility of 
turbine design and its life cycle cost.  
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5. Applications of using the adapted methodology  
The main focus of this application is to give more 
understanding of real problem cause and effect of 
failure phase or system performance degradation phase, 
in order to improve the system indemnity.  
 
Phase 1& 2: situational analysis and requirement 
analysis 
The main idea is how to predict the residual useful time 
where the specific system can be safe without failure. 
Hazard rate is a function of failure density and 
reliability, where reliability is based on load-strength 
interface as a joint probability of load distribution and 
strength distribution as illustrated in figure 3.  

 
Figure 3, active reliability based on load-strength 

interface 
 
While, in fact, those two distribution are not fixed, 
because load distribution can be variable during some 
high or low load seasons, and strength also could be 
improve by some maintenance or servicing action to 
make the system as good as new as shown in figure 5. 
Based on this fact, in order to predict realistic useful 
time when need to consider the changes in future load 
and predict them. For instance to show the benefit of 
this point, figure 4, shows different models of 
estimating useful life time based on high load 
prediction, designed or standard load prediction and on 
low load prediction. Therefore, the operation and 
maintenance manager should consider the current and 
future site and season loads during the useful life 
estimation process.  

Figure 4, useful life time estimation scenarios based on 
load prediction 

 
Phase 3: solutions generation and decision making 
Based on the investigation results, some of conceptual 
ideas are generated in order to improve out prediction of 
the health of our system and the load which will impact it. 
The figure 5, show how the model should integrate the 
data collected by condition monitoring and load 
monitoring techniques, together with prediction load 
model based on meteorological data, in order to improve 
the ability to prognoses the useful time of the system.  
 

 
Figure 5, hybrid intelligent maintenance diagnosis & 

prognosis architecture 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations for further 
research  
 
Integration of Methodological procedures on basis of 
inductively extracted needs brings more realistic and 
‘easy to implement’ methodology for industry. On basis 
of individual methodologies descriptions of 
maintenance and systems engineering; maintenance 
methodology has focus on failure event and extract the 
detailed requirements of physical components, while 
system engineering focus on system requirements and 
system level. The link between both of them is mainly 
to transform the maintenance detailed requirements into 
system requirements.  
 
The collective system effectiveness factors of 
dependability within wind energy applications has two 
level of factors; part-level and system collective-level. 
Part level consists of: reliability, indemnity 
(defensibility), maintenance supportability and 
maintainability. System collective level is mainly 
availability and economic feasibility. 
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Abstract  
In recent years the wind power industries have 
frequently discussed the target level of system and 
equipment uptime, and the related costs of services 
and maintenance. There is a number of failure root 
causes, mainly the stochastic loading nature, 
conceptual design errors, and inadequate wind farm 
operation.  All of those factors result in costly 
operation and maintenance within the wind power 
sector. In fact, a number of researchers have 
investigated concepts of maintenance optimization 
and design for maintainability in order to define the 
optimal maintenance policies. However, risk and 
failure mitigation policies by design-out maintenance 
is more prioritised than optimized maintenance 
solutions at this stage of the wind energy 
development. Therefore, this paper systematically 
illustrates the required topology for design-out 
maintenance using systems engineering and 
architecture techniques. The developed topology 
facilitates systematic understanding of how to take 
the design-out maintenance requirements into early 
design process.  
 
Keywords: systems engineering, Tero-
technology, Maintenance, modelling, 
conceptual design, CORE 5.  

Introduction   
The objective of implementation systems 
engineering methodology into the wind energy 
sector is on basis of several triggers from 
accumulated work, e.g. R&D based observations 
and field experiences. First, it is recognized that 
large-scale R&D activities should be connected 
together in a meaningful manner visualizing the 
‘whole with the connecting sub-systems treated 
separately’. Second, it is known that wind power 
systems are made up of interconnected parts (both 
technical and operational) with inherent complexity 
and criticality, which acquires to be integrated for 
cost-effective purposes. Third, it has become 
evident that even the best wind energy engineering 
acquires operational solutions to reduce obvious 
and hidden risks associated with operational 
decisions and intervention tasks. Fourth, wind 
power systems are continuously becoming larger 
and more complex, with a more variety of 
applications due to site and seasonal conditions. 
However, there were developing concerns that 
people knew neither how to design such 
complicated systems, nor how they might behave 
and operate in practice. Fifth, it is known through 
historical work on complicated systems that, 

correctly synthesized whole systems exhibit 
emerging properties, capabilities, and 
characteristics providing more than the sum of the 
parts in terms of production capability, performance 
and system effectiveness.  
 
In any event, incorporating design out-maintenance 
characteristics into a design process leads to a 
reduction in failure frequency rate, downtimes and 
overall life cycle cost.  This in turn has positive 
impact on the marketplace, the level of wind farms 
satisfaction increase, future contracts and sales 
volume. However, the main challenge from the 
standpoint of implementation is that design out-
maintenance must be built-in requirement at the 
early design phases of the system life cycle, and 
must be properly integrated with other design 
parameters. This is to mitigate operational risk and 
their consequences as physical failures and 
performance degradation issues. Therefore, the 
main objectives of this paper are as follows: 

 To review the current systems engineering 
practices within wind power application.  

 To develop a topology of Tero-
technological engineered design. 

 

The state of the art 
In wind power context, [1] reviewed the different 
design approaches; traditional, parallel, and 
integrated. The traditional approach is used for the 
conventional design solutions, and the parallel 
approach is considered individually in the main sub-
systems as wind turbine, support structure, grid 
connection, etc. Therefore the overall performance 
is limited to the sum of their separate optimizations 
of the sub-system. However, their integrated 
approach refers not only to the interaction between 
the turbine and the support structure but also to an 
integrated treatment of all major wind farm 
parameters in all the design phases. Obviously, 
systems engineering has been only partially been 
followed with systems engineering standards [2, 3]) 
applied to the design and operation process of the 
wind power system in the verification of the current 
design scheme and to enhance the design process 
by establishing the holistic viewpoint for the whole 
design.  It is also expected to remove the latent 
design errors or interface problems that are hard to 
find through routine design activities.  For instance, 
[4] presented that gearboxes have an impact of 
decisive importance on the wind turbines’ weight 
and cost effectiveness, annual energy output, 
operations and maintenance and services, etc. 
where the availability and reliability of electrical 
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subsystems like power electronics, controls, 
switchgears and sensors impact the gearboxes, and 
the grid connections impact as far ‘backwards’ as to 
the gearboxes. When the AC system operates 
under strain and stress, thus, grid codes changes 
are likely to necessitate the practical revamping of 
the electrical system in a built and operated farm as 
part of asset management. Therefore, 
understanding the holistic and detailed interfaces’ 
problems is essential in order to economise the 
investment in view of the 25 year design lifetime and 
even longer service life. It also becomes clear that, 
in many cases [5, 6, 7, 8], generating wind power 
may turn out to be more about operation and 
maintenance practices such regulation, control, 
switching, monitoring, replacing, repairing, services, 
accessibility, etc, than about wind turbines. 
Consequently, it is reasonable to expect the 
operation and maintenance system to be defined 
with increasingly better resolutions time passes.  As 
the system is realized, its particulars become 
clearer-but also harder to change. As stated above, 
the purpose of systems engineering is to make sure 
that the development process happens in a way that 
leads to the most cost-effective final system.  The 
basic idea is that before decisions that are hard to 
change are made, the alternatives should be 
carefully assessed. The systems engineering 
process is applied again and again as iteration as 
the system is developed. As the system is realized, 
the issues addressed evolve and the particulars of 
the activity change. Most major system decisions 
(goals, architecture, acceptable life cycle cost, etc.) 
are made during the early phases of the project.  
 

Practical Research need 
In the wind energy domain, the design practice of 
design for reliability and maintenance is merely 
focusing on defining the expected loads and 
strength interface and allocating specific capable 
components against fatigue.  However, the real 
loading environment has a dynamic and stochastic 
nature and load/strength interface is changing as a 
function of overloading conditions and strength 
degradation. The drive-train in wind power 
application is recognised as the most critical 
component in term of Tero-technological value due 
to relatively high failure rate and with long 
downtime. Wear, fracture and other miscellaneous 
failure mechanisms have a high impact the system 
reliability. Therefore, the research focuses on how 
to define the mitigation requirements for those 
failure mechanisms which will be allocated by 
physical barriers.  
 

Overview of our approach 
We seek to provide an extension of systems design 
theory in the context of terotechnological value. To 
do this, we incorporate basic design-out 
maintenance aspects into the design and design for 
reliability of the system.  the paper relies on 
practitioner (i.e. stakeholders) perspective and 
experiences. Therefore, the paper used grounded 
theory method to formulate the practitioner theory of 

dependability and its individual terms (i.e. reliability, 
maintainability and maintenance support). The 
research work conducted through interview with 
purposefully selected stakeholders within wind 
operating organizations to capture their 
understanding of whole concept and needs for their 
practices. The main stakeholders’ codes (i.e. 
stakeholders’ voice and images) are clustered into 
four main themes as follows: 

1. They describe the system dependable 
when it is reliable, able to detect, identify, 
indemnity, decide, schedule the system 
threads (i.e. fault, failure, human and 
organizational errors), support and 
maintain. 

2. Sending feedback from our failure event 
analysis needs a standardised from in 
terms of terminology and needs also to 
allocated in design process in traceable 
way. 

As figure 1 show, realistic availability diagram and 
terotechnology philosophy that address the dynamic 
needs of operation and maintenance stakeholders 
provide a good basis for a reliable up-timed system 
which is the main focus of our research. Definitely, 
there are other aspects to be taken into the design 
process related to maintenance practice such as 
supportability, maintainability and accessibility, 
which together formulate the design for integrated 
support logistic issues. We also seek to investigate, 
evaluate and incorporate the other requirements 
that contribute (supportability and maintainability), 
but in this paper we seek merely to provide the 
system topology with the primary application within 
wind power systems. 

 

Figure (1), Micro availability diagram from 
terotechnological point of view. [13] 

 
 

The steps of systems engineering 
methodology for terotechnological aspects 
In order to consider the tero-technological needs as 
an integral part of the system design process, the 
designer shall define and allocate the system 
maintenance concept during conceptual design, 
where the idea is to develop a before-the-fact 
concept of operation and support through system 
life cycle. The wind power field needs more detailed 
and specific maintenance concepts due to different 
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levels of maintenance support, weather variability 
which leads to variable accessibility and so on. 
Logically, the five steps methodology shown in table 
(1) begins with situational analysis which involves 
audit of the current situation, process modelling in 
order understand the relationship between system 
entities, and cause analysis, etc. 

Case study 
The selected system of interest for this case study is 
wind turbine’s drive train and its gearbox. In the 
design and theoretical verification of gearboxes for 
WT, some specific approaches to problems gain 
relevance in a way that can be considered as 
atypical for Gearboxes in the Energy Production 
branch:  

 Loads: varying torque, increased load due 
to vibrations, torque direction changes  

 Power: high torque with low number of 
revolutions, high power density  

 Operation: temperature oscillations, cold 
start, idling, load at shut-down  

 Gearbox dimensions: requires lightweight 
construction, compliant supporting 
structure  

Figure 2 shows an overall view of the current 
gearbox concept as the standard concept with one-
stage planetary gears, connected afterwards with 
two helical gear stages.  
 
 

 Planetary 
stage 

1st helical 
stage 

2nd helical 
stage 

Gearing 
ration 4.25 4 4 

rpm 20-40 200-300 1500-1800 
Pitch line 

speed 5-10 10-15 20-25 m/s 

Oil 
viscosity 320 mm²/s 220mm²/s 100mm²/s 

Oil 
viscosity 

(bearings) 
220 mm²/s 100mm²/s 10-20 

mm²/s 

 
Figure (2), Gearbox configuration1  

 

How to define Tero-technological 
Requirements  
Mainly, the Tero-technological objectives from the 
wind farms owner’s point of view are categorized 
under three main aspects: 

 Reliability by reducing the failure rate 
frequency to the minimum level 

 Failure detection: Inspections, condition 
monitoring 

 Downtime by improving the system’s 
supportability and maintainability  

 
Again, our focus is within the first objective. 
Generally, the operational risks could be caused by 
basic requirements, specific functions, allocated 
components, links, interfaces, and resources. 
Therefore, the tero-technological requirements 
mainly deal with how to, based on specific functions 
which are allocated in a number of components, 
services and a number of links, mitigate the failure 
issues which are generated as interfaces of physical 
asset and operational risks. For example, table 2 
and table 3 shows the difference between the two 
ways of requirements extracting process.  
 

Table (2) Traditional design 
element Description  
Requirement  System shall be able to 

increase rotational speed 
Function  Transmit load 
Component shafts  
Link gears 
Interface Tooth contact, lubrication film 
 
 
                                                           
1 Figure reference [14] 

Table (1), Systems engineering methodology 
 

Systems 
engineering  
(SE) phases 

SE based Tero-
technology 
phases 

Result 

Problem 
analysis 

Situation 
analysis 

Identify system of 
interest, context, 
contents, and their 
external systems 

needs & 
requirements 
analysis 

Cause analysis  Discover the critical 
causes-effect 
relationship 

Problem 
solving & 
evaluating 

Generation 
solutions  
& decision 
making 

Create some new 
solution and select 
optimized solution  

Architecture 
design 
-operational 
-functional 
-physical 

Detailed 
structure of 
selected solution  

Define the structure, 
elements and context 
of new operational 
feasible solution  

Verify & 
integrate 

Integration and 
verification  

Verify an integrated –
life cycle balanced set 
of systems 

Systems 
engineering 
management 

planning for 
change  
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Table (3) Terotechnological-based design 
element Description  
Risk inadequate lubrication 
Risk-based 
interface 

frictional tooth contact 

issue Moderate/excessive wear 
Category Terotechnological requirements 
Requirement  System shall have right 

lubrication film thickness 
function Provide Elasto-hydraulic 

contact 

Tero-technological engineered system 
architecture  
Our approach to developing a terotechnological 
engineered design is founded in the use of the 
system definition language provided by CORE [15]. 
Figure 3 shows some of the primary systems 
engineering classes and relationships between 
them that describe the system design process. The 
main idea that illustrated by figure 4, is to insert a 
specific operational risk which will definitely define a 
more realistic physical interface between specific 
components. This new realistic interface generates 
the physical issue needed to be specified by Tero-
technological categorised requirements. 
 

 
 Figure (3), Traditional design topology. 

 

 
 Figure (4), Tero-technological design topology 

 
Clearly, figure 4 shows two modifications in the 
traditional topology of the design process: first, the 
risk items and their generated-issues, second, the 
feedback link to original requirement engineering 
process. The following practical example, as shown 
in figure 5, illustrates the conceptual idea of using 
systems engineering methodology in order to 
enhance the “design-out maintenance” process. For 
example, the system designed to transmit load up to 
1500 rpm by allocated gearing mechanism, 
lubrication oil. The systems’ components are 
interfaced by teeth contact and lubrication oil. Due 
to some inadequate selection of lubrication oil 
viscosity and operator’s error of controlling the oil 
operating temperature an excessive stress load on 
teeth is generated. This type of operational 
interfaced situation could develop into an excessive 
wear issue, where the feedback shall be given as an 
input and new requirement within the re-engineering 
and re-design process. 
   

 
Figure (5), Example of Tero-technological design 

topology 
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There are different types of operational risks such 
as errors in operating pitch line, excessive operating 
temp, failure in driven equipment, foreign material in 
lubrication, heat treatment errors, internal stresses, 
low/high viscosity oil, marginal lubrication film, 
misalignment bearing, moisture, random load and 
so on. Those risks can generate different potential 
issues such as moderate wear, excessive wear, 
abrasive wear, corrosive wear, scoring, destructive 
scoring, pitting, spalling, tooth fracture and so on. 

Conclusions  
Most of engineers and experts within renewable 
energy sectors are talking about systems 
perspective and about its need and importance. In 
reality only a few publications or applications 
partially implement the systems engineering 
methodology.  
 
Systems engineering is a powerful methodology to 
deal with different types of operational interfaces 
within wind power systems, which constitute a large 
challenge due to the large numbers of sub-systems, 
stakeholders, and site and seasonal requirements. 
The Tero-technological requirements need to be 
carefully extracted from the operational experiences 
and observations and taken as a feedback into the 
design process.   
 
Terotechnological requirements are highly 
dependent on system configuration, system size, 
operational site and seasonal loading conditions.  
 
Terotechnological engineered design topology 
presents a systematic technique to integrate and 
guarantee the design out- maintenance 
requirements to be taken into design process.  
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Abstract 
The cumulative costs for O&M may represent as 
much as 65%-90% of a turbine's investment cost. The 
higher cost ratios are valid for offshore farms and for 
onshore farms located in cold, icy or remote areas. 
The ongoing studies conducted by wind energy in 
cold climates (IEA- Task 19) concluded that the 
increased O&M costs and extended downtime under 
icing conditions have to be taken into account. 
Therefore, in this study we developed a model for 
assessing the O&M cost of wind farms operated in 
cold climate. The model was verified using two 
methods: season-categorised method for downtime 
based on data reported by VTT and temperature-
categorized method for production losses based on 
data collected from Aapua wind farm. Using the 
developed model gives a better understanding of the 
O&M cost of wind power systems taking into account 
relevant contextual factors. As well as, it helps the 
stakeholders to improve their decisions at different 
phases of the system's life cycle. 
 
Keywords 
Operation and Maintenance Cost; Cold Climate; 
Wind Farm; Life Cycle Cost; icing effect; Offshore; 
OEE ; cost of energy, levelised production cost .  
 
Introduction 
According to a report published in year 2006 by 
Sandia National Laboratories, the cumulative costs 
for O&M may represent as much as 65%-90% of a 
turbine's investment cost. The higher cost ratios are 
valid for offshore wind farms and for onshore wind 
farms located in cold, icy or remote areas. The 
ongoing studies conducted by wind energy in cold 
climates (IEA- Task 19) have summarized the 
operational experiences in cold climate. They 
concluded that the increased O&M costs and 
extended downtime under icing conditions have to be 
taken into account. Consequently, wind farms in cold 
climates and at remote locations may act as test beds 

for offshore O&M practices. Another study, Design 
and Operation of Power Systems with Large amounts 
of Wind Power (IEA- Task 25) concludes that wind 
power variability and availability will impact 
operational security, reliability and efficiency. Cost 
reduction efforts in general focus on improving 
components, subsystems, grid, and power system 
reliability along with reducing the maintenance cost.  

 
The efforts to minimize the O&M costs may start 
with identifying and gaining a better 
understanding of the current costs and the factors 
that drive the life cycle cost. Some of these factors 
will be common to wind farms, in general, but other 
factors will be site- and season specific, for example 
onshore or offshore if operated in cold climate. 
Decisions made during the design and acquisition 
phases such as technology selection, how well it is 
designed, manufacturing quality of the components 
used, and the level of redundancy can dramatically 
influence the inherent reliability, which affects the 
number of failures. Using systems engineering 
principles in operation management can structure and 
improve the decision making process Therefore the 
objectives of this paper are: 
 
• To review the current cost estimation models and 

assess their characteristics 
• To develop a contextual model for quantifying 

the operation and maintenance costs of wind 
farms over time. 

• To develop a parametric model to estimate the 
cost and energy losses due to cold climate 
effects.  

 
The organization of this paper is as follows: section 
two reviews the existing literature on cost estimation 
model of operation and maintenance aspects. The 
findings are classified and presented into a number of 
relevant categories.  Section three presents the 
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proposed model that was developed based on the 
features extracted from reviewed models. Section four 
presents a partial model verification with cold climate 
environment. Finally, the discussion, conclusions, 
suggestion and recommendations for the future 
research work are presented. 
 
2. Literature review 
The authors have undertaken a review of available 
literature and practices related to models for assessing 
the operation and maintenance cost of wind farms.  
The objective of this review is to identify the 
available models, analyse and assess their 
characteristics in order to define the required features 
and attributes of new competitive model. 
 
2.1 Operation and Maintenance costs. 
In the first phase of wind energy development, the 
main emphasis has been on the technical and 
performance aspects of wind turbines and their 
associates. Nowadays, the development accelerated to 
include the cost-effectiveness concept as a must-have-
feature in order to recognise the wind turbine as a 
viable contender for producing energy. By 
determining of the manufacturing, installation, 
operation and maintenance, and financing costs, the 
cost-effectiveness of a system can be addressed, in 
other words, taking into account the life-cycle 
processes and their cost categories which is the first 
principle of systems engineering approach. [1] Have 
discussed the economic aspects of wind energy and 
divided them into two factors: generating cost and 
market value of wind energy produced, as illustrated 
in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. Components of wind system economics, [1]  
 
The operation and maintenance is considered as a 
sizeable share of total generating costs of a wind 
turbine.  The main purpose of any wind farm is to 
reduce the O&M costs. For this purpose, [2] 
recommended that one must begin with an 

understanding of the cost elements associated with the 
wind farm operation in order to be able to reducing 
the  O&M costs. However, these cost elements are 
influenced by many factors such as turbine size and 
season- and site conditions.   
In this paper, we are going to deeply focus on 
operation and maintenance cost since it is sensitive 
(i.e. highly affected by the farm site), and because we 
found many confusing issues which need more 
investigation. Therefore, we will discuss the 
following questions which are necessary for 
operational decision makers and designers: 
 
Why there are different presented numbers and 
percentages for operation & maintenance cost? 
 
 [3] Shows that operation and maintenance costs are 
approximately 2-3 % of total investment costs for first 
two years of operation and slightly less than 5% of 
total investment costs for the next six years. [1] 
Shows that annual operation and maintenance costs 
generally range from 1.5% to 3% of the original 
turbine cost. [4] Stats that over the lifetime of the 
turbine, O&M costs might easily have an average 
share of approximately 20%-25% of the total 
levelized cost per kWh produced. The average share 
is related to age of a turbine; when the turbine is new 
the share is 10%-15% while it increases to at least to 
20%-35% by the end of its life. [2] states that O&M 
costs can account for 10%-20% of the total “cost of 
energy” for wind project, and shows that Vachon has 
estimated that cumulative O&M costs can represent 
75%-90% of a turbines investment cost.  
 
Shall we take into consideration the size of 
turbine, age differentiation and site conditions? In 
order to understand the variation of O&M costs based 
on site, [5] states early models suggested that O&M 
costs of offshore farms account for some 25%-30% of 
the kWh price compared with 10-15% onshore. The 
technical university of delft in the Netherlands and 
ECN wind energy have independently attempted to 
model offshore wind farm costs, using the 500 MW 
DOWEC farm as a reference case. The cost models 
take into account preventive and corrective 
maintenance. They make clear that costs can be 
expected to vary widely according to many factors 
such as the size and reliability of the turbines, the 
means of access and maintenance chosen, distance 
from shore, water depth, and the wind farm size and 
climate characteristics.  
 
What are the considered cost categories within 
operation and maintenance costs? [3] States based 
on German turbines DEWI (1997-2001) that cost 
categories of operation and maintenance with 
estimated percentages are: land rent (18%), insurance 
(13%), regular maintenance, repair and spare parts 
(43%, together with miscellaneous), administration 
costs (21%) and power from the grid (5%). [1] Shows 
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another cost categorizing according to a study of 
California wind farm costs EPRI (1987) as follow: 
labour (44%), parts (35%), operations (12%), 
equipment (5%), and facilities (4%). The cost also 
can separated into more sub-categories such as 
operations, scheduled maintenance and unscheduled 
maintenance as described in [2], where they also 
mentioned that the portion of O&M costs associated 
with unscheduled maintenance is between 30%-60% 
of the total, and generally increase as the project 
matures and equipment failure rate increase.  
 
How to calculate the operation and maintenance 
costs? 
Actually, the answer for this question will help in 
dealing with the vagueness- and difficulty of 
understanding and presenting the operation and 
maintenance cost. The differentiation is based on 
adding more specifications and information such as 
turbine- size and age, and site condition. This will 
give the presented numbers a contextual frame that 
will be helpful for comparative study in order to shift 
the experience from one domain to another. For 
instance, from onshore domain to cold climate 
domain, the same for cold climate to offshore domain 
and so on. Therefore, the cost estimation method shall 
take into consideration the contextual frame of the 
applied domain.  
Another significant point that should be considered 
when using the cost estimation model is who is the 
user and for which purpose it is used? Obviously, one 
can find different groups who are interested in 
estimating the cost of operation and maintenance for 
various objectives, as follow: 
 
1. The first group aims to get an estimate of the 

operation and maintenance cost to be factored into 
the project costs. 

2.  The second group wants it to be factored into the 
power production costs. 

3. The third group tries to get an estimate (forecast) of 
the operation and maintenance (for short-term;1, 2 
or 5 years) cost in order to optimize their 
operational decisions.  

4. The fourth group tries to get an estimate (forecast) 
of the operation and maintenance (for long-term: 20 
years) costs in order to optimize its design 
decisions. In other words, to decide if it is 
reasonable to invest in the design stage and take 
into account the maintenance aspect by comparing 
the benefits (reduce failures, production losses, 
improve performance) of design for operation & 
maintenance and their cost. 

 
Now, let us review the current practices and models 
for calculating the cost of energy and in particularly 
the operation and maintenance costs.  
 
2.2 General cost calculation models 

The cost of energy produced by a wind turbine is 
related to the incurred costs and quantity of energy 
generated by the turbine. Generally, the cost of 
energy can be calculated by dividing the total cost by 
the annual utilized energy [6], as illustrated in the 
following equation.   
 
 
 
 
 
The challenge is to reduce the cost of energy; this can 
be done by optimising costs factors such as the 
operating and maintenance costs or by increasing the 
turbine’s energy production through improving the 
turbine's availability.  
 
More complex or simplified versions of this equation 
are discussed by researchers where the differentiation 
is based on what are the most important variables, 
cost categories and cost estimation methods related to 
their application field. 
 
In wind power context, we found two models which 
can be considered as the most used cost estimation 
models: the first one is  Modified NEA Model which 
is redeveloped by Riso laboratories and the second 
one is SANDIA laboratories Used Model. . 
  
2.2.1 Modified NEA Model 
Originally, the model was developed in nuclear 
energy agency (NEA) for nuclear and coal fired 
power stations context, however, Riso laboratories [7] 
modified it to be useful in wind power context. The 
main idea is to calculate the cost of one production 
unit (kWh) averaged over the wind power station’s 
entire expected lifetime. 

 
The levelised production cost (LPC) is given as the 
ratio of the total discounted cost (TC) and the total 
discounted utilized energy output (AUE). The 
following cost components are considered in TC: the 
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investment cost, operation and maintenance cost, 
social cost, repair cost, and salvage value. 
  
In reality, there are various types of losses affecting 
the annual potential energy output. Because of that, 
the equation for calculating the total utilized energy 
AUE is taking into consideration the potential energy 
Output ( ) with a number of correction 
factors. The main correction factors which have been 
used are performance losses (K_ performance), site 
losses (K_site), technical unavailability losses 
(K_availability), electric transmission losses 
(K_transmissionloss) and utilization losses 
(K_utilization). 
 
2.2.2 SANDIA Used Model 
This model and its calculation method [2] have been 
adopted by the department of energy in the low speed 
wind turbine program. It provides an approximated 
estimation of cost of energy (COE) taking in 
consideration equipment reliability which impacts the 
total cost of energy through scheduled and 
unscheduled turbine downtimes. 
 

 
 
 Initial capital cost (ICC), levelized replacement cost 
(LRC) are the main categories of production cost. 
LRC is associated with overhauls and replacements of 
major components over the life of the wind turbine. 
The major components are those components whose 
expected life is less than the wind turbine’s design life 
and their replacement frequency vary over the 
equipment life where its assumed cost is spread over 
the turbine lifetime. 
The model distinguishes and separates the operation 
& maintenance cost (OM) from production cost. 
Here, OM cost is assumed to include scheduled and 
unscheduled repair maintenance costs, and 
expenditures for replacement parts, consumables, 
manpower and equipments. The separation idea is 
used to indicate the differences between LRC cost 
and OM cost, and we try to summaries the model 
philosophy as follows:  
• To show the difference in nature and characteristics 

of the two categories: LRC is related to 
replacement orders which are characterised by high 
downtimes and low frequency rate to failure. While 
OM cost is related to repair orders which are 
characterised by high rate of failure and relatively 
low downtimes.  

• To show the contribution of each cost category and 
to highlight the possibility for further improvement: 
for example, turbine reliability directly affects the 
LRC which is the responsibility of design 
department while the OM cost is directly affected 
by turbine availability, maintainability, accessibility 
and supportability which are the responsibility of 
operation and maintenance staff. 

A large percentage of LRC is due to inappropriate 
design assumptions, inadequate knowledge about the 
true operation environment and manufacturing quality 
control issues [2]. The real practices show 
discrepancy between the designers’ assumptions and 
real operating conditions. For instance designers 
assume to have equal design life of wind turbine and 
its major components. In reality, [2] clearly argue 
based on practical findings that there are numerous 
examples where the design life for major components 
is not realized in practice. 
  
Observations on the two models: 
The main difference between the two pervious models 
is how they define the losses or correction factors 
such as availability and performance needed to 
calculate real utilized energy. Therefore, we need to 
search for how to define the availability and losses for 
wind farms. 
 
The second difference is about combine or separate 
operation and maintenance cost; it is clear that 
Modified NEA Model combine the O&M cost as part 
of production cost and divide it by the utilized energy 
quantity in order to have levelized production cost.  
However, SANDIA Used Model consists of two 
categories for operation and maintenance cost: LRC 
and annual O&M cost.  
 
Differentiation of cost categories within the current 
cost estimation models especially in this rapid wind 
power industrial development is necessary to 
understand which are the critical cost categories and 
who is responsible for those cost categories. Because 
of the main purpose of using a cost estimation model 
is to improve the practices in design phase as well as 
operation and maintenance phase, more than 
quantifying the cost of energy as one block where 
definitely differentiation will not impact the final 
amount of cost of energy. 
 
There is a need to have estimation of planned 
replacement maintenance cost (LRC) as estimated by 
designers as well as unplanned repair maintenance 
cost that is predicted by maintenance staff and 
operation expert based on their knowledge and 
experience of the true operation environment. 
 
2.3 On-going research works  
ECN [8, 9] is developing the operation and 
maintenance cost estimator (OMCE) with which 
owners and operators of offshore wind farms are able 
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to better estimate and control the future operation and 
maintenance cost for next coming 1, 2, or 5 years. 
The main objectives of OMCE model are to analyse 
operation and maintenance data which are collected 
from SCADA systems, load measurements data, and 
condition monitoring data, and to analyse load 
measurements for operation and maintenance 
optimization. The model performs probabilistic 
analyses in order to define the boundaries of 
uncertainty of failure occurring. Then basic trend 
analysis tools are used to determine how often 
unexpected failures may occur.  
 
2.4 Practical needs for cost estimation models and 
their decision support features  
In the following we discuss what we think is needed 
for improving the accuracy and effectiveness of a 
good cost estimation model. 
 
1) Consider the practical maintenance categories. 
The service and repair companies use four 
maintenance categories based on the type of 
maintenance work and the complexity of the 
maintained component. In this context, complexity 
means different thing like difficult to investigate the 
failure and diagnose the problem, is the part available 
in stock or needs long time to get it, difficult to 
replace it due to its size, and difficult to repair on-site. 
[10] Clearly defined the practical maintenance 
categories within offshore wind maintenance. [11] 
Showed that, nowadays, some service companies start 
to provide package-maintenance and service work 
form standard to premium services.  
 
2) The model parameters are related to the 
information system used by the company. Are the 
needed data clearly identified? Can they be available 
at the company? And are they accessible by the model 
user?   
 
3) The model should consider technical performance 
measures such as the availability losses and 
performance losses due to cold climate conditions and 
convert them to economics measures. One of the 
well-known technical measures is the overall 
equipment effectiveness (OEE). It is a way to monitor 
and improve the efficiency of wind farm operations. It 
takes most common and important sources of power 
generating losses, places them into three primary 
categories and distils them into metrics that provide 
an excellent gauge for measuring where and how the 
wind farm stakeholders can improve. Usually, in 
manufacturing companies’ domain, OEE measures 
availability, performance efficiency and quality 
losses. 

OEE = Availability * Performance efficiency 
*Quality Rate 

 
[12] Have adopted the OEE terms into wind farm 
process by considering wind farms performing a 

transformation of produced electrical energy to 
delivered (sold) electrical energy. This transformation 
process consists of an installation and their 
arrangement to form a wind farm, and of a process 
comprising operation and maintenance. Both are 
subject for optimization to maximize the annual 
energy output by minimizing the different kinds of 
losses.  
 
2.5 Krokoszinski OEE Model for wind farms: with 
contributions  
The idea of Krokoszinski model [12] is to describe 
and quantify the transformation of produced electrical 
energy at the terminals of the individual windmills to 
the total electrical energy at the grid connection point 
by quantifying and representing the external losses 
and technical losses of wind farms including grid in 
terms of the layout factor (LF), planning factor (PF) 
and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) 
definitions. Krokoszinski model defined the 
responsibility and influence areas of engineering and 
operations planning phase and the operation and 
maintenance phase. In other words, he shows the root 
causes of the losses and in which phase of the life 
cycle processes the improvement shall be performed. 
Krokoszinski defined the approximated OEE as 
follows:  
 

OEE = Availability * Performance 
 
Krokoszinski has developed calculation scheme to 
quantify wind farm production losses in terms of 
planned and unplanned downtimes and speed losses 
and related the associated reduction of revenues to the 
theoretical maximum of annual wind park revenues. 
However, he did not include quality rate losses term, 
since it is considered as a non-relevant term for wind 
farm, as long as the unplanned power quality 
deficiencies really occur at grid connection point and, 
additionally, lead to the need to de-rate the wind farm 
power level.  
 
2.5.1 Definitions of wind energy production and 
losses 
According to [12] there are four terminologies of 
electrical energy: reference, theoretical, available and 
valuable. Note: all the electrical energy expressions 
are per year (8766 hours). 
 
Reference electrical energy: represents the maximum 
energy that could theoretically be delivered into the 
grid at the grid connection point if it was not for the 
losses or outages. 
 
Theoretical electrical energy: when you consider the 
wake losses due to the wind mills arrangement within 
wind farm which is represented as a factor called 
layout factor (LF), the reference electrical energy is 
called theoretical electrical energy. 
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Available electrical energy: it is the amount of energy 
that is available per year to be fed into the grid after 
subtracting the scheduled (planned) downtime losses 
from the theoretical electrical energy of the wind 
farm, which is represented as a factor called Planning 
factor (PF).  

 
Where PF is: 

 
Where n is the numbers of planned maintenance visits 
within one year which is known for the 
manufacturing company and service staff. Then by 
estimating the time losses due to each maintenance 
visit, the yearly energy losses due planned 
maintenance will be known.  
 
Valuable electrical energy: it is the amount of 
energy that is delivered per year to be fed into the grid 
after subtracting technical losses (unplanned 
downtime losses and performance losses) from the 
available electrical energy of the wind farm. 

 

 
 
Where OEE = Availability * Performance efficiency 
 
2.5.2 Availability due to unplanned downtimes 
Take into consideration that availability here is 
related to the unplanned downtime because already 
we have taking the planned downtime in the PF 
expression. Also, in order to have effective and 
company-user friendly model, it is easier for the user 
to collect data about the unavailable time due to 
unplanned downtimes than collect and analyse the 
whole available time data.  
 
Actually, this type of availability (due to unplanned 
downtime) is affected by five main factors as 
explained in [13]: reliability (failure/per), 
maintainability, serviceability, site-accessibility and 
maintenance strategy. The first three factors define 
together the theoretical availability; while the actual 
availability takes into consideration also site-
accessibility and maintenance strategy. One addition 
factor that we can add here is the identifiablility.  It 
means the ability to determine the cause and effect 
relationships and identify the problem cause(s) 
quickly and easily in a good time. Based on this 
factor, maintenance manager can decide which type 
of maintenance issues are needed (staff, equipment, 

vessels, and spare parts) in order to make the service 
visit more cost-effective.  
 
Offshore and difficult-accessible site highlight the 
effect of identifiablility factor on overall availability. 
Nowadays, the service staff depend on using tries to 
identify the cause based on alarms form SCADA 
system and condition monitoring techniques to reduce 
the identification time and get more accurate 
understanding of the causes of the failures. Prognostic 
techniques also are suggested for predicting the useful 
life of different critical components. This improves 
the effectiveness of planning maintenance. 
 
The availability losses per one unplanned downtime 
can be measured by the following equations.  

 

 
 

symbol Description  
tid Identification time  
tmp Time for maintenance planning  
t s Time for service  
ta Time for accessibility  
tm Time for maintenance (repair or replace) 

 
In case that there is no historical data about the 
unplanned downtime, the calculation can be based on   
information about failure frequencies and reliability 
data provided by the manufacturers for specific 
components like gearbox, bearings, generator, 
transformers, etc.   
 
2.5.3 Performance efficiency losses  
Performance efficiency takes into account speed 
losses, which include any factor that causes the 
process to operate at less than the maximum possible 
speed, when running. Examples include snow and ice 
layers on the blades, blade shape deviation and 
bearings faults which lead to rotation braking as 
described by [12]. Figure (2) shows clearly that field 
performance curves for summer and winter data are 
different, they do not follow a perfect curve as the 
calculated one.  
Briefly, the main effect of icing as [14] explained 
(based on case study conducted at Nygårdsfjell wind 
park) that the effect of icing is altered airfoil shape 
which is resulting in reduction in lift coefficient and 
increase in drag coefficient, thus, the reduction in 
production rate is expected and measured through the 
case study observations.  
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Figure 2, field power performance curve; data for the 
summers (green dots) are placed on top of the winter 

data (blue dots), cited from [14].  
 

The performance factor usually is described by power 
rate differences due to cold climate effects, where the 
energy production rate is helpful measure for that: 
 

P = Generated Energy / Available Energy 
 

The available energy can be calculated based on wind 
speed data while generated energy is the final 
generated or delivered power of specific turbine and 
definitely should be less than the available energy due 
to icing effect as a reducing factor of lift coefficient   
 
3. The proposed cost estimation model  
The general equation for calculating total cost of 
energy based on OEE method is as following: 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 
Symbol  Description  
LPC Levelised production cost  
AUEt Utilized energy in year t  
Total cost Discounted present value of total 

cost of energy  
I Investment cost  
OM P Planned O&M cost  
OMUNP Unplanned O&M cost  
SCt Social cost during year t  
RCt Retrofit cost during year t 
SV Salvage value after n years 
r Discount rate 
n Economic lifetime 
ANEt Net energy within year t 
LF Layout factor  
AP Planned availability factor  

AUNP Unplanned availability factor  
P Performance factor  
TCEL Total cost of energy losses 
t p Planned maintenance time (hr) 
tUNp Unplanned maintenance time (hr) 
Eest Estimated production rate per hour 
Plosses Losses due to performance 

reduction (kWh) 
price Price of kWh 
 
The total cost consists of investment cost, total 
planned operation and maintenance costs, total 
unplanned operation and maintenance costs, social 
cost and retrofit cost, all of them during year t. In 
addition to salvage value cost. The total utilized 
energy (kWh) consists of layout factor, planned 
availability factor, unplanned availability factor and 
performance factor.  
 
The following equations are graphically explained in 
Figure 3, where there are two main goals; first one is 
to quantify the total cost of planned and unplanned 
maintenance costs besides showing the responsible 
stakeholder for each of them.  Second one is to 
quantify the energy losses due to planned and 
unplanned downtimes and performance losses. 
 
For calculating the cost of energy or levelised 
production cost, the user is going to do a summation 
of all the cost categories divided by the utilized 
energy that is estimated based on OEE method. While 
for energy losses, the user is going to multiply the 
total energy losses which are estimated based on 
unavailability losses due to both (planned and 
unplanned stoppages), and performance losses by the 
price of one KWh. This will enable the user to 
quantify:  how much is lost and why? Furthermore, it 
helps to measure the cost effectiveness of the 
suggested improvement efforts.   
 
The benefits and originality of the proposed model 
 
 The developed model brings the following benefits: 
• Demonstrates how the cost of energy can be 

calculated from cost and performance information 
• Bring clarity to the cost estimation method 
• Provides a framework for collecting information on 

devices at different stages of development. 
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 4. Partial model verification with cold climate 
The main feature of cold climate production is that 
total cost will increase together with the production 
losses. Actually, the effects of cold climate on the 
cost of energy are directly related to unplanned 
operation and maintenance cost and to energy losses 
due to unplanned downtimes and due to performance 
or speed losses. In order to understand the cold 
climate effect, the simplest way especially with 
limited information and data to assume that winter 
season is the main effect of cold climate. Thus, let us 
clarify how practically one could use the cost 
estimation model.  
 
 
 

4.1 Using season-categorized method for 
downtimes: in the following we statistically analysed 
the downtime data (reported by VTT) for Finnish 
wind farms, [15]. The main objective of study was to 
test the hypothesis which argues that: 
 
“There is no difference between winter mean 
downtimes and other seasons mean downtimes”.  
 
The study has considered three different turbine sizes: 
300 kW, 1000 kW, and 3000 kW. As a result of   
hypothesis test, the hypothesis was rejected for the 
three samples.  This means that the winter downtimes 
are larger than other seasons’ downtimes. The result 
of the study is shown clearly in Table 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Total operation and maintenance cost based on OEE method (cost and energy losses) 
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The main benefit of using this practical method is to 
establish a basement for estimating the availability 
correction factors which all cost estimation model try 
to define and talk about. Thus, if you say that the 
mean difference between winter downtimes season 
and other mean downtimes is 20.675 hour more for 
wind turbine with 300 kW, for example if normal 
downtimes is 100 hours, then winter downtimes 
factor is 100/ (100 + 20.675) = 0.833.  
It means that if the company estimate that planned 
production hours in the winter will be for specific 
year 1000 hours, the actual production hours will be 
1000 * 0.833 = 833 hours due to the effect of cold 
climate. 
 
4.2 Using temperature-categorized method for 
production losses 
[16] Has conducted a study in Aapua wind farm (7 
turbines of 2 MW) to investigate the energy losses 
during winter seasons in comparison to summer 
season from October 1st 2005 to March 31st 2009. The 
result of the study shows that “the average energy 
production losses, based on actual production, was 
27.9% in the winter time (t<+2 Cº) and 6.6% in the 
summer time ((t>+2 Cº)”.   

 
5. Discussion and Conclusions 
The current documentation system used by wind 
farms and the data and information of operation and 
maintenance practices are not completely helpful to 
verify the model and quantify the cost and energy 
losses in cold climate context.  The operation and 
maintenance operations in the wind power sector 

involve many different stakeholders with various 
interests and responsibility. Therefore, using this 
model one can get a breakdown of all the losses with 
information about their possible route cause(s). 
Furthermore, it provides a clear estimate of relevant 
cost categories related to the responsible stakeholder. 
This can be considered as a type of visual 
management and opportunity for continuous 
improvement. The differentiation which has been 
used in the model to estimate the cold climate 
effective will be more accurate if we use temperature 
based estimate method.  
 
Using the developed model gives a better 
understanding of the operational and maintenance 
cost of wind power systems taking into account 
relevant contextual factors. As well as, it helps the 
stakeholders to improve their decisions at different 
phases of the system's life cycle. 
 
Conducting more research and case studies to 
quantify the planned operation & maintenance factor, 
unplanned operation & maintenance factor and 
performance factor for wind farm in cold climate sites 
will give more realistic factor in order to use them for 
more accurate cost estimation.  
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Offshore wind turbines are being used in a number of countries to harness the energy of the moving air over the 
oceans and convert it to electricity. Commercial-scale offshore wind facilities are currently in operation in 
shallow waters off the coasts of Europe, but further technology development is needed for use in the deeper 
waters of the Outer Continental Shelf. However, this site application shift brings a lot of functional, physical and 
operational challenges relatively the same like what the oil & gas sector has been challenging over the last 15 
years, the oil & gas sector in the North Sea has had longest to prove what is possible for integrating asset 
management, starting with the wake-up calls of the late 1980’s: the Piper Alpha disaster, the oil price crash, 
market globalization and so on. These forced a fundamental reappraisal of their fragmented business models and 
focus on the ‘joined-up thinking’ and operational efficiency. Nowadays, the real development and practices 
within offshore wind power sector are showing considerable indications for fragmented rapid development. 
Therefore, the paper searches for system analysis approach enabling to extract the requirements of design 
dependable asset management as a set of most important, pervasive, higher-level, strategic decisions, inventions, 
engineering trade-offs, assumptions and their associated rationale concerning how the system meets its allocated 
and derived life cycle product and process requirements. Mainly, the extracted system level methodologies and 
requirements sets are based on an extensive case study’s observations and system stakeholders’ experiences. The 
developed architecture will be presented as a reference and single snapshot in time of a large body of work in 
progress within wind power area, and as an available platform for stakeholders, researchers for their further 
support, inputs and development. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Renewable energy world (2004) stated that over the lifetime of the turbine, O&M costs might easily have an 
average share of approximately 20%-25% of the total levelized cost per kWh produced. The average share is 
related to age of a turbine; when the turbine is new the share is 10%-15%, while it increases at least to 20%-35% 
by the end of its life. Moreover, Walford (2006) stated that O&M costs can account for 10%-20% of the total 
“cost of energy” for wind project, and showed that Vachon had estimated that cumulative O&M costs could 
represent 75%-90% of a turbine’s investment cost. These observations led the wind energy organizations to 
make sure that their assets were effectively managed over time. PAS (publicly available specification) 55 
(Woodhouse, 2006) endorses the need for performance-accountable asset units. Achieving specific asset 
management target is challengeable in wind power domain, due to the: (a) Difficulties to decide a clear 
measureable target; (b) Difficulties in measuring the target and performance: mainly used auditing method for 
that which is helpful for the companies who already applied the asset management system. In order to do that, 
there is a need to understand which factors in operational level are affecting the achievement of the target (i.e. 
LCC according to PAS 55), then how to measure these factors by specific means, and assess the criticality, 
define and allocate the critical problem. El-Thalji and Liyanage (2010) reviewed the current offshore wind energy 
asset management system. The main critical observations which have been extracted through this review work 
were summarized as follow: (1) Most of the research and development activities are related to structure; 
however, turbine development for the offshore environment is not fully fitted to the selected site. (2) There are 
some missing stakeholders’ experiences and their requirements in the design process that could impact the whole 
life cycle asset management. (3) In most cases the data extracted from operating onshore parks is not based on 
real offshore data. (4) The operation and maintenance cost shall be derived based on empirical studies with a 
classified and well-described context of operations.   
 
Frankly, Over the last 15 years, the oil and gas sector in the North Sea has had a long time to prove what is 
possible for integrated asset management, starting with the wake-up calls of the late 1980s: the Piper Alpha 
disaster, the oil price crash, Lord Cullen’s recommendations on risk/safety management, market globalization 
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and so on. These forced a fundamental reappraisal of their fragmented business models and focus on ‘joined-up 
thinking’ and operational efficiency. Nowadays, the real development and practices within the offshore wind 
power sector are showing considerable indications for fragmented rapid development. mainly due to the fact that 
there is certainly a big contrast between merely ‘managing the assets’ - which many companies would feel they 
have been doing - and the integrated, optimized whole-life asset management of physical, human, intellectual, 
reputational, financial and other assets. 
 
In reality, asset management development starts based on company standards and moves into national standards 
and nowadays there is a clear movement towards international standards (Koronios, et al.). However, in order to 
have generic and valid standards a broad range of industrial applications and domains shall be investigated. 
Therefore, the authors argue that renewable energy domains, especially wind energy, have specific requirements 
( in terms of technical, organizational, economic, environmental interoperability) that could enrich the validity of 
current asset management models and standards. There are few wind energy organizations try to implement and 
build asset management system in order to cut-down costs and downtimes by means of engineering, Information 
and communication technologies; predictive maintenance, integrated data management, and  visualized control 
of operations  
 
Wind energy asset is one of relevant and expenditure applied-context to be investigated due to its new feature of 
complexity and interfaces; engineering, business, information, and operations management views. Moreover, 
wind energy asset is recognised as a hybrid, dynamic and distributed system. Therefore, this paper introduces the 
systems engineering approach as a development methodology to engineering dependable asset management 
applications. Specifically, the objectives of this paper are: 

 To present the current asset management system practice within Swedish wind farms, 
 To present the evolutions in asset management system from industrial perspective. 

 

2. ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: A REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

  
Broadly specking, the international standards are adapting the definition of the publicly available specification 
number 55 (PAS 55). It describes asset management as “systematic and coordinated activities and practices 
through which an organization optimally and sustainably manages its assets and asset systems, their associated 
performance, risks, and expenditures over their life cycles for the purpose of achieving its organizational 
strategic plan”, therefore in definition 3.10 in PAS 55-1, an asset management system is defined as the 
“organization’s asset management policy, asset management strategy, asset management objectives, asset 
management plans of the activities, processes and organizational structures necessary for their development, 
implementation and continual improvement”. However, there are a couple of definitions grown from the one root 
with some influences fo their author’s perspective summarized by Tywoniak et al. (2008); strategic and business 
perspectives define it as a set of decision making tools (Davis 2007, Wittwer et al 2002, ), enterprise asset 
management (Kim et al. 2007) technical perspective leads to  engineering or physical asset management 
(Andreou and Bontis 2007, Chen and Mohamed 2007, Tywoniak et al. 2007, Andy et al.  2008). Furthermore, 
some definitions highlight specific terms; Woodhouse (2003) highlights the managing activities as managing 
operations, maintenance, replacing and repairing, Mitchell (2002) highlights the process strategy and cultural 
factors, Cooperative Research Centre for integrated engineering asset management (CIEAM) expresses the 
knowledge based decision making and business processes as a core of designing asset management system, 
Haider (2007) highlights the need to continually maintain the asset  management system, in other words, the 
changeability of the asset management system shall take care of business need and technology change. These 
terminologies which carry different perspective lead to generating and enhancing more valid standards with 
different focuses: engineering, information, businesses. One of main contribution within asset management field 
is the integrated engineering asset management (IEAM) diagram created by CIEAM to illustrate the current 
applied standards and their core and emergent perspectives; information, engineering and business. Primarily, 
the asset management system focuses to manage the physical assets. Fairly, most of academic focuses are 
located within. However, the other asset types like human, financial and information are vital for organizations 
as enabled assets that are required to optimize the value of physical assets. The wind farm organization shall 
establish, document and maintain asset management plans to achieve the asset management strategy and 
objectives over the wind farm life cycle processes.  
 
Briefly, the academic contributors argue that their contributions lead into the best practice in integrated 
engineering asset management. on other hand, it is relevant to understand how the practitioners and  industrial 
organizations understand the asset management concept and how they define the best utility concept of 
implementing asset management system within their businesses. Therefore, the paper explores the practitioners’ 
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experiences by means of implementing a set of system-level- methodologies to breakdown the complexity into 
form of system causality.  
 

3. RESEARCH APPROACH 
Wind energy application is an quite complex work-field due to multiple customers and stakeholders who they 
are shaping; a complex hierarchy of value drive situations, different-domains based on site and seasonal 
characteristics, multiple operating scenarios, multiple failure events, etc. therefore, it is enormously difficult to 
search for causality within those huge number of differentiations. Case study method is suitable to analysis the 
causality of the system or organization. While capturing the practitioner understanding and their domain 
experience need the phenomography method. Therefore, the designed research methodology is mixed method of 
both case study and phenomography carried on 14 Swedish wind farm operating companies.  
 
During data analysis in phenomographic research, the researcher will identify qualitative data and classify them 
into categories of how the practitioners describe their experiences an asset management and dependability 
concepts. Moreover, the paper focus to identify the challenges and problem categories of asset management 
system on basis of practitioners’ descriptions of wind farms’ operating companies.  
 
Generally, phenomenogrphic study is used strictly in social areas, especially for education science. However, it 
is a helpful method to explore the individual experience of purposefully selected practitioners. Therefore, the 
authors adopted the general procedures and reformulate the phenomenographic study steps to be suitable and 
effective for technical and engineering researches.  
 

4. SYSTEMS APPROACH FOR CODES ANALYSIS 
4.1. Stakeholders’ hypothesis and codes 
The study is conducted through vindforsk III project by phone and physical purposely selected meetings with a 
number of key managers. The study started with semi-structured discussion, where we collected a number of 
codes (stakeholder’s own definition of problems or most significant elements in their answers). A cycle of 
condensation and reduction have been taken to formularize preliminary groups of codes. First cycle was to group 
the codes based on company size (large, medium, small), for example large company’s manager they use a 
words like “wind farms, systems, crew,...”, while small company’ manager use words like “wind turbine, unit, 
limited resource”. According to three asset management cycle models, the questions were designed to cover the 
following main issues: 

 explanation 1: general description of the asset 
 explanation 2: general description of the asset management system 
 explanation 3: technical challenge of the asset management system 
 explanation 4: information challenge of the asset management system 
 explanation 5: operational challenge of the asset management system 

 

4.2. Data and hypothesis collection phase 
After the wide range of customers meeting and collecting the main codes which formulate their individual 
understanding of asset management system concept and main challenge. The collected codes as shown in 
appendix 1, led into the following categories; 

 Group 1: issues appear due to differentiations within life cycle processes and events 
 Group 2: issues are related to organization background 
 Group 3: issues are related to site and season characteristics of wind farms 
 Group 4: issues are generated due to physical systems  
 Group 5: issues are generated due to system interfaces 
 Group 6: issues appear and disappear in different operating scenarios 

Those groups motivate the authors to search deeply for the main root causes of such industrial perspective of 
asset management concept. The authors generated a preliminary way of analysis for each point of the pervious 
categorized groups. The following methods generated a codified the collected observation, then, converted them 
into main requirements of design for dependable system architecture.  
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Table 1 
Customer’ codes and their meaning of problem space 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Stapelberg 2006) show twelve elements or departments for asset management system, as shown in first level of 
figure 2. Moreover, he presented the theoretical framework for integrated asset management designed by 
CIEAM (centre of integrated engineering asset management), which consists of 12 functions shown in figure 2.  

codes 
Large scale organization medium scale organization small scale organization 

Wind farm  A number of wind turbines Single wind turbine 
Onshore/ offshore Onshore  onshore 
One turbine type within wind farm Different types of turbines One type 
Size > 2 MW mixed  
Company-owned Company-owned Owned by a Group of people  
Low LCC /high LCP Low maintenance cost High production rate 
mixed maintenance Outsourced maintenance Outsourced maintenance 
Outsourced heavy maintenance In-house control  Outsourced control 
In-house inspection duty   
Risk mitigation and condition 
based maintenance  

Condition monitoring   

Experience within warranty period  Extended warranty period 
Trained crew   
 Asset management is 

maintenance management 
Asset management is 
maintenance 

previous company experience 
Nuclear, hydropower  

Electrical power  Business  

In house-Monitoring  Web-based monitoring  
Automated collected Data without 
analysis 

Manual Data without analysis  

Manual registered maintenance 
event data 

Maintenance reports 
Inspection reports 

 

Support depend on available 
vessels, weather conditions 

  

Knowledge and experience   
Multiple-root causes, different type 
of faults and failures 

Electrical system failures 
 

gearbox failures 
 

 Failure related to wind turbine of 
type X 

 

Whole architecture could be 
improved 

Specific system, gearbox, 
lubrication system 

Selection of bearings, select best 
gearbox manufacturer 

 Auxiliary generator problems  
CMS and SCADA SCADA Inspection reports 
Different type of alarms Control alarms  
   
CMMS and other modules Excel sheets and own-database Manual file 
Integrate data management 
modules 

A couple of days to supply spare 
parts or maintenance support 

 

Diagnostic and prognostic   
Spare part data module Production stoppages due to 

maintenance 
Productivity & Production losses 

Reliability, logistic support, 
maintainability 

Reliability of physical system  

Lubrication/filtering management 
system 

Manufacturing company service  

Operating temperature system Unstable production  
Ice and coldness  Control strategies   
Difficult to replace on site   
Difficult to inspect   
Difficult to take decision about 
monitored signals 

  

Own-Failure statistics    
Manufacturing company condition 
monitoring system & monitoring 
polices 

  

CMS management, alarm criticality 
levels, accuracy, limitations 
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Figure 1, Asset management system: elements and modules 
 

Method to analysis group 1: life cycle analysis 
The collected codes show that failure, fault and errors are occurring within specific processes of the whole life 
cycle of wind power system. Moreover, asset management system as a supportive system has also specific life 
cycle processes. The life cycle analysis shows that the processes, relationships between them, on basis of the 
codes that extracted from practitioners interviews in order to build the traceability of evidential requirements. 
 
Table 1  
Life cycle process analysis; extracted from customer codes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The main observations extracted from table 1 are:  

 Observation A-1: Manufacturing companies deliver a document of how to operate the turbine, and not 
the asset management system. 

 Observation A-2: Some of asset management systems’ modules are well-designed, but the 
organizational factors affect them by lack of control strategies and specified resources to accomplish 
their tasks.  

 Observation A-3: Asset management measuring module is lacking to be as a feedback mechanism for 
whole system and as assessment tool for the organization target. 

Method to analysis group 2: business domain effect analysis 
Based on some customer codes there are different main business domains which are shifted to play a key role 
within wind energy domain; hydropower, nuclear, oil & gas, installation & construction, marine company and 
general private energy business. 
 
Table 2  
Business domain effect analysis 
 

Domain  position within wind 
energy domain Similarities  wind power Differences  

hydropower Operating & maintenance 
(mountains ) 

Physical turbine  system and concept of 
turbine operation 

Multi loads scenarios  

Nuclear Operating Criticality of failure and concept of 
diagnostic  

Multi operating scenarios 

Wind turbine (WT) life cycle Asset management system 
life cycle processes Problems  

Design & development System  design Miss some critical requirements 
Focus on information requirements 

   
Manufacturing  System implementation System design started after WT design 
  Late design of some modules  
Testing  System integration & testing  
Deployment  deployment Insufficient training  

Operating & support Use and maintain Lack in control strategies  
Lack in required resources 

Disposal, reuse updating Lack for feedback mechanism 
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Oil & gas Offshore Operating &  
maintenance 

Environmental load characteristics, 
Accessibility and Concept of asset 
operation 

incapable for instantaneous maintenance  

Installation & 
construction 

Install & construct Application scale and required equipments System stability, operation difficulties 
(multi-assembled parts, installation depth)  

Marine 
industries 

Offshore install & 
construct 
Offshore maintenance 

Concept of supportability Unstable Manoeuvring and personal 
transfer around the system, risky vertical 
lifting 

General energy  Operating  Electrical system operations Large scale application, technical 
difficulties for maintain  

 
The main results and observations of table 2 are: 

 Observation B-1: The wind power asset management’s application is an emergent system of multi-
shifted experiences from other domains. Definitely, emergence phenomena strengthens the 
interdiscipline-ability as a needed system character in order to cope with different perspectives 
(technical, economic, organizational, human), life cycle processes (design, install, operate, control, 
monitor, maintain), physical systems (mechanical, electrical, etc). However, it could also generate 
weaknesses due to missed-interfaces or lack of control. 

 Observation B-2: Each business domain has a management style within different focus-cores based on 
their main objective, functions, external systems and environment issues.  

 

Method to analysis group 3: Context analysis 
The customer codes and following analysis methodologies in life cycle process and business domain effect 
analysis define a couple of application contexts; onshore, cold-climate onshore, mountain-onshore, offshore and 
cold climate offshore.  
 
Table 3  
Context analysis 
 

 
The main results and observations of table 3 are: 

 Observation C-1: site and seasonal characteristics have directly effects on wind power asset 
management system via the following aspects; (a) physical system behaviour; (b) system diagnostic and 
deterioration process; (c) system supportability. 

 Observation C-2: due to the stochastic nature of site and seasonal characteristics, the physical system 
and asset management system are exposed to uncertainty that make planned operations be uncertain.  

 

Method to analysis group 4: system of systems analysis/operational hierarchy 
In order to classify the problems that appear in some of customer’s codes, it is needed to represent in different 
decomposed levels as shown in table 4.  The table explains in details the relationship and the functional 
interfaces among main systems within wind farm system. System of systems diagram graphically represents in 
decomposed system in levels based on the physical relationship among them. System of systems (SoS) diagram 
which is summarised in table 4 shows the system-level of interest, its internal decomposed-components, 
relationships or interfaces with other external systems that impact or are impacted by the system of interest. 
 
Table 4  
System-of-systems analysis 
 

Context 
  

Characteristics  Application 
Scale  

Difficulties 

Onshore Wind load Small, medium  Remote data transfer 
Mountain  
onshore 

High-Wind load 
Difficult accessibility 

medium Expensive accessibility 

Cold-
climate 
onshore 

Seasonal High-Wind load 
Ice, snow, low temperatures impacts 
Seasonal Difficult accessibility 

Small, medium, 
large (planned) 

Asset faults and deterioration  
Limited Support accessibility and logistics 

Offshore High-Wind load 
High-wave load 
Difficult accessibility 

large  Expensive accessibility 

Cold-
climate 
offshore 

Seasonal High-Wind load 
Seasonal High-wave load 
Ice, snow, low temperatures impacts 
Seasonal Difficult accessibility 

large (planned) Limited Support accessibility and logistics 
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Level  Systems/ Components  Functions  Difficulties  
National grid Hydropower, biomass, coal-fired, 

nuclear, wind power, solar power, oil 
&gas, etc 

supply electricity Competitive market 
Grid integration  

Enterprise (onshore/offshore)Asset system, 
onshore control & monitoring system, 
(onshore/offshore) asset support 
system, (onshore/offshore) interfaced 
system 

Manage whole wind 
power asset 

Remote control and monitoring 
Large number of optimizations and Decision-making 
tasks 
Variability within sub-systems 
hybrid-effect situations 
Negative accelerated effect of technical, human and 
organization factors.  
Uncertainty within circular supply chain 

Turbine Foundation, structure, nacelle, drive-
train, blades, etc 

Generate electricity  Interfaced engineering (physical) systems 

Drive train Rotor, gearbox, generator, coupling, 
brake, control (SCADA), CMS ,etc 

Transmit and covert 
power 

Interfaced mechanical and supports systems 

 
The main results and observations of table 4 are: 

 Observation D-1: Mainly, the difficulties are generated due to interface phenomena within physically or 
operationally integrated systems.  

 Observation D-2: The SoS diagram expresses the responsibility of each system-level problems, for 
instance, the asset operator in enterprise level, concurrent engineer in turbine level, mechanical and 
electrical engineers in drive-train level.  

 Observation D-3: Mostly in problem space descriptions, the wind power system is described as a 
problem generated because of multi-integrated technical systems (aerodynamic, mechanical, electrical, 
structural, tribological, etc). However, by taking the upper system-level where the human and 
organizational factor involves in, different type of problems appear and need other problem 
descriptions. ´ 

 

Method to analysis group 5: interface analysis 
The customer codes highlight that there is difficulty due to systems interfaces, the interface system within wind 
farm system (specifically in this system level) is the communication system and its main function is to enable the 
data and information circulated in the system.  

 
Figure 2 Physical context diagram of wind power asset management system 

 
The main results and observations of figure 1 are: 

 Observation E-1: The main interface within enterprise system-level is the remote control & 
communication (for both physical signals and information) systems due to the geographical distance 
between sub-systems.  

 Observation E-2: The diagram highlights the information life cycle processes; capturing, transferring, 
documenting, analyzing, updating. In addition to that, the input/outputs of sub-systems as a creator-user 
relationships. 

 Observation E-3: The diagram shows individual-accessed databases (manual and online-web) which 
needed to be integrated and responsibly-shared.  
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Method to analysis group 6: Operating scenario analysis  
Some of customer codes which appear within the interview led the authors to investigate more about how they 
operate the wind power asset and how they manage the required resources, especially, the information resource. 
Empirically, there are three scenarios of managing the assets as expressed in table 5. It clearly shows where the 
information is created, used, controlled (responsibilities), and interfaced. The table 5 highlights that operation 
management is an important factor for managing whole assets. In addition, the asset management designer shall 
take the interfaces among the main processes within operation & support phase; operating management, health 
monitoring management, supportability management and maintenance management.  
 
Table 5, 
Operating scenario analysis 

 
Type Example Scenarios Problems  

Operator 
monitored 
system 
 

Vattenfall  

 

Lack of data-
analysis process 

Manufacturer 
monitored 
system 

Enercon 
Vestas control 
system 

 

Access only for 
decisions 

Condition 
monitoring 
supplier 
monitored 
system 

Slite vind use 
web-based 
system by 
SPM 

 

Access to collected 
data 
Analysis part is 
missing (done by 
other) 

combined 
monitored 
system 
(Manufacturing 
& operating) 

Siemens and 
Vattenfall  

 

 

    
 
The main results and observations of table 5 are: 

 Observation F-1: Clearly, the scenarios show that the producer of the control & condition monitoring 
system, he will be most capable one to manage the asset.   

 Observation F-2:There are different type of information accessibility  
 Observation F-3: Most of wind energy organizations or companies relatively use the following 

expression “I run, you monitor, he fixes it”.  
 Observation F-4: The fourth scenario is quite interesting for a case study, because operating company 

and manufacturing company are operating, controlling, monitoring and maintaining the asset together. 
The other scenarios were totally integrating their operation & maintenance stakeholders based 
horizontal information supply chain. However, in last scenario the integration is not limited to 
information one, it proceeds to human and organizational; where they are collecting data, analysis 
information, extract experience together.  

 

4.3. Define requirements for systems architecture 
In previous sections, the systems analysis methodologies explain a couple of challenges and difficulties for 
managing the wind power asset within different life cycle processes, contexts, system-levels, due to business 
domain’s effect, physical interfaces and other functional modules. All extracted observations are converted into 
main requirements for asset management system as shown in table 6. Finally, after breakdown of the ill-totality 
of current practice within asset management system, the authors determine a set of enterprise-level requirements 
to build-up an integrated architecture.   
 
Table 6 
Observation-requirement transfer matrix  
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A1 Lack of clear concept of managing the asset X           

A2 Organizational factor effects  X          

A3 Lack of asset management assessment   X         

B1 Multi-business domain’s effect    X        

B2 Interdisciplinary emergent impacts     X       

C1 Site & seasonal effect      X      

C2 Stochastic nature and operations uncertainty       X     
D1,2,
3 System of techno-economic Domino-effects         X X   

E1 Remoteness of operational system difficult       X   X X  

E2 Information life cycle processes         X X  

E3 Integrity and responsibility         X   

F1,2 Information accessibility           X  

F3,4 Organization involvement           X 

 

5. Discussion and conclusions 
Managing the asset of modern complex systems characterise needs to understand the complexity in terms of 
hybrid, multi-disciplinary, continuous-discrete and distributed systems features. Those operational features lead 
to consider the following aspects; (1) the scale of company and number of wind farms; (b) the site and 
production variability; (c) the maintenance work scale and required facilities; (d) the mission of the owner 
(knowledge and/or production).  
 

 Determining the process dependability (failure/fault/error) at the enterprise level is a complex process 
due to the influence of physical, human and organizational factors. 

 The dependability threads (failure/fault/error) occurred in hidden and unmeasured by dependability 
analysis methods and their databases. 

 Dependability acquires a contextual analysis to capture the wide-system defects, like life-cycle 
mismatch, a maladaptive business domain, undetermined system contexts and use-case scenarios. 

 A dependability analysis acquires to be able to classify the multiple critical problems with relation to its 
level within the ‘system-of-systems’ structure. 

 An interface analysis helps the dependability to capture the defects within the system structure. 
 A scenario analysis helps the dependability analysis to capture defects within system behaviour.  

 
Thus, System analysis is a useful approach for systematically defining the weaknesses within current asset 
management practice within wind power organizations supporting the capability to cope with asset management 
system’s challenge. The system dependability analysis is a powerful way to test stakeholders’ hypotheses and 
extract critical requirements. However, the computerized maintenance management system, condition 
monitoring system and SCADA system are the main mentioned systems within customers’ codes list. Also, the 
customers’ codes that have been collected were not mentioned in the first level elements within their reflections 
except the information system. Furthermore, the main requirement related to current used modules of asset 
management system is that “the system should be able to give an instantaneous and long-term understanding 
about asset conditions.” 
 
From wind farm’s operator point of view the operation management is the core of the asset management system 
due to its responsibility for planning, controlling, monitoring and accomplishing activities. The other cores (as 
discussed in literatures) include business, information and engineering. The main function of wind energy asset 
is to generate electricity, designed by engineering efforts, established based on business plan(s), and controlled 
by information management. industrial asset management perspective focuses on the operation management as a 
core. For example, within business companies, the core function is to run the business process. The same for 
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information companies the core function is to manage the data and information. The key point for wind energy 
companies is the operations, almost the industrial companies know or have knowledge about their operations, 
while when it comes to information, a lot of their codes highlighted weaknesses and gaps, and the same with the 
profit and cost accounting is not highly traceable into strategic asset management plan. The reason of missing the 
operation management within current asset management systems is due to the fact that in particular industrial 
domains have what called priority of focus. For example, the production companies focus on more production 
process than maintenance and handle the operations separately from asset management. In onshore companies, 
the supportability has different level of priority in compare to offshore one and almost handled with maintenance 
department. In wind energy context, the operation or electricity production should be reliable because of his 
direct relation on monitoring, supportability and maintenance process. The important question is to know; “who 
is managing each of the following activities; asset operating, monitoring, logistic supporting, maintaining?”, it 
will be clear who is managing the dependability of asset management system.  Therefore, designing integrated 
asset management process should be based on: (a) Extracting from business drivers, and controlled by business 
policies within operation phase; (b) Functional flow of the operations and domain-specific concept of operations; 
(c) Allocating physical mechanism and supportive systems to functions clearly; (d) physical, information 
inputs/outputs relations to functions; (e) Composing interfaces between physical and supportive systems or 
subsystems; and (f) identifying risks generated from functions, physical and supportive system. 
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